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Ancient Civilizations: Legacy Overview
≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈
Introductory Notes

1. In brief, the essence of a civilizatonΣ1 might be defined as the system–creatng knowledge that has been amassed because of actualizaton of a set of the
partcular paterns of knowledge creaton, accumulaton, consuming–learning, transfer, and embodiment into
a/ knowledge at diferent levels of complexity, which sustains life of the entre civilizaton super–system) as the wholeness of its sub)systems e.g.,
empires, states, natons, and other establishments) and each of subsystems’ components social, politcal, religious, and other establishments)
b/ interconnectons among people, among people and their establishments, and among the people’s establishments
c/ manipulatng the world of the materr manufacturing, constructon, etc.
The cluster of ancient civilizatons created the framework, within which the current philosophical, religious, social, and politcal doctrines evolved. The main
purpose of this paper is analysis of the legacy of the ancient civilizatons–creators of knowledge that have contributed into the framework, on which the current –
Western – civilizaton has been built.
Deciphering the myths, symbols, religious, philosophical, and politcal doctrines, and other means of knowledge transfer lef by the ancient civilizatons
might allow restoraton of the knowledge, which determined the destny of the vanished predecessors. Restoraton of such knowledge could open the following
possibilitesr
a/ comprehension of the Past of the preceding civilizatons, the Present and the Future of the contemporary civilizaton and, probably, the features and the
Future of the consequent if any) civilizatons
b/ analysis of the accumulated knowledge and consequences of its embodiment into establishments, with which the vanished civilizatons atempted to
maintain existence, secure survival, and accomplish expansion; results of such an analysis might facilitate preventon of the processes that triggered collapse of
the predecessors
c/ understanding of the reasons of collapse of the predecessors
d/ creaton of systems/establishments, which would be protected from collapse untl their purposes are accomplished.
The optmal results of creaton such a knowledge would include a possibility to reverse processes of degeneraton and collapse of current life–maintaining
establishments – social, politcal, religious, and other insttutons, with which a civilizaton and any of its components – society, state, empire, etc.) atempts to
survive and to achieve its purposes.

2. Each human mind is born into the three–dimensional κοσμοςr
God, the Almighty Omnipotent Holy Spirit; His law–energy–power creates
and controls life at each level discernible by a human being
⇓
man – the unity of spirit–heart–soul (energy), mind–intelligence (informaton), and body–fesh (mater)
⇓
the world – manifestaton of the energy embodied into the informaton, the mater, and their derivatves
Knowledge of the three–dimensional κοσμος –– God ⇒ man ⇒ world –– is the essence of the human mind. Without knowledge of the higher and lower
levels–dimensions–realms, man is not able to survive and to accomplish the purposes for the sake of which he livesr
–– the mind must know God the Creator Whose will/law controls human life and the world accommodatng human existence
–– the mind must know the world, which accommodates human existence
–– the mind must know own nature – firstly, the terms and conditons of own survival in relaton to the will/law of God the Creator and in accordance with
the laws controlling existence of the world of the mater.
Consequently, the entrety of human knowledge might be seen as the outcome of the framework that accommodates life of the human
intelligence/reasoning. From a practcal point of view, such a framework is a motherboard on which the human mind assembles its creatons, for instance, such as
a partcular civilizaton or a partcular set of civilizatons) and its sub)systems kingdoms, states, empires and their subsystems – societes, social, politcal,
religious, and other establishments).
In general, the framework includes three interconnected domains/realms with diferent levels of complexityr
The Source: theology – knowledge of God and His law
⇓
The General Derivatve:
philosophy – mainly as knowledge of the nature, therefore, the laws that control the world
(the systems laws, which control the world of the mater and the realm of human creatons;
the systems laws are the derivatves of the laws on which the universe is built)
and manifestatons of these laws that the observer can use as indicators
of partcular stages of development–evoluton, stagnaton, degeneraton, collapse, and ruin
⇓
The Second Level Derivatve:
practcal sciences based on philosophical doctrines that that sustain human eiistence;
especially, the general systems theory and its applicatons,
including the systems logic that deals with the systems, which compose the realm of human creatons
(e.g., politcal, social, and other establishments)
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The pool/net of two kinds of the human minds determines destny of a civilizatonr
1/ the minds capable of creatng knowledge adequate to the actuality [[the truth]]
2/ the minds capable of creatng knowledge inadequate to the actuality [[the false knowledge, fggents of igaginaton]].
Embodiment of the created knowledge into the systems that are intended to sustain survival and growth–development–optmizaton–evoluton defines the
partcular patern of
either eipansion–evoluton of a civilizaton, if knowledge is adequate to the actuality
or collapse–ruin of a civilizaton, if knowledge is false
For such minds, philosophyΣ2 refers to the realm of knowledge at two levels of complexityr
1/ theoretcal – summary of assumptons concerning the nature of the world and the purposes of menr the foundaton, on which the mind creates thoughts,
defines purposes, arranges them into politcal, social, military and other doctrines, and embodies them into establishments, with which it expects to secure and to
optmize own existence such establishments might include civilizatons, cultures, states, societes, social, politcal, research insttutons, systems of defense, etc.)
2/ practcal – the set of tools, techniques, criteria, and rules of creaton and interpretaton of knowledge of the world of the mater and organizaton of
human life within it, which the mind employs in its eforts to survive, to accomplish own purposes, to actualize own nature, and to evolve through
– expansion of knowledge of the world that accommodates its existence
– applicaton of this knowledge for facilitaton and enrichment of own life, improvement of well–being of human societes, firstly, by preventng untmely
collapse and disintegraton of the systems/establishments created to accomplish the purposes of survival, development, and optmizaton.
From another angle of consideraton, it might be said that
a/ philosophy that sustains a reality/system/establishment – civilizaton, state, politcal, social, and any other system – determines and discloses the essence
and destny of the reality/system/establishment
b/ philosophy behind the created systems defines the destny of their creators and those who these creatons might infuence or control
c/ philosophy of a partcular mind reveals its potency defined in the terms of knowledge of the actuality/truthr
–
either its development as an ability to perceive/create adequate knowledge of the actuality/truth
–
or degeneraton as an inability to perceive/create adequate knowledge of the actuality/truth.
Consequently, philosophy defines the potency, limitatons, and end – either achievement of the purpose or collapse because of impossibility to achieve the
purpose – of the mind’s creatons.
The next derivatve from the realm of the practcal sciences) is the systems logic, or the logic of complex systemsΣ3. From the practcal point of view e.g.,
for the observer whose purpose is analysis of a partcular establishmentr evaluaton of its past and present, and comprehension, design, or alteraton of its
future), systems logic is the set of the working techniques, which sustains the entre cycle of cognitve actvites startng with the acceptance of a theological
concept and finishing with the applicaton of the laws of reasoning toward analysis of efectveness of the routne and strategic decisions and their expected and
actual outcome.
As of today, civilizaton might be seen as the most interestng subbect of consideraton for the observer, because it is the most common complex system that
accommodates actualizaton and testng of a partcular set of the paterns of knowledge creaton, accumulaton, learning, distributon, transmitng, and
embodying. In general, a civilizaton
a/ describes the maximal creatve and destructve potency developed by the human mind
b/ sustains a partcular phase/cycle of either development/evoluton or degeneraton/perversion of the human mind
c/ tests efficiency of establishments that sustain life–cycle of the civilizaton and accommodate either evoluton firstly, as the well–being) or ant–
evoluton/degeneraton firstly, as insufficiency, corrupton, and misery) of human beings for the sake of whom, presumably, the civilizaton, as well as any other
establishment within it, has been initated and developed.
The essence of a civilizatonΣ1 might be defined as the system–creatng knowledge that has been amassed because of actualizaton of a set of the partcular
paterns of knowledge creaton, accumulaton, consuming–learning, transfer, and embodiment into
a/ knowledge at diferent levels of complexity, which sustains life of the entre civilizaton super–system) as the wholeness of its sub)systems e.g.,
empires, states, natons, and other establishments) and each of subsystems’ components social, politcal, religious, and other establishments)
b/ interconnectons among people, among people and their establishments, and among the people’s establishments
c/ manipulatng the world of the mater [[for exagple, ganufacturing, constructon, and other fruits of the technical progress as actualizaton of abilites to
organize and facilitate labor, to godify environgent and conditons of existence, and to advance in ganipulaton with knowledge: its creaton,
disseginatonnintra–systeg circulaton, learning, accugulaton, preservaton, and transgitng]].
The cluster of ancient civilizatons created the framework, within which the current philosophical, religious, social, and politcal doctrines evolved. The
philosophical, religious, and politcal doctrines developed within this framework became the foundaton of the contemporary civilizaton, and this foundaton
looks like a mosaicr along with the knowledge of the actuality, it includes
–– bits and pieces of doctrines and thoughts, whose origin might be traced to the Chaldeans
–– religions and cults, which are rooted in the Minoan myths interpreted and modified by the rphics
–– social and politcal utopia of Plato
–– doctrines of Aristotle mostly, elaboratons of Plato’s utopia for practcal use)
–– Stoic doctrines embodied into the set of politcal, military, social, and religious insttutons, which is known as the Roman Empire and which stll serves as
a model for those who aspire to achieve the absolute power and world–wide dominaton
–– and the others.
The legacy of the ancient civilizatons–creators of knowledge that have contributed into the framework, on which the current – Western – civilizaton has
been built, includes the myths, symbols, religious, philosophical, and politcal doctrines, and other means of knowledge transfer. Deciphering and restoraton of
the knowledge, which determined the destny of the vanished predecessors could open the following possibilitesr
a/ comprehension of the Past of the preceding civilizatons, the Present and the Future of the contemporary civilizaton and, probably, the features and the
Future of the consequent if any) civilizatons
b/ understanding of the reasons of collapse of the predecessors; for instance, the paterns of knowledge creaton and their embodiment into social and
politcal establishment, which might initate the processes of collapse similar to those that ruined the previous civilizaton
c/ analysis of the accumulated knowledge [[especially, theological concepts behind the religious beliefs, philosophical, social and politcal concepts]] and
consequences of its embodiment into establishments, with which the vanished civilizatons atempted to maintain existence, secure survival, and accomplish
expansion; results of such an analysis might facilitate preventon of the processes that triggered collapse of the predecessors
d/ creaton of the systems/establishments, which would be protected from collapse untl their purposes are accomplished.
In additon, the results of creaton such a knowledge would be advanced possibilites for the system designers; for instance,
a/ a possibility to reverse processes of degeneraton and collapse of current life–maintaining establishments – social, politcal, religious, and other
insttutons, with which any civilizaton and any of its components – society, state, empire, etc.) atempts to survive and to achieve its purposes
b/ increased capabilites to manipulate the adversaries with targeted knowledge, which might initate collapse of their life–sustaining establishments.
The cluster of civilizatons–creators of the domain of knowledge, on which the contemporary Western civilizaton materialized, includes
2

…………………………………

………… Babylonian–Chaldean Civilizaton ………..
[3000 B.C.–– 600 B.C.]


Minoan Civilizaton  Egyptan Civilizaton
[3000 B.C –– 1100 B.C.]
[3000 B.C –– 332 B.C.]



Phoenician Civilizaton
[2750 B.C –– 146 B.C.]



|––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––|


Mycenaean Civilizaton
….…?……………
[1900 B.C –– ? B.C.]


Ionians
Dorians
[1150 B.C –– ? B.C.]
[1100 B.C –– ? B.C.]


Greek Cites–States    Sparta
[750 B.C –– 192 B.C.]
[900 B.C –– 192 B.C.]
|–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––|

Romans
[509 B.C –– A.D.476]

Western Civilizaton
The cluster of ancient civilizatons in the Mediterranean region and Middle East has the same root – the Babylon before language confusion {Genesis 11:1–
9}, the same source of theological and philosophical knowledge – imaginatonΣ4, the same paterns of life–defining relatons, and the same three domains for
applicaton of philosophyr
human being   deites


human being   human beings


human being   human establishments
All of them are the creaton of the philosophizing – dreaging – mind that lives by imaginaton instead of the actuality.
In all of them, the mythical thinking stpulated and shaped the actuality – politcal, social, and cultural life. Their essence has been embodied into the shared
imaginary worlds of heathenism – the mythical and symbolic religions, cults, and doctrines concerning the entre cosmos, deites, men, and creatons of men. All
of them contributed into the imaginary world of false assumptons that became the cradle of the descendants – the framework of knowledge on which the
following civilizatons have been built.
All of them have the same
working tools – imaginatonΣ4, and the logic of insufciency/simplifcaton, or the logic of deathΣ5
 
paterns of creaton–transmitng–embodiment of knowledge

destny: they all reached the peak of power and prosperity, and they all vanished
The ancient systems of thought developed by the priests–diviners of the Chaldean, Egyptan and Minoan civilizatons and their adaptatons by Pythagoras
582–500 B.C.), Xenophanes of Colophon 570–480 ?) B.C.), Anaxagoras 500 ?)–428 B.C.), Protagoras 480–410 B.C.), Parmenides ~450 B.C.), and Socrates 469–
399 B.C.), shaped the outlook of Plato 427–347 B.C.).
Plato interpreted and generalized assumptons of the previous generatons of thinkers; upon the generalized summary, he created the imaginary world of
philosophical, politcal, and social utopia, which underlies the contemporary politcal, social, and religious insttutons.
Aristotle 384–322 B.C.) fashioned dreams of Plato into the forms suitable for implementaton into politcal establishments; his writngs stll serve as the
manuals for philosophers, politcians, and Western theologians; some of researchers who realized the magnitude of Aristotle’s input into the contemporary
civilizaton refer to it as to the Aristotelian civilizaton.
The builders of the Roman Empire supplemented Aristotelian pragmatc doctrines with the Stoicism – a concocton of ideas of the rphics, Socrates and
some other pre–Socratc) ancient thinkers modified for bustficaton of a partcular purposer creaton of the world–wide empire, which would establish the Roman
laws, virtues, ideals, and the order within the inhabited world and illuminate its dwellers.
In summary, the works of Plato, Aristotle, and the Stoics absorbed the mabority of assumptons and ideas that compose philosophical, religious, politcal,
logical, ethical, and other doctrines created by the ancient civilizatons of the Mediterranean region and Middle East; they stll serve as the general foundaton on
which the contemporary politcal, religious, educatonal, and research establishments work.
The Babylonian/Chaldean civilizaton ~3000 B.C. untl the sixth century B.C.) became the golden head of the ancient empires; it accumulated the
knowledge, which determined the long–lasted supremacy, power, glory, unrivaled might and unprecedented wealth of the Babylonian kingdoms and empires.
3

The Chaldean priests invented divinaton, magic and sorcery, ritual arts, astronomy and astrology; they planted the root from which all heathen religious
beliefs, philosophical, politcal, social, and cultural assumptons evolved. They designed rituals of worship and divinaton by ascribing a/ the meaning of worship
and veneraton of deites and b/ the means, through which the wwill of gods” can be learnt and accomplished, to
1/ partcular actons, e.g., kneeling before the statue or at the Moon–rise, wearing special garments, feast or deprivaton of food, order of movements of
priest–sacrificer during sacrifice, temple dance movements, preparaton of special food
2/ partcular setngs, within which the ritual movement should be performed, for instance, before the stone tables–altars on which victms must be killed–
sacrificed, in special buildings–temples, before trees, on the tops of mountains, etc.
So, actons of men with material obbects and with other living beings became the confirmaton of existence of non–existng deites–figments of imaginaton,
the means to cognize their will and to change their attude toward men, for instance, to placate deites with sacrifices and to avert their wrath, which otherwise
could result in disasters, earthquakes, famine, defeat by enemy, plague, unknown disease, etc.
Rituals, which were performed with the seen/perceivable material obbects as the means to infuence behavior of the unseen/unperceivable deites, and
human sacrifices, which denigrated human being to the slave of beasts [[and therefore, substtuted the fggents of igaginaton for knowledge of the original
hugan nature]], resulted in establishment of belief into the eternal indestructble and uncreated mater – source of origin of gods, animals, men, and everything
else.
It means that the Chaldeans planted the root of deificaton of the mater, because they accepted the mater as the means to infuence the spirit, for
instance, to sacrifice a visible–perceivable–living being for appeasement of an invisible deity.
The core of the knowledge, which later was named philosophy, came into existence when the Chaldean imaginaton began
– to accept the manifestatons of the mater and the material obbects as the means of cogniton of the invisible world of the deites
– to apply the assumptons concerning the invisible world of the deites toward the world of men.
The main patern of knowledge creaton, which defines the overall legacy of the Chaldeans, is modificaton of knowledge of the invisible deites according to
the purposes of manipulaton with the material things within the world of the mater, or in the contemporary terms, the interactve heathen theology.
Acceptance of the Chaldean patern of knowledge creaton and even its embodiments, such as religious beliefs and philosophical doctrines created by the
Chaldeans) by a partcular civilizaton, empire, naton, state, or an infuental thinker initated two simultaneous processesr
1/ adaptaton and modificaton of theological knowledge and its derivatves; this process culminated in creaton of the imaginary world tailored to the local
customs, and natonal, state, and cultural purposes and features
2/ embodiment of the created imaginary world into the religious, politcal, and cultural establishments, which have the purposes to sustain and protect own
existence and to impose own world on other natons, states, and their insttutons.

The Minoan Legacy
The Minoan civilizaton Crete) [data sourcesr Cicero III.xxiii. 58; Homer The Iliad; The Odyssey; Durant 5–23; Evans 287, 298–299; Graves 1r41, 87–95, 103,
107–114, 119–120, 127–130; 181, 183, 198–199, 232, 236–237, 279, 293–298, 302–311, 316; 2r151, 366; 2r367; Hall 2005) 13; Herodotus 72–73; James 41–45,
54–55, 82–85, 89, 99–106; Kishlansky, Geary, ’Brien 38; Ventris 303, 311; The Sunset Knowledge; etc.] originated before 3000 B.C., reached the peak of
unprecedented for its tme power and infuence in 1600 B.C., and disappeared about 1100 B.C.
During their tme–range, the Minoans defined and controlled the entrety of the politcal, social, and commercial afairs of the Mediterranean natons. All
heathen cults, religious and philosophical doctrines, which have evolved within the Mediterranean region, carry their part of the Minoan heritage, and the most
elaborated hierarchies of deites are rooted in the Minoan myths. The Minoans developed the sophistcated system of writng; the Minoan hieroglyphs formed
many Mediterranean alphabets, including the Phoenician and the early Egyptan. The simplified version of the Minoan hieroglyphs became the Greek alphabet,
and, in the seventeenth century B.C., the Egyptans developed their alphabet in the likeness of Minoan hieroglyphs [e.g., inr Graves 1r183].
Some researchers notce the similarites of the Vedas, the Upanishads, rphism, Pythagorean teaching, and Eleusinian mysteries [e.g., Sherrard 83–84],
which prompt the inferencer all of them have the same source of origin.
The names mentoned in the Greek myths and the names from the Minoan tablets coincide. Today, the Minoan mythology stll lives under the name of the
Greek mythology. With the Minoan language, the Ionians re–told and eventually wrote down the poems of Homerr The Iliad and The Odyssey. Ultmately, the
Minoan–Ionian language was developed into the Koine, the common Greek, with which the New Testament was writen down.
The female deity dominated the Minoan pantheon of gods. The name of the main Minoan island – Crete came from κρατεια which is the derivatve of
κρατω rule) and κρατος power, state) and which might be interpreted as wthe ruling power/goddess.” The main Minoan deity was the goddess symbolized by a
serpent and double axer a symbol of dualism the creatve and destructve power emanatng from one source) and a symbol of waxing and waning moon. n
survived sculptures, figurines, and bas–reliefs Minoan goddess holds a snake or two in both hands) and the venomous vipers coil her body; sometmes, she is
surrounded with bull/cow’s horns, doves, and lions. Her worshipers ascribed to her the power over good and evil, life and death; her cult included the death and
fertlity rites, which demand
– human and animal sacrifices
– ritual intercourse of humans with animals for the heathens, this act symbolizes the fusion of the bestal deites and men).
There is an opinion that the double axe was an instrument of sacrifice; other symbols of the goddess include shield, cross, and swastka ofen depicted on
the forehead of the bulls and the figurines of the goddesses) [e.g., inr Durant 14].
The Minoans ascribed to their goddess with snakes the authority over life and death in all ancient divisions of the Universer the Earth mountains),
vegetaton trees and crops), animal the wild beasts), and human the living and the dead) domains. The Minoan goddess with snakes became the Greek Rhea –
mother of gods or the wgreat goddess,” Phrygian wgreat mother Cybele,” Roman wgreat mother,” etc.; her functons and features originated the fock of local
deites.
From the Minoan centers of divinaton in Delos and Pharos the Cretan islands), the Mediterranean natons received oracular edicts, which, in fact, were the
orders and directvesr they conveyed the rules and terms of survival and the guidance for development of the local establishments, which were communicated as
the will of deites. The Minoans arranged the famous Delphi oracle’s servicer they built the shrine, where the priestess of Python the wsacred” serpent utered her
predictons. However, later, with advancement of patriarchate model of the society, the Apollo’s cult prevailedr according to the myth, Apollo killed Python,
violated the Python’s priestess, and assumed the dutes of the main sponsor of divinaton.
From the capital situated in the main island Crete) and guarded by the powerful feet, the Minoan chief priests who also were the wsacred” kings controlled
the Mediterranean natons and actualized their conquests. The commercial, trade, and other communicatons of the Minoans were fast and efectve; they
reached as far as the lands later known as India and China.
The remnants of the Cretan palaces reveal the high quality and comfort of daily life; the island had paved streets and water pipelines; the survived wall
paintngs and artfacts unveil the unique sense of beauty and the sophistcated fine arts.
Afer destructon of the island center, the survived part of Minoan populaton spread over Cyprus, Aegean Islands, Palestne, Egypt, Atca, Euboea, West
Coast of Turkey Ionia), Southern Italy, and other lands. The natons, which were established or conquered by the Minoans, and among which the Minoans setled
4

and among which they eventually disappeared as the distnct group, although there is a belief that all royal dynastes and priesthood of the Mediterranean
region had the Minoan blood), assumed and modified the legacy of the Minoans according to own level of development and own purposes. The Mycenaean
civilizaton became the direct heir. Some researchers trace the infuence of the Minoans on the Indus and Chinese civilizatons.
The essence of the Minoan civilizaton was encrypted into the myths. Deciphering the myths and symbols of the Minoans would allow comprehension of the
knowledge, which determined historical development of all those who accepted the legacy of the Minoans.
bviously, the main point of interest should be the ratonale behind Minoans’ bustficaton of the manner of life, their outlook, and the world which they
built and into which they embodied their dreams, expectatons, and vision of the actuality.
The mythical founder of the Minoan civilizaton is a son of Zeus and Europe. Zeus assumed an image of a white bull, kidnapped Europe, and brought her to
Crete, where she born him a son – Minos. Afer Minos’ death, Zeus made him one of the Judges of the Dead in Hades. In the eyes of the believers, this
appointment would definitely confirm the power of Cretan priests–kings over the living and over the dead. This partcular myth became the root of belief in the
absolute power of an earthly ruler as the power to infuence the world of deites and to determine the destny of a human being afer physical death.
When Minos ascended the Cretan throne, he asked Poseidon to send a bull for sacrifice. et, when the beautful white bull emerged from the sea, Minos
decided to keep it in his herds and sacrificed another animal. Later, Poseidon avenged the broken promiser he imposed on Minos’ wife Pasiphae unnatural lust to
the spared bull. According to the myth, Daedalus was moved by the sufering of the Minos’ wife; he assisted her in making her dream come trueΣ6.
The same Daedalus built a special palace – the Labyrinth, in which Minos hid his dishonor along with his infamous wife, with the monster she delivered, and
with Daedalus and Daedalus’ son Icarus. In his anger and shame, Minos began to sacrifice humans to Minotaur, yet, his female subbects, which always and in all
civilizatons, follow the example of the ruler’s wives and concubines, began to imitate the Pasiphae’s passion in relatons to any of the available and sometmes
deified) beasts. Probably, that is how the rites of the goddess with snakes were implemented.
Daedalus constructed artficial wings and eventually fed the Labyrinth with his son, Icarus. Icarus obsessed with pride few too high and too close to the
Sun. The Sun melted wax, which connected Icarus’ wings, and he perished in the sea, most likely as the punishment for wscientfic inquiries” of his father.
Consequently, the ancient inhabitants of Palestne some sources identfy them with the Phoenicians) made the annual sacrifice to the Sun by burning a boy who
wore the eagle’s wings.
Traditonally, all Cretan kings received the name of wMinos” and their subbects were called wMinoans.” Probably, that is why some authors assume that
wMinos” is a ttle of a wsacred” king, not a traditonal royal name. The ritual of ascension to the throne included marriage of the Sun–king wearing the bull mask
with the Moon–priestess wearing the horns of a cow. bviously, bovid animals had a partcular significance for the Minoansr
1/ Minos was a son of the main Greek deity Zeus) who assumed the image of a bull, and afer an intercourse with the bull, Pasiphae delivered the monster
Minotaurr half–bull and half–man with a head of a bull, and with lower part of man’s body. For the Minoans, such a compositon of Minotaur signified the
supremacy of the bestal deites over the man and a possibility of unificaton of the wdivine” nature of the beast with the human nature
2/ the Moon–priestess wore the horns of a cow
3/ Minos sacrificed boys to the Minotaur, and Minotaur became the symbol of death for the world, which worshipped death.
The similarites of the Minoan white bull–Zeus and Moon–cow can be found
– in Egyptan religionr the white bull Apis was connected with deites of fertlity and the dead; it was a sacred animal of siris – the main deity of the
underworld; the Egyptans also had the cult of Serapis – a combinaton of siris with Apis Serapis could be an Egyptan version of the Minoan Minotaur)
– in the Indo–Iranian mythology the cosmic bull, whose blood gives fertlity)
– in the mysterious cult of Jupiter Dolichenus standing on a bull and holding the double axe. This cult, which the Roman soldiers brought in Rome along with
other fruits of their conquests, could also have the roots in the cult of an ancient Vedic deity Shiva the Bull Rider – embodiment of death, destroyer, and creator;
other sources either assert that Jupiter Dolichenus originated from the Hitte deity of fertlity or associate it with the main Zoroastrian deity Ahura Mazda
– in the cult of Istar Akkadia) also known as Astarte Western Asia), Inanna Sumeria), Ashtoreth the natons, which surrounded Israel), Isis/Hathor Egypt;
in Egypt, Hathor was identfied with a cow), Aphrodite Greece), Hera Greece; Hera’s sacred animal was a cow), Juno Roman version of Hera), and the others.
The horns of bull and serpent were common atributes of deites of natons leaving in vast space from Mediterranean to Mesopotamiar original image of
Dionysus was horned serpent; the Mesopotamian bas–relief Paris, Louvre) portrays Naram–Suen the king in Mesopotamia descendant of Sargon – founder of
Akkadian dynasty, twenty–third century B.C.) with the crown similar to those of Egyptan pharaohs, yet carrying the horns as atributes of deity.
Although the diferent natons had the diferent local) versions of the female deity and worshipped them as the queen of the universe, goddess of death,
war, love, fertlity, weather, etc., the vast mabority of the Mediterranean–Asian cults of death were connected with the bull, cow, and serpent, and their rites
included mandatory human and animal sacrifices.
The surviving myths and references to the rites of the Minoan goddess with snakes/the Moon–goddess as well as the rites similar to those of the Minoans,
especially, Phrygian and other local versions of female deity in Asia Minor, North Africa, and contnental Greece) describe the wild rites and orgies during which
women intoxicated themselves by wine and narcotc substances. Then, with frenetc dances, women entered into a state of frenzy intended to transform them
into the wild she–brutes that copulated with humans and animals and killed humans and animals. These rites were intended to confirm unity of life identfied
with the sex) with death.
The sexual promiscuity of the priestesses and their consequent insanity and degeneraton and consequent insanity and degeneraton of their children)
contributed into ultmate enthronement of the patriarchal social and politcal order and establishment of the male deity as the head of hierarchy. The myth of
rpheus sustains an assumpton that the rituals of wsacred” prosttuton were insttuted in an atempt to control bestal lechery, which women developed through
imitaton of the beasts during the wild rites of female deites. Probably, men assumed that this kind of wservice” to the deites did not threaten survival of the
society and even had an appearance of the sanctoned piety, because wsacred” prosttuton and sodomy practced at temples as the rites of worship.
It looks like the Minoans recognized the logical connecton between following the law as the essence of the nature, and contnuing existence of any system,
which is an embodiment of the law. They comprehended the law as the life and death conditon; death was the main deity and the main law of the Minoan world.
In the symbolic form, the Minoan law of death became the inexorable Fate of ancient Greek tragediesr the ancient gods, especially as embodiments of the
forces of the Nature, along with their mortal authors were subbects to Fate – the destny.
The Minoan priests–kings invented the sophistcated rituals of human sacrifices; during one of them, which was intended to prevent the earthquakes and
volcanic eruptons and to secure plentful harvest, the bulls killed leaping dancers.
The bones of sacrificed children discovered at the Knossos’ palace signify that the slices of fesh were removed from the bodies. This finding corroborates
the ancient myth of Zagreus, a son of Zeus and Persephone the ancient version of Dionysus) who was killed and his fesh was devoured by the Titans –
embodiments of the earth powers)r each year, a boy–surrogate for Minos the Bull–king was sacrificed and the priests along with members of the royal elite ate
raw fesh of the sacrificed child. Later, this rite was performed in the ninth year of king’s rule in the year of the hundredth lunaton). Probably, insufficiency of
boys caused such modificaton, although the surrounding natons were under the obligaton to send young boys and girls from the noble families as a partcular
tribute to the Minoan rulers boys were sacrificed to the Minotaur and other idols; girls were trained to become the leaping dancers).
In other Mediterranean and Asia Minor lands, the human sacrifices accompanied all main festvites. For instance,
– at the dawn of the next day afer Babylonian New ear, a boy was sacrificed
– in Greece, boys and girls wearing ivy and corn wreaths were killed at the harvest orgiesr during special autumn orgies, the priestess of Moon–goddess tore
children and animals to pieces
– the priestess dressed as mares devoured the sacred king or his substtute) at the end of his reign.
Seemingly, for the Minoans, death was the supreme power whose authority even deites could not diminishr the Minoans invented the death of gods. They
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believed that their Zeus son of the goddess with snakes; he also assumed the bull’s image) died; they venerated his grave on Mt. Iouktas), from which he rose to
become the deity of vegetaton and fertlizing rain.
Many centuries later, the mythology of the Northern barbarian tribes the ancestors of the Teutonic race) became the culminaton of the myths concerning
wthe mortal god” of the Minoans and the woman’s authority over death. The Northern world is the world of death under the power of female deityr Freya – deity
of love and beauty – is a personificaton of death. Ultmately, death will overcome godsr they are doomed to die in the final batle with the giants – embodiments
of the powers of earth. The mortals are destned to fight along with their gods and to die with them. Finally, the serpent will destroy the Earth, because it
incessantly gnaws the root of the tree, which sustains the Universe and penetrates all worldsr deites, men, and giants. nly one myth in the Elder Edda provides
the glimpse of hoper afer death of gods and men and afer destructon of the present Earth under the black Sun, the new Earth and new Heavens ruled by wthe
ne Beyond the Reach of Evil” will come to existence [Hamilton 300–302, 311–313]. Again, all the key–players are presentr the tree, the serpent, woman, and
death. This myth contributed to the foundaton of the Nietzsche’s mythical philosophy – the component of neo–pagan cult, on which Nazism was developed.
This myth also explains why the ancient heathens ascribed to death the absolute power over lifer they knew the reason of their misery. The serpent that
gnaws the root of the tree sustaining the Universe the tree of life), can be identfied with the ancient beast of the Genesis, which tempted woman, triggered their
exile from the original world, doomed mankind to death, and eventually, will be destroyed along with the world {Genesis 3:1–24; 2 Peter 3:7, 10–13; Revelaton
20:2, 10}, in which death and its preliminary stage – corrupton – are the actuality.
The Minoans had the cult of a sacred treer they worshipped a myrtle tree, which for them was the tree of death, because Artemis the Hanged ne and
Ariadne a daughter of Pasiphae; Ariadne was deified and worshiped as one of the Cretan goddesses) hanged themselves on a tree, probably, as a part of death
rites. The rites of the tree of death included hanging of wooden or clay dolls with pierced limbs. The Phoenicians the Phoenician civilizaton was the Minoan
sister–civilizaton) modified this ritualr the Minoan myrtle tree became the wooden cross of the Phoenicians on which they initally crucified victms–substtutes
for their rulers; later crucifixion became the main form of capital punishment for unsuccessful generals, prisoners of war, and criminals.
The Egyptans carried hanged puppets during the Dionysian festvals. According to Herodotus, the Egyptans borrowed this ritual from the Phoenicians.
It looks like all three civilizatons follow the Babylonian traditon, which connects the tree with deathr the tree of the knowledge of good and evil produced
the fruit, which delivered sufering and death to humankind {Genesis 2:9, 16–17; 3:2–20}. The memory of the fruit of this tree apple or pomegranate according to
the climate and conditons of a partcular land) underlies the Greek mythology; for instance,
–– the golden apple from the Garden of Hesperides – the Sunset/Far West gardens the gardens of death), which were guarded by Ladon the serpent that
has an ability to speak. Red apple was also an atribute of Aphrodite originally, the goddess of death and fertlity) and a symbol of king’s death; red apples were
distributed to the populaton before the rites, especially, when the king had to be sacrificed afer one hundred cycles of moon, in the ninth year afer the king’s
enthronement with tme, the wsacred” kings learned to avoid such a destny by sacrificing the substtute – prisoner of war or one of subbects, sometmes, own
child; afer a special ritual of wre–birth,” they contnued their rule)
–– Hera the wife of Zeus Hera originally was the goddess of death) held in her hand a pomegranate – the fruit of deathr a pomegranate tree sprang from
the blood of Dionysus, son of Zeus when the Titans tore his body apart according to order of Hera who intended to revenge Zeus’ infidelity with murder of his son
–– Cora/Persephone a daughter of Demeter – the goddess of fertlity and agriculture) had to stay at Tartarus the realm of the dead) at least three months
winter, when trees and fields are fruitless), because in the gardens of Tartarus, she had eaten food of the dead – pomegranate seeds. Cora received the name
Persephone the queen of Tartarus afer Hades, the main deity of underworld, kidnapped Cora, became her husband, and Zeus decided do not break the marriage.
For the Minoans, who shed blood of humans and animals in abundance, the color of blood – red – became the color of death. Consequently, many
Mediterranean natons held the taboo on the red–colored food, which they sacrificed to the dead.
[[An interestng detail: the bolshevist and coggunist countries, which becage the slaughterhouses for the signifcant part of their populaton, have red–
colored fags and sygbols.]]
The connecton between the goddess with snakes and Eve is evidentr those who established the Minoan civilizaton remembered the inital connecton to
God–Creator and the Eve’s role in destny of men {Genesis 3:1–24}. The ancient myths concerning the tree and fruits of death especially the apple from the
Garden of Hesperides guarded by the snake who could speak) reveal how the imaginaton interprets prehistoric memory of the evil, which caused expulsion from
the Paradise and brought death to mankind. The Phoenicians embellished this interpretaton with the logical conclusionr they began to decorate the tree of death
with the fruits of the ultmate evil – humans dying in agony.
In general, the Minoan civilizaton is death–oriented; it embodies delusion and sufering of the mind, which accepted death as the reality of existence and
worships death as to the main deity. The Minoan beliefs refect the worst assumptons and associatons the human mind ever was able to producer dualism with
such logical conclusions as the cult of death, supremacy of the beasts over humans, and necessity of the human sacrifice as the means to avert the anger of
deified beasts.
From another angle of consideraton, dualism embodied in image of the goddess with snakes that holds the power over life and death, refects the merge of
two opposite visions of woman –
––– life, because of a body capable of reproducton in the Minoan system of beliefs, an ability of reproducton is the power over life)
––– death, because of the mind, which lusts afer the knowledge of good and evil and believes that this knowledge opens the way to become deity that is
the origin of death).
The logical consequences of such a vision include
a/ deificaton of the mater, e.g., Aristotle’s doctrine of the eternal uncreated and indestructble mater, which produced materialism
b/ misogyny, e.g., Plato’s social and politcal utopias, in which women are deprived of family life, motherhood, and even forbidden to deliver a child without
permission of the authorites, and Aristotle’s Oeconogics, which places women at the level of slaves and animals.
Seemingly, the Minoan civilizaton was merciful to woman. Men’s imaginaton wounded by pride, defiant, and fixed on non–acceptance of God’s
punishment for disobedience) transformed the disobedience of woman seduced by the serpent into the reason for her deificaton. The woman who was
deceived, exiled, and condemned to pain of childbirth, to slavery, and to death, became the goddess, which holds the snakes, thus, logically, should have the
power over the main animal deity the serpent). Women were given some libertes; they could appear at public events, possess wealth, infuence decisions of
kings, rule with kings for instance, as chief–priestesses), and kill and devour the king or his substtute) in the year of the hundredth lunaton, etc.
However, this apparent humanity resulted in the most inhumane beliefs and actonsr the Minoans
1/ put to death the fruit of a woman’s body a child) as the sacrifice intended to appease deified beasts and to empower men
2/ defiled woman’s body by bestality rites.
Although the Minoan civilizaton became the logically complete reality of ultmate perversion with its inseparable companions – slavery and death of reason,
the following generatons imitated the Minoan arts and life–style, envied unmatched for their tmes) wealth of the Minoans and their supremacy over the entre
Mediterranean region, and incorporated their outlook and beliefs into own theological and philosophical doctrines.
The belief that human sacrifice would please the deity is the most terrifying inheritance of the Minoans. This belief could be born only within the heathen
world without true knowledge of God. The ability to sacrifice a human being especially, a child) demands the perverted values, which, along with absence of
humanity, usually accompany degeneraton of human nature and decay of the intellect. Sacrifice of a child for the sake of the others is the reality of societes,
which consist from the beings that are lower than animals, because animals including predators) protect life of their ofspring even untl own death.
The myth of Pasiphae refects another deadly legacy of the Minoansr they used for deificaton of beasts the remnants of primeval knowledge of the
mysteries of creaton {in partcular, that a hugan body, all living creatures, and the entre Universe have the sage source of origin, although they are diferent
cogpositons–variatons of the gater created by God, and therefore, exist at the diferent levels of cogplexity, which gust not be intergingled – Genesis 1:1–27;
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2:7; 3:20; Levitcus 19:19; 1 Corinthians 15:39–41}. They recognized supremacy of the beasts over the humans, and then, assumed a possibility of unificaton of
humans with beasts with the purpose of welevatng” human nature at the level of animal nature.
As it happens with all religions and all societes, which they control, the religious beliefs penetrated daily life and shaped overall development of the
heathen societes. For instance, deificaton of beasts and worship through perverted sexual rites became the part of daily life. This can be confirmed by the
following eventsr
– in fifeenth century B.C., Moses defines perverted sexual rites including copulaton with τετραπουν – four–footed animal, catle, beast, brute) practced
by the heathen natve natons as abominaton to God; the laws of Moses established capital punishment for those who follow the heathen perversion {Levitcus
18:22–30}
– in A.D. first century, St. Peter the Apostle and St. Paul the Apostle menton wunlawful idolatries” αθεμιτοις ειδωλολατρειαις), deificaton of beasts
including τετραποδων και ερπετων – four–footed animals and reptles), and consequent wdishonorable passions” εις παθη ατιμιας) and uncleanness of the
heathens, which the followers of Lord Jesus Christ must avoid {1 Peter 4:3–5; Rogans 1:18–32}
– in A.D. second century, Apuleius described two trivial episodesr a rich woman with lust to the beast of burden an ass), and a female criminal condemned
to be thrown to the wild beasts, yet, before, to be mated with the beast of burden an ass) in the sight of the Corinthian populaton, at the arena [Apuleius].
The next part of deadly legacy of the Minoan civilizaton is the assumpton of complete dependence of human being on their imaginary wgodsr” a human
being is an absolute slave of the deites, which in fact, are the products of human imaginaton. This attude penetrates all myths inherited from the Minoans and
underlies Homer’s The Iliad and The Odyssey, which the learned Greeks for instance, such as Alexander of Macedonia) knew by heart. Homer portrays the
humans as the puppets of deitesr the deites originate thoughts and control actons of men; the entre Universe is a big arena on which the humans live and die
for amusement of deites. Later, Aristotle would define slavery as the wuniversal” order of the κοσμος and assert slavery as the wnatural” foundaton of human
societes and all politcal, social, and religious insttutons.
If to accept the actuality – that all heathen deites are figments of human imaginaton, the Minoan civilizaton reveals itself as the greatest tragedy of
mankindr the Minoan world is the realm of death in which phantasms rule the actuality and the lifeless idols are fed with human blood. This realm man created
for himself with the logic of insufficiency – the logic of deathΣ5, with which he atempted to materialize his vision of gods – created the idols, and then, began
worship own figments of imaginaton and creatons of own hands.
In this realm, man cognized the ultmate evilr slavery of the mind, that is the death of reason following to the restricted percepton the material things only)
and acceptance of the material things as the deites. In this realm of death, man lives by the law of deathr he is born by a slave, lives as a slave, procreates slaves,
and dies as a slave.
The consequent civilizatons, which absorbed the Minoan legacy, also became embodiments of the law of death, firstly, because they are fruits of the
dreaming mind poisoned by false knowledge, living by phantasms, and therefore, incapable of free thinking.
From such a point of view, the Socrates’ definiton of slavery as the death of reason
–– becomes almost improbable insight into the essence of the heathenism; improbable because it is professed by man who is not supposed to know the
truth, which makes men free, and who chose to die as a slave under the power of the laws, created by the society of slaves to control the slaves
–– looks like a myth – one more utopia born by Plato’s mind, which imagined freedom in the same fashion as it imagined the realm of deites full of forms–
ideas whose thoughts and deeds Plato the philosopher wknew” and made known for his followers.
The Minoan civilizaton lef the logically complete imaginary world of death, which, although imaginary, is sustained with blood of real living human beings.
In this world, the main deity is death, and its embodiments – deified living beasts and graven images inspired by the beasts – are fed with human fesh and blood.
The Minoan system of beliefs discloses the logic of death and facilitates understanding of the heathenism as the realm of death, in which a human being passes
through all stages of death of body and intelligence/reasonr corrupton, perversion, and physical death – either as a victm sacrificed to idols or as a degenerated
being incapable of life.
The logical foundaton on which the Minoans’ beliefs evolved and their civilizaton reached its summit and destructon, includes
–– assumpton of a possibility of cogniton of the nature of things by their material parameters and manifestatons; otherwise, the belief in deified beasts
and sacrifices before the stone/gold/wooden statues would not be possible
–– assumpton of a possibility to define the nature of things by the parameters and manifestatons of the mater; otherwise, the Minoans, for instance,
would not practce magic and observe the rituals and rites of worship during which humans wore the masks and skins of beasts and presented themselves as
embodiments of their bestal deites.
The Minoans’ legacy includes the following features and traits 1 through 9); some of them stll might be traced in the life of contemporary societes.
1. Deificaton of the evil by acceptng dualism as the belief that the good and the evil have the same source of origin and that the good and the evil are the
universal and equal forces, which define the fate of the entre Universe and the fate of each creature within the Universe.
2. Deificaton of death by belief in the absolute power of death, even over the main male deity, and by establishing the all–inclusive cult of all–powerful and
all–controlling death with the mandatory rites of human and animal sacrifice.
3. Denigraton of man.
4. Deificaton of the beasts and worship of the beasts with the consequent
– assumpton of the supremacy of animal nature and recogniton of superiority of the beasts over the humans
– admission of a possibility of sexual unity of humans with the beasts for the sake of unificaton of human and animal natures because of assumpton that
human and animal wfesh” are compatble, and fusion of the human body and body of an animal would elevate the human nature at the higher level – the level of
beasts. The practcal inferences from this assumpton include cannibalism and sodomy. The logic behind this assumptonr
blood of humans and blood of animals has the same color and sustains life of fesh of humans and animals

humans eat animals and live; animals eat humans and live; animals eat animals and live;
so, humans can eat humans and live;

therefore,

if every kind of fesh prolongs eiistence of another kind of fesh, all kinds of fesh are the same,
or at least, are compatble
Following this logic, Hippocrates ~460–377? B.C.) – wthe Father of Medicine,” began to practce vivisecton of animals with the consequent expansion of his
observatons on humans. Since, even today, the medical and biological sciences follow his example. Annually, the legions of laboratory rodents and other animals
end their existence in tortures and sufering, because researchers use them for experiments intended to study and infuence the human nature under the
assumpton of a possibility to find in animals the causes of incurable human diseases. In fact, this practce is the present–day form of sacrifice on the altar of false
beliefs and a confirmaton that the contemporary science is the direct heir of the heathen death– and idol–worshipers. Also, it has the same efect that all pagan
rites of worship haver nothing good, healthy, and helpful for human beings.
For instance, although rodents and other laboratory animals and their transgenic modificatons provide plenty of wdiscoveries” for the researchers, although
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they became the model for studying humans, although they are used for development and testng medical drugs intended for treatment of humans,
–– none of the official purposes of the research e.g., eradicaton of cancer and other lethal diseases) has been achieved
–– many drugs have side efects, which are worst than the original disease
–– the overall physical and mental health of the populaton might be evaluated by the enormous spending on health–related products and services as well
as by the deterioraton of quality of life, social instability, drug and other addictons, crimes, suicides, and other problems of the contemporary societes.
It looks like blind acceptance of the heathen beliefs and their derivatve – heathen philosophy, fear deeply engraved with thousands of years of human
sacrifices, and centuries–old traditons have deprived the contemporary inquiring mind of the ability of comprehension the human nature and recogniton of
human dignity. The mind of some researchers became incapable of logical thinking and therefore, understanding that animals, fish, birds, and humans have
diferent wfesh” because they exist at the diferent levels of complexity, have diferent purposes and diferent places within the realm of the living. Therefore, any
combinaton or mingling of human and wother fesh” is unnatural and will not result in true knowledge of the original nature – of humans as well as of animals.
5. Identficaton of the prime deity with the serpent and other beasts or identficaton of the serpent as the atribute/companion of the main deity,
therefore, making improbable reconciliaton with God for those who accept any part of the Minoan legacy.
6. Belief in a possibility to appease the deites with death of living beings – humans children, women, and men) and animals.
7. Unificaton of the religious and secular authority in a person of wsacred” king–priest, who expanded his power over the realm of the dead, therefore
became a prototype of the deified ruler who is presumed to possess the absolute power over body, mind, and soul of his subbects [[e.g., such as Egyptan
pharaoh, the pope, etc.]].
8. Creaton of false knowledge – myths and oracles precursor of propaganda) – as the means to sustain the social and politcal stability, and as the means to
infuence by false knowledge usually, tailored to the local conditons and terms of existence) the actons of the subordinated conquered) natons and the next
targets independent natons) in quest for expansion of dominaton.
9. Use of artficially evoked state of frenzy insanity) with the purpose to over–stmulate imaginaton, which became the source of knowledge of the realm of
gods, the realm of men, and the realm of animals. Divinaton is based on the artficially evoked and aferward inherited) insanity or at least deep mental disorder,
because only insanity and deep mental disorder would allow admission of beliefs and practces, which are incompatble with the human nature and irratonal; for
instance, such as belief in a possibility of self–identficaton with the beasts and such expressions of this belief, for instance, as devouring of raw human and
animal fesh and sodomy.
Will Durant refers to the Minoan civilizaton as to wthe first link in the European chain” [Durant 21], although the insufficient knowledge of the Past
enshrouds the actual beginning of this chain. If to see the Minoan civilizaton as the beginning, one thing is certainr mankind began its ascent to humanity from
the very depth of bestality.
However, any analysis, any consideraton, any search for anything valuable in the heathen past of mankind should be conducted with the comprehensive
understanding that any ritual, any belief, any assumpton, any rite, any cult, any religion, which either demands human sacrifice or denigrates the human nature,
is not able to contain any humane doctrine, to produce any humane thought, and to contain any truth concerning God and man, whichever symbolic–mystcal–
philosophical–etc. interpretatons are provided. Probably, such understanding might be seen as the best part of the Minoan legacy.
Afer the Minoans vanished, the priests, diviners, and philosophers of the consequent civilizatons began to re–tell the Minoan myths and rituals with the
language of philosophical symbols and infuse humane ethical concepts into them. The modified Minoan myths formed the foundaton of the secret mystcal
teachings that use the symbols of the material world to describe the spiritual life of soul. The rphism, which underlies Plato’s wsecret and sacred knowledge” of
the consummated philosopher and his social and politcal utopia, Aristotle’s weternal indestructble mater,” which became the core of his theological,
philosophical, and politcal concepts, philosophical and theological doctrines of the Stoics, Gnostcs, Manicheans – all of them have their piece of the Minoan
legacy. Through them, the Minoans contnue to infuence life of the current civilizaton. For instance, from the Aristotelian concept of eternal deified mater, the
materialism sprang with such its fruits, for instance, as Marxism and Marxist dialectcs.
Although technical atributes, clothing, customs, manner of life and communicaton, and other features of daily life changed with tme, for all consequent
civilizatons, which assumed the Minoan legacy, especially the Minoan logic, the ancient evil contnued to workr during the next five thousand years, each new
generaton created a new circle of Inferno on the Minoan foundaton.
Phoenician Civilization
The Phoenician civilizaton [sources inr Graves; James; Markoe; Polybius; Servadio; The Oxford Cogpanion to the Bible; The Sunset Knowledge; and the
others] emerged about 2750 B.C., when Tyre was founded; and ended in 146 B.C., when the Romans destroyed Carthage and spread salt on its grounds to make
the soil barren and to prevent re–populaton of the land; the peak of wealth and prosperity lasted from twelfh to fifh centuries B.C.
The Phoenician civilizaton shares the roots with the Minoan civilizaton. If to follow the myth, the Phoenician civilizaton might be called the sister–
civilizaton of the Minoansr Phoenix an eponymous ancestor of the Phoenicians in the Greek mythology) was a brother of Cadmus and Europe who was
kidnapped by Zeus and delivered his son Minos. wPhoenix” means wred,” and for the ancient pagans, red was the color of deathr the myth defines the partcular
expectatons concerning the Phoenician world.
According to the Septuagint {Genesis 9:20–27; 10:6, 15–20}, Sidon, a son of Canaan, became an ancestor of the Sidonians, who later were called the
Phoenicians. Canaan, a son of Ham and grandson of Noah, was cursed for the sin of Ham against his father, Noahr he was destned to become slave to his brothers
and relatves. Definitely, the curse of Noah has the meaning deeper than physical slavery, because, afer the Minoan civilizaton collapsed, the
Sidonians/Phoenicians assumed the power over the sea and became the richest naton of the Mediterranean region.
From the land of Canaan, the Phoenicians spread all over the Mediterraneanr they setled in Northern Africa and colonized Anatolia, Levant, Cyprus, and
other islands. Their skills in naval expeditons, trade, wood and ivory carving, manufacturing of dyed clothing, embroidery, gold, metal, and glass works were
unsurpassed in their tmes. The survived gold and bronze statutes, and figurines made of ivory and precious stones illustrate the outstanding crafsmanship. King
Solomon employed the subbects of Hiram the king of Tyre to make artfacts of gold, silver and other metal and fabrics and carving works for the temple in
Jerusalem {2 Chronicles 2:1, 3–14}.
However, the figurines and statues identfied as images of the Phoenician deites have vicious and ugly faces and malformed bodies; the crafsmen either
lost the sense of beauty, which was the feature of the Minoan sister–civilizaton, or reserved it for other craf works; probably, they ascribed to their idols the
corrupton and loathsome inner essence of their contemporaries.
Contrary to the archeological evidence [e.g., inr James 43;], some researchers assert that it was the Phoenicians who invented the alphabet and writngs
[e.g., inr Servadio 3, 75]. So, logical expectatons should be discovery of plenty of Phoenician texts. et, besides business and temple records and inscriptons on
tombs, this civilizaton lef practcally nothingr there are no writen documents, tablets, scrolls, scripts, etc., which would reveal the foundaton of cultural and
intellectual life. Afer the Punic wars and destructon of Carthage by the Romans in the second century B.C., the Phoenicians’ cultural and intellectual life
perished; with tme, they were almost forgoten. The references to them might be found only in the Holy ScripturesΣ7, the Assyrian chronicles, and few works of
the Greek and Roman authors – the scarce and hostle mentons lef by the Hebrew Prophets and priests, scribes, and philosophers of the Mediterranean natons,
with which the Phoenicians conducted commerce, waged wars, and among which they lived and vanished. Probably, the adverse silence of the Past explains why
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the published studies of the Phoenician civilizaton are less numerous than those of their ancient Greek and Egyptan counterparts. Stll, there is another language
– the language of deeds and interactons with the neighboring natons, which might convey the essence of the lost civilizaton.
In their tme, the Phoenicians were famous for their divinaton, magic, maledictons, and superstton; they were known as the corrupt, brutal, and conniving
people. The morals and ethics of their rulers might be inferred from the Bible’s descripton of Jezebel the Phoenician princess. Jezebel was the wife of Achaab the
king; she re–introduced the cult of Baal in the Promised Land and became the most hatred woman in the history of Israel. The corrupton of Jezebel was so
terrible and inconsistent with human nature that afer her death, she was deprived from natural burial. As Elias the prophet foretold, her fesh was eaten by
κυνεςΣ8 – tamed beasts {3 Kings 20:1–24; 4 Kings 9:6–10, 30–37}, which, as dogs, consumed waste and dead fesh.
The Phoenicians invented the capital punishment by crucifixionΣ9; – the ultmate evil of inhumanity, hopelessness, and agonizing death; they crucified their
military leaders who lost their batles, some prisoners of war, and the criminals who wdid not deserve” to be burned in the belly of their bull–headed deity.
The Phoenicians employed paid mercenaries for the land wars, yet, only the Phoenicians could be sailors, enroll in the naval troops, and become generals
and other military leaders. They were the most skilled and ruthless kidnappers, slave–traders, pirates, and merchants. The ancient hypocrites held the
Phoenicians responsible for introducton of luxury and greed into the post–Minoan Greece and the consequent corrupton and decay of the ancient Greek
politcal and social insttutons.
The works of the Greek and Latn authors allow conclusion that the Phoenician civilizaton had the unique politcal structurer it was the conglomerate of
independent, yet, similar cites–states and their colonies, which spread all over the Mediterranean shores. The Phoenician cites–states were the self–sufficient
and self–reproducing systems; nevertheless, the colonies sent their tribute to the mother–cites – initally, to Sidon and Tyre, then afer Alexander of Macedonia
conquered Sidon and Tyre in 332 and 330 B.C.) to Carthage.
From all strategies, which might be found in the history of mankind, the aggressively seeking total dominaton power and wealth Phoenicians developed the
most successful strategy of expansion and assimilaton of other natons.
Phoenician civilizaton was spread by human wcells” – the families, which carried the seed of civilizaton – religious beliefs and outlook; slowly, yet
irreversibly, it assimilated–consumed the Mediterranean natons. The newcomers built setlements in new lands, began trade and manufacturing, penetrated all
circles of the societes, and exploited all opportunites of infuence they could find. Ultmately, the rooted families established the bases – the centers, which
sustained the further expansion and assimilaton, and the new wave of migrants moved to other lands.
The overall process of Phoenician expansion reminds the spread of cancer through metastasisr self–reproducing systems carcinogenic cells) root themselves
into the tssues and blood vessels’ walls and modify them; then, they begin to extract and consume the resources of the host for own development; then, they
produce new actve cells carrying the atacking DNA. These killers penetrate other organs and tssues; eventually, they transform the normal fesh of the host into
the malignant tumor – conglomerate of the perverted/modified cells transformed by the atackers and living by death of the host.
Polybius lef a descripton of Carthage – the main Phoenician center in the tme of its decline, not long before the ultmate destructon; he writes that the
original Phoenician politcal insttutons were similar to those of Sparta and Rome, yet, they became corrupted. For instance, the politcians obtain offices with
open bribery the Romans punished by death such entrepreneurial eforts). The ordinary people have the wsupreme” infuence on the state afairs; such kind of
democracy Polybius considers as one of the reason of decline, because in Rome, wthe best men” made the state decisions.
It looks like the Phoenicians were business people indeedr they transferred to their deity the periodical dutes of their sacred king to be murdered and
sacrificed). Probably, because the permanent politcal structures had to pursue enrichment and expansion of the setlements without interruptons and
complicatons, which are inevitable for the establishments undergoing frequent replacements of leaders. As the mater of fact, the Phoenicians had the most
advanced for their tmes) social and politcal order tailored to the purposes of expansion and accumulaton of wealth.
Two politcal insttutons were responsible for life–maintenance in their setlementsr the Senate and the People’s Assembly the ancient republican style).
The municipalites with the annually elected officials supervised the cites.
The Phoenician women had the right to own and to bequest the property; the slaves were allowed to marry, to ofer sacrifices, and to buy own freedom.
The Phoenicians had lunar calendar; the main festvites with human and animal sacrifices were connected with phases of vegetaton e.g., harvest, and New
ear. As the Minoans, they believed in death of the deites. Josephus and Lucian [ref. inr Markoe 117–120] describe the annual celebratons in Tyre and Byblosr the
priests burned a male deity in effigy and then, celebrated its re–birth through marriage with Astarte, which absorbed many features of the Minoan goddess with
snakes. This rite symbolized the yearly cycle of vegetaton and restoraton of the cosmic order.
The Phoenicians’ religion might be interpreted as the cult of firer they ascribed to fire the power of purificaton. The rite of burning people as sacrifice to
their deites was intended to purify the populaton and the land. The human sacrifice was maintained wby decree of the people.” Suicide by bumping into the pyre
was recognized as the road to immortality. Those who died by ordinary death were condemned to the realm of eternal fog ruled by the goddess of darkness
indiferent to sufering and prayers of men; in this world of eternal alienaton, the dead had to wander alone in the fogr unable to perceive anything and unable to
find the way to light.
Two main rites characterized the essence of the Phoenicians’ civilizaton for the contemporaries – other Mediterranean natonsr death and prosttuton.
The Phoenicians burned their children especially the first–born fruits of wsacred” prosttuton) as the sacrifice to the male deity, and condemned their
daughters to prosttuton as the sacrifice to the female deity; the male prosttuton also was the part of the Phoenician reality. The temples provided the
permanent living and working at the temple premises) female and male prosttutes as the part of the overall religious service to the society.
The special group of populaton – professional clergy headed by the king chief–priest) and queen chief–priestess) – performed the service of deites,
ofered sacrifices, and oversaw the populaton. The temple personnel included priests, permanent male and female prosttutes, butchers, and wsacrificer.”
In fact, the wsacrificer” was an executonerr he cut throat to the victms, drained blood, and put the victms into the hands of the idol from which they felt
into the blazing furnace hidden in the idol’s belly. Sometmes, the sacrificers placed the victms with bound feet and faces covered with special masks at the open
brazier under the hands of the idol and cremated victms in the sight of the worshippers. Cleitarchus describes the idol with the hands outstretched over a brazier,
on which a child was burnt. When Ezekiel the prophet conveys the warning of the Lord concerning destructon of the Ammonites who had the rites similar to
Phoenician rites), he describes the common rite of human sacrificer they are the food of the fire and their blood remains on the ground {Ezekiel 21:28–32}.
The Phoenician pantheon included idols adopted from the Greeks, the Egyptans, and other surrounding natons; two main deites led the hierarchy of idols
in all cites and setlementsr
– Moloch or Baal, the male fesh–thirsty deity of fire and drought; it was made as a bronze statue of man with the head of a bull similar to the Minoan
Minotaur) and outstretched hands; the sacrifices – children, adults, and animals were placed into the hands of the idol and rolled down, into the blazing fire
burning within the belly of statue
– Astarte/Balaat/Tanit, the female deity of life, death, fertlity, earth, and underworld; as soon as girls reached the child–bearing age, they had to become
the temporary prosttutes at Astarte’ temple and to sell their virginity as the sacrifice to Astarte; only afer they performed their service and the priests of Astarte
received payment) they were allowed to return home and to be given into marriage.
The ruins of temples and chapels do not contain images/statutes of Phoenician deitesr there are empty thrones and the betyls – standing stones or wdivine
markers.” Some architectural details are covered with images of the wsacred” serpents and solar disks. Some researchers ascribe to the Phoenician religion
aniconic traditon, as in Byblos [Markoe 125]. However, the assumpton of aniconism cannot be reconciled with the sacrificial rites performed before the bronze
statues of Baal/Moloch; also figurines of lesser deites survived. Probably, the empty thrones in the temples, as well as the exceptonal place of the fire in the
system of beliefs, might be interpreted as the remnants of the memory of God Who has no image and form; in this case, the statutes Baal/Moloch in the places of
sacrifice could symbolize the ruthless earthly powers over the cursed men.
The following examples illustrate the Phoenician piety [Servadio 97; Markoe 66; Diodorus; also ref. inr Markoe 133]r
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–– when the Greek army threatened Carthage, the noble families sacrificed own children in an atempt to secure survival of the cityr in 306 B.C., two
hundred children, and in 310 B.C., five hundred children were burned – almost all new generaton of the Carthage wnobility” was exterminated by own parents
who explained the siege of their city with the wrath of their deity, because previously, instead of their own children, they sacrificed children purchased from the
poor
–– afer one of the victories, three thousand prisoners of war were burned as the token of appreciaton for the assumed assistance of the deity.
Archeological excavatons at the place where Carthage was situated led the archeologists to conclusion that sacrifices of children increased in the last
centuries before ultmate destructonr if in the seventh century B.C., animal sacrifices prevailed an animal could be substtuted for a child), three centuries later,
burials contain mostly bones of children. According to an estmate [Markoe 135], in the fourth–third centuries B.C., it was about twenty thousand urns with the
remains of burned infants. bviously, the Phoenicians made the significant wprogress”r the increase of victms refects the accelerated self–annihilaton.
The philosophical foundaton of the Phoenician civilizaton and the ratonale behind the Phoenician religion cannot be found in the writen documents –
they did not survive. Seemingly, there is no informaton sufficient for understanding why their beliefs, which other natons held to be inhumane and repulsive,
atracted even the Israelites who already were given the Law and knowledge of God and who were well informed of the Canaanites’ genealogy and the curse of
NoahΣ7.
However, history of the Phoenicians provides some clues concerning the logic behind their religionr
–– they identfied their main deity with fire
–– their inferno was the eternal blinding impenetrable fog
–– they have a partcular atracton to maledictons.
The belief in a possibility to purify the people and the land by burning human sacrifices – especially, the first–born – might be interpreted as an atempt to
erase the curse of Noah {Genesis 9; 10}. Noah cursed Canaan for the sin of his father – Ham; Sidon – the first–born son of cursed Canaan became the ancestor of
the Phoenicians who sacrificed children as atonement for the sins of the parents. The partcular atracton to maledictons suggests that, definitely, the
Phoenicians knew the burden of the curse. The belief in the realm of fog and alienaton, which expects all who died by natural death, allows assumpton that
mothers of sacrificed children could find at least some comfort by imagining that their children who wpassed the fire” are given the Eternal Bliss.
There is no reasonable explanaton of wsacred” prosttuton besides
1/ the referred above assumpton of an atempt to curb and control the rites of the female deity, which the Phoenicians could borrow from the Minoans
2/ the blame put on Eve for the original sin and consequent sufering of mankind {Genesis 3}.
Another detail also should be considered, if comprehension of the ancients’ logic is wanted. The ancient traditon ascribes to the first–born child a partcular
significance as to the heir and main descendant of the family’s legacy. For the Phoenicians, however, the first–born children were the carriers of the curse.
Probably, they condemned their daughters to the wsacred” prosttuton in atempt to transfer the burden of the curse upon the descendants of the unknown men.
So, the first–born were not welcome in the husband’s household. From such a point of view, the inhumane ritual served appeasement of blood–thirsty deity and
purificaton of the land and society, as well as preservaton of familial inheritance, yet, it imposed the unspeakable humiliaton and sufering on woman.
The Holy Scriptures provide an explanaton of the Phoenician historyr the Book of Wisdom refers to the natve inhabitants of the Promised Land including,
mainly, the descendants of Canaan) as to the cursed from the beginning, merciless murderers of children and devourers of human fesh, as to those with the
inborn malice who would not change their thinking, and who, in their self–deceit, worship the loathsome beasts {Wisdog 12:3–24}. bviously, the curse of
Canaan included the curse of enslavement to corrupted imaginatonr his descendants made idols and worshiped ruthless deites–figments of own imaginaton by
sacrificing living human being.
Wherever the Phoenicians setled, they carried with them their religious ritesr it means that they burned their children and condemned their daughters to
prosttuton voluntarily. bviously, the Phoenician priests had developed means of persuasion and abilites to make their beliefs logically bustfied and acceptable
for the mass populaton. For instance, although the Roman Empire destroyed the Phoenician civilizaton and abolished the inhumane religion in the second
century B.C., stll, four centuries later, in A.D. second century, the populaton of Northern Africa Tunisia) secretly contnued ritual infant sacrifices [Tertullian ref.
inr Markoe 136].
Indeed, the curse of Noah entailed the worst kind of slavery – the slavery of the mind incapable of free thinking, therefore, incapable of discriminaton
between good and evilr the descendents of Ham lived and died in the darkness of inhumane religion of self–annihilaton, which even during the ruthless tmes of
heathenism made them the subbect of hatred and aversion.
n the other hand, this aversion does not seem to be logicalr the Phoenicians achieved the completon consistent with the essence of the cults practced by
other natons. In partcular, all surrounding natons ofered human sacrifices – men, women, children – to their idols. The Phoenicians included own infants in a
pool of sacrificial oferings along, for instance, with the state oferings in a case of prisoners of war) and allowed families to make their decisionsr ultmately, a
family decided would it sacrifice a partcular child, would it ofer an animal instead of a child, or would it buy a child of a poor family to sacrifice instead of one of
their own. Probably, the diference was in something else; perhaps, only in detailsr pious worshipers from other natons ofered other people’s children; the pious
Phoenicians ofered their own children at least, delivered by women who were the members of the family). It means that – if to assume that a civilizaton is the
partcular manner of life based on the partcular imaginary world – ultmately, the family was the seed of the Phoenician civilizaton as well as the main carrier of
the curse of Canaan.
The Phoenician civilizaton became one of the greatest achievements in the unending spiral of the ant–evolutonr it has a partcular significance, because it
reveals the potency of evil imaginaton and its power over the actuality of the societes, which are not protected by true knowledge of God and ideals of humanity
that knowledge of true God opens.
The prophecy of Ezekiel the prophet concerning the Ammonites describes also the destny of Phoenicians. Destny of Phoenicians was similar to the fate of
their human sacrificesr they were given into the hands of the cruel people proficient in destructon [[the Macedonians and the Rogans]], they became the food of
the fire, their blood remained on the ground, and there would be no memory about them {Ezekiel 21:31–32}. Indeed, the Phoenicians’ fate is obliteraton; their
main cites were demolished by Alexander of Macedonia who slaughtered the populaton of Tyre in 332, and Sidon in 330 B.C.) and by the Roman Empire during
the Punic wars Carthage in 146 B.C.); the mabority of populaton was exterminated.
The Phoenician civilizaton was condemned to the destructon and oblivion not only because it was the compettor, and therefore, the enemy of Romer the
Phoenicians were doomed because of the scale of evil they cognized and embodied into their religion, culture, and daily life and because of their inability to
survive, which is an inseparable companion of the impaired by corrupton and debilitated by evil reasoning. The available descriptons of the deeds of the
Phoenicians allow conclusion that their knowledge of evil was absolute as much as it is possible for human mind to reach the absolute knowledge, and this evil
was embodied into life of a family, which is the foundaton and the pledge of survival of the society, state, and civilizaton.
Somehow, by intuiton or by the memories, which their ancestor Ham brought from the pre–Flood world, the Phoenicians have penetrated the essence of
evilr they created the paterns and strategies that stll are unsurpassed by intensity of evil. Probably, that is why they invented the crucifixionΣ9 – the ultmate
rebecton of the value of human life and irreconcilable rebellion against God the Creator of life. However, the crucifixion also refects death of the human soul –
enslaved and debilitated by evil and agonizing under the curse of sin.
It might be inferred that the Phoenician civilizaton knew the phenomenon, which initates collapse of human establishments – the philosophizing or
dreaming mindr the destny of the Phoenicians illustrates its consequences. The philosophizing mind makes own logic universal, imposes own percepton of the
world on the realms of which it knows nothing, and with fantasies–figments of imaginaton infuences actons of the living. For instance, it creates the inferno and
the paradise of the afer–life according to refectons of life within the visible world of the mater [[e.g., the contegporary spiritual successors of the Phoenician
civilizaton in the Middle East stll crucify the people and send suicide–bogbers to kill in the nage of their religion; as the reward, they progise that the gurderers
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– the deceived slaves deprived of life and happiness – will be taken in the paradise in which they, annihilated by fre carrying also sufering and death to the
others, will have all their earthly desires, including their possession of virgins, fulflled]].
The Phoenicians built their society as the ultmate embodiment of the evil. Although the Phoenician civilizaton was condemned to the oblivion because of
the scale of evil it cognized and embodied into its religion, culture, and social life, and no writen Phoenician legacy exists, the survived memories of the
Phoenicians’ deeds allow conclusion that their knowledge of evil was absolute as much as it is possible for human mind to reach the absolute knowledge. By their
cunningness, corrupton, the inventon of crucifixion, and by their religion especially, by the vision of the afer–life), the Phoenicians convey essence of their
civilizatonr slavery and death of human reasoning/intelligence debilitated by evil, agonizing under the curse of evil, and deprived of any hope of salvaton by the
blinding fog of ignorance and slavery.
Egyptian Civilization
The Egyptan civilizaton [sources inr Chaeremon; Plato Tigaeus; Gilbert; Graves; Herodotus; Budge 1987) and 1988); The Sunset Knowledge; and the
others] lasted from 3000 through 332 B.C., when Alexander of Macedonia made Egypt a part of his empire. Although the Egyptan civilizaton is one of the oldest
civilizatons, the Europeans discovered it only in the nineteenth century, afer the Napoleon’s conquestsr the Egyptan infuence on the Western civilizaton is not
direct. Egyptan knowledge penetrated other sources, mainly, the Greek heathen philosophy, works of the Arabian and Asian authors, which the Crusaders
brought in Europe.
Initally, the Egyptans made themselves disciples of the Chaldeans to obtain the access to the astronomical data, because the original Egyptan records had
been destroyed by the Nile food. With tme, Egypt became the depository of knowledge for the contemporariesr
– Egyptan priests and scribes of pharaohs recorded informaton obtained by travelers, warriors, and diplomats [[for their tge, the priests–advisers of
pharaohs developed one of the gost successful of all known ancient intelligence services]] and knowledge created by other natons
– the records and writngs of the scribes, priests, pharaoh’s advisers, etc., which were collected at temples, formed the core of the Alexandrian library that
was one of the seven wonders of the Ancient world
– because of relatve tolerance to the alien customs and alien gods, which the Egyptans developed during military conquests, religious, politcal,
commercial, and cultural communicatons, the deserts of Egypt became the refuge for alien thinkers and diferent–minded identfied as the heretcs in the
relatvely recent Past, among them, for instance, were the Gnostcs, the Manicheans, and the Early Christans); the contributon of the diferent–minded was
accessibility to other systems of thoughts.
The survived descriptons of communicatons among the Chaldean, Egyptan, and Greek priests, mariners, and merchants confirm the mutuality of religious
knowledge as well as infuence of the Egyptan civilizaton in other maters especially, afer the Minoan civilizaton vanished).
For instance, afer the Unknown Ages following destructon of the Minoan and Mycenaean civilizatons, the Greeks found in Egypt the local version of the
Minoan legacy – the wold” knowledge that Solon learned from the Egyptan priests. The Egyptan priests wore the garments of the Minoan fashion, which the
rphic initated also accepted for their rites.
The vine cult and the rites of orgiastc worship as a form of group ecstasy came in Egypt, Pharos [[Pharos was the Cretan island – the part of the Minoan
territories]], and India from the same sourcer according to the myth, Dionysus traveled in Egypt, Pharos, and India to enlighten the populaton.
In additon, Herodotus 480 B.C. – 430~424 B.C) writes that the Dionysian festvals in Egypt and Greece are almost the same and that the Egyptans know
almost all Greek gods; so far, he mistakenly ascribes the source of this knowledge to the Phoenicians, because Homer and Hesiod composed their Theogonies only
four centuries before; Herodotus also asserts that the Greeks know nothing concerning the tme and place of origin and the forms of their gods.
However, Herodotus was well known for his inability to diferentate between truth and myth; for his inclinaton to follow and to repeat) the popular
opinions; the contemporaries granted Herodotus nickname wFather of Lies” mentoned by Plutarch in his work On the Malice of Herodotus. Thus, Herodotus’
works might serve only as indirect confirmaton of the developed connectons of the Egyptans and their infuence on the ancient world.
The core of the Egyptan civilizaton consisted from two subsystemsr the remnants of true knowledge and its distorted probecton – man–made religion
crafed with the means of divinaton [[see the following subchapter]] for accomplishment of the definite worldly purposes. True knowledge in a form of secret
sacred knowledge was in possession of the informaton eliter priests and their apprentces – philosophers and the rulers; the myths of man–made religion served
as the means to control the populaton and to maintain social stability.
Two religious systems co–existed in the Ancient Egypt – monotheism and polytheismr monotheism was the secret religion of the elite; polytheism with all
the deified beasts and focks of naton–wide and local deites was reserved for the ordinary people.
Monotheistc religion venerated the Creator of the Universe. Initally, the monotheistc religion carried the remnants of primordial – true – knowledge of
God; with tme it was modified or distorted according to the delusion of priests–diviners and needs of their apprentces – rulers. Eventually, Egyptan monotheism
became focused entrely on the visible celestal body – the Sun, and therefore, became ordinary heathen religion.
Polytheism was a conglomerate of cults of deites created by the Egyptan priests and borrowed from the earlier civilizatons; the essence of these cults and
their infuence on life was the same as in all other ancient civilizatonsr the imaginary worlds populated with phantasms and figments of human imaginaton
controlled the actuality and stpulated life and death of men. Along with the pure phantasms [[e.g., invisible gods of the chaos and of the afer–life]], the Egyptan
religion included the material obbects – the planets and the beasts, and idols – statues and images of mythical derivatves, e.g., such as men–beasts, which
focused the mind of the believers on the material obbects of worship and facilitated imposing on their mind the partcular beliefs. The religious system, designated
for the main populaton supposed to control life of ordinary people, thus
–– to facilitate the manageability of the society
–– to preserve stability of the social structures
–– to prevent disseminaton of knowledge, which could lead to freedom of thinking, thus to possibility of unpredictable behavior of the subbects following
with social and politcal instability.
The overall outcome of the Egyptan civilizaton includes such inventons of the priests–philosophizers as
1/ discovery of chaos, atempts to comprehend its essence, and to imagine because they created knowledge by divinaton) the laws, which control it and
understanding of which would allow knowledge of the futureΣ10
2/ the art of creaton of the false theological and philosophical knowledge that sustained operaton of Egypt social and politcal establishments, which were
intended to keep the populaton under control
3/ the highly structured, hierarchical, and aimed to be unchangeable society with the deified ruler on the top
4/ two peculiar beliefsr preservaton of a body as the conditon of the eternal life of the soul and deificaton of the earthly ruler pharaoh) who had the
power to allow preservaton and to authorize destructon of his subbect’s body, therefore, to decide the eternal destny of his subbect’s soul.
The Egyptans not only accepted the Minoan myth of sacred king–priest who became the Judge of the Dead in Hades, which established the belief in the
power of Cretan priests–kings over the living and over the dead; the Egyptans made the next step. Through propagaton of belief accompanied with specific
magic, sorcery) rituals and rites of worship, they atempted to transform the phantom of absolute power of mortal man over other human beings into the reality.
For the purposes of the earthly rulers, it was not enough to keep the subbects in fear of physical deathr slaves with religious beliefs into the afer–life where is
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bustce and hope on happiness ofen preferred death to misery of earthly existence depriving, therefore, the slave–owners of their possession. Consequently, the
authority of earthly rulers had to be expanded onto the afer–life, so their subbects/slaves had to believe that
1/ there is no limits to the power of their ruler/owner
2/ self–inficted death as the escape from slavery and inhumane life would not give freedom and restore human dignity in the afer–life.
The mythical power of man over the soul of another human being became the essental artcle of the Egyptan religion, and the unreserved obedience to the
deified pharaoh was established as the main conditon of eternal life for the pharaoh’s subbects. Since, an ability of a ruler/leader to infuence the afer–life that is
to control eternal destny of a soul became the fundamental asserton of any religion, through which the mortal rulers atempted to usurp the place of God and to
exercise the absolute power over the subbects. For instance, thousands of years later, in the papal hierarchical church – the church of Rome, the destny of human
soul was also correlated with the unreserved obedience to deified man pope)Σ11.
Although the ancient Egyptans imagined their civilizaton as a mighty living pyramid moving through the chaos of tmes, realms, events, and worlds, in fact,
they built the conglomerate of cages organized by a degree of deprivaton – deprivaton of freedom and deprivaton of knowledge of truth. The stratficaton was
accomplished by limitatonsr what is not allowed to do and what is not allowed to know. Those who learned knowledge forbidden for the group of the society to
which they belong, were executedr usually, they were fed to the deified beasts esp. reptles) or lef to die from thirst and hunger within the statues of sphinxes,
which pragmatc priests used as prisons or executon chambers. The status, in which a human being was born or, in some occasions, placed, has a corresponding
level within the realm of dead. Therefore, although the Egyptans believed that good behavior improves the quality of the afer–life, any initatve to change own
status and to obtain additonal knowledge with own eforts behind those allowed within the strictly determined hierarchy) could be interpreted as an atempt to
intervene with the will of deites who structured the realms of the living and the dead, and consequently, could be rewarded with disgraceful agonizing death.
As soon as the comprehensive knowledge of the Minoan and Phoenician inventons does not exist, the Egyptan priests–diviners entered the history as the
first philosophizing theologians for whom weverything is symbolic” [Chaeremon Fraggent 15D 27]. With their methods of allegorical interpretaton of the myths,
the Egyptan priests elaborated the practces of the Minoans and Chaldeansr they learned how to control men through figments of imaginaton – false knowledge
created for deceit and enslaving of the mind.
Through the rphics, the Egyptan legacy – the database of mythical assumptons and doctrines along with the rules of compositon of new wknowledge”
and methods of applicaton of figments of imaginaton for control of religious, social, and politcal life of the societes – came into possession of the Greeks.

The Main Fruits of the Ancient Philosophical Thought: Philosophizing, Divination, Symbolism, The Orphic Doctrine, Heathenism
The ancient thinkers invented three tools, with which they created knowledge of the imaginary world of cosmos and its divisionsr gods, men, perceivable
world; these tools are philosophizing, divinaton, and symbolism. They accepted name philosophy for applicaton of these tools and for framework of knowledge,
which accommodates their applicaton and development; then, they harvested the fruits – the set of false religions, cults of diferent idols, philosophical
doctrines, ideologies, and other fruits of imaginaton known under the collectve name heathenisgr
Philosophizing in the temples ⇐  Divinaton
⇓
⇑
⇓
Symbolism ⇐ ⇑ ⇒ Logic
⇓
Philosophy ⇐ ⇒ Heathenism
Philosophizing
The Egyptan priests, scribes, and astrologers practced wtrue philosophizing” [Chaeremon Fraggent 10 23].
Philosophizing denotes practce of creaton of gods with the means of philosophical and logical observatonr a philosophizer applies philosophy and logic for
creaton of theological knowledge. The set of techniques and rules, with which the philosophizing mind creates its deites, is based on philosophical doctrines,
logic, symbolism, mathematcs for instance, Pythagoras’ numerology and Aristotle’s arithmetc–geometric theological assertons), etc. The results are imaginary
constructons – mythical knowledge, which its creators identfy as theological knowledge. These figments of imaginaton are intended to become artcles of faith,
to describe the features of deites, to establish hierarchies of gods, rules and rites of contacts with deites, and determine all other maters that sustain the social,
politcal, and religious establishments and therefore, facilitate control of the populaton.
In the antquity, the philosophizers composed the framework for three interactve domainsr theology, philosophy, and politcs. They believed that these
domains provide the entrety of knowledge that sustains the world–order at all levels/realmr deites, men, establishments of men. Consequently, the main output
of these domains contained descriptons of the deites, rites of worship, responsibilites of men before deites and rulers – the earthly embodiments of gods,
punishment for deviaton from the rules of worship and disobedience to the earthly deites, and everything else that the rulers considered as necessary for social
and politcal stability.
The philosophizing mind starts within the world of the mater; then, although it is fed with the images of the mater and has no other knowledge besides
the knowledge of the mater, it begin to fantasize about invisible realm of deites, about diferent gods, and consequently, assumes that it has ascended to the
realm of gods. Then, it applies the logic, laws, and knowledge of the dissipatng temporal realites of the material Universe for descripton of the spiritual realm
that is uncognizable for the human mind existng within the world of the mater.
When the philosophizer employs philosophy as the means to create theological knowledge, he pursues an irratonal goalr philosophy is the product of
human reasoning created with logic; logic is a set of rules that defines terms and results of thinking processes; thus, the philosophizing mind cannot operate at
the levels of complexity, which exceed the level of human reasoning.
In contemporary terms, the philosophizing mind comprehends philosophy as the wlogical faith” [Edman 311]; by applicaton of logic, it creates dream worlds
filled with phantasms, empty speculatons, and false knowledge and calls the mixture wtheology” or wthe knowledge of God.”
The evoluton of the myth about Apollo illustrates the actual value of wtheological knowledge” created by the ancient philosophizing minds and implicatons
of such wknowledge.”
Apollo was the main deity responsible for knowledge of the future; his priests and priestesses provided oracles and predictons to the ancient Greeks and
other natons under the Greek authority or infuence. Initally, Apollo was a killerr he murdered deity – Python the serpent. Then, he learned the art of divinaton
from Pan, and subdued the Delphi oracle – former Python’s priestess. His consequent actons include cruel murder Marsyas), bisexual adventures, and an
atempt to dethrone his father Zeus. The family roots also are quite remarkabler Apollo’s father Zeus – the main god of ancient heathen Greece – violated his
mother Rhea Apollo’s grandmother), was constantly unfaithful to his wife Hera, and dethroned his father Chronos Apollo’s grandfather). The Zeus’ father
Chronos castrated his father Uranus and had an interestng method of self–defenser he swallowed his new–born children [inr Xenophanes of Colophon Fraggent
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12 83; Graves 1r37–39, 53, 76–79]. With an advancement of the Greek philosophical thought, Apollo became a benefactor of the arts and a preacher of two
valuesr wKnow thyself!” and wNothing in excess!” These two slogans are the basis of the ancient Greek ethics – σοφpοσυνη – the sōphrosynē concept.
et, the history does not support the assumpton that the noble ethical concepts ever had any real applicaton within the heathen worldr ethics and morality
cannot exist within the society whose gods that are ideals for humans) from the beginning are murderers and adulterers. Homer was the main educator of the
ancient Greeks; his Iliad, Odyssey, and Hygns provide the full descripton of gods and their deeds, which even from a point of view of heathen moralists can be
characterized as disgraceful subbects of reproach and condemnaton [e.g., inr Xenophanes of Colophon Fraggent 11 23]. Alexander of Macedonia who, as any
learned Greek, knew the Homer’s works by heart) carried Iliad with him during all his military campaigns, and nobody can prove that the crimes of gods had not
inspired the ruthless assassinatons, slaying of the prisoners of war, self–deificaton, pillage, and other crimes commited by Alexander [e.g., inr Curtus 240–241;
Justnus 60–62, 68; Paulus rosius 100–101; Plutarch 259–260, 306–307].
Nevertheless, the Egyptan inventon – philosophizing in temple – became the common practce of creaton of ficttous theological knowledge; it was
applied by many generatons of the theologians, and it stll serves the contemporary philosophizers.
There is an opinionr each Greek philosophical system wculminated in theology” and wphilosophical theology” of the ancient Greeks became the beginning of
the wdeveloping universal theology,” which embraced Greek pagan philosophy, wJewish and other riental religions” and Christanity [Jaeger 4, 9]. It looks like with
the word wChristanity,” the Werner Wilhelm Jaeger refers to Aristotle–Aquinas’ politcal theology – official doctrine of the papal church of Rome. However,
Aristotle–Aquinas’ politcal theology has nothing in common with Christan teachings. Christanity is another realm of knowledge, without any relaton to
heathenism and Greek myths identfied as wphilosophy”Σ12.
In general, philosophizing is possible only through divinatonr by entering the altered states of mind, in which normal logic of normal reasoning does not
work. The mind of the diviner accepts hallucinatons and wvisions” as the insights; in its delusion, it believes that it penetrated the realm of divine, from which the
philosophizer extracts wtrue knowledge” of the worlds of gods and men.
The philosophizing mind identfies itself, the deites, the terms and necessites of the setngs in which it exists, and own desires and purposes with some
partcular symbols–sets of assumptons expressed with images of the surrounding material world. The mind assumes that it can cognize the divine and describe
the divine with the symbols created from images of the material world; then, it accepts phantasms created with own imaginaton as knowledge of gods, itself, and
the world in which it has to live. However, such acceptance of false knowledge means that the mind has perverted own nature and became incapable of
discerning truth and false.

Divination
Divinaton is creaton of knowledge by imagining the hidden meaning of the events, underlying connectons of the seemingly unrelated phenomena, and the
consequences of the events and phenomena; this fruit of the mind is presented as knowledge of the future.
The mind engaged in divinaton creates a patern of underlying connectons and the set of assumptons based on own interpretaton of the current reality. Then,
it imagines how this reality can develop or how it can be changed, and which possibilites of its modificaton can become the reality. Then it identfies figments of own
imaginaton as the vision of the future, revelaton of the deites, prophecy, and so on.
If to define making of idols as materializaton of gods, divinaton might be seen as the means of materializaton. Through divinaton, imaginary gods – figments of
human imaginaton receive the forms – perceivable embodiments into the material obbects, events, into intentons, purposes, and actons of men. Then, the diviner
and his audience ascribe to figments of imaginaton embodied into material obbects an ability to infuence the daily life..
In general, divinaton is the special mode of reasoning, which results in creaton of an alternatve reality new dream world) by the means of symbolism, analysis,
and logic. The consumers of diviner’s products expect to receive advanced knowledge at least either of the future or of the reason for the present significant event. In
fact, they receive the diviner’s figments of imaginaton, which they, consequently, embody into their thoughts, words, and actons.
The origin of divinaton is covered with darkness of the unknown past; neither verbal legend not writen evidence revealing the history of divinaton survived.
Seemingly, diviners always had place within all known civilizatons, empires, states, societes.
The mabority of survived ancient texts describe the main role of priest–diviner as the true communicaton with gods. For example, in Sumero–Babylonian
temples the specialty of bārū priests was communicaton with gods for the sake of knowledge of the future [Haldar 2]. The texts from Mari archives menton
individual diviners and official cultc diviners [Hufmon 7, 17] who were organized in special clans/orders [[according to soge researchers [e.g., Albright ref. in: Haldar
107], Māri, the city on the Middle Euphrates, is the place where the pre–Israelite tribe was forged]].
The ancient diviners pretended to obtain the ability to predict the future by two waysr unintentonally, as the granted above, and as the developed artficially, by
the rigorous training, by the specific behavior e.g., ecstatc dances), or by the specific means e.g., self–inficted pain, narcotc substances). They produced their
oracles by interpretatons of dreams, omens, and signs refected through the material subbects, which as they believed) were moved, placed, or shown in partcular
meaningful order by the mysterious forces–mediators between gods and mortals or by gods themselves. Another type of oracles was communicated during
special/altered or walternate” [Zinberg inr Marsh 130]) state of the mindr ecstasy, self–identficaton with deites, or direct communicaton with them. The altered
state was evoked by the smoke of specific herbs, consuming or inhalaton of narcotc substances, by ritual behavior, dances, and special mental techniques.
Whatever the cause of the diviner’s mental conditon was –– inherited or developed mental disorder, manner of life, narcotc substances, body movements, self–
hypnosis, self–inficted sufering, special training, diferent combinatons of, for instance, narcotcs and ritual dances, or other means, –– during the altered state of the
mind, diviner conveyed the fruits of own imaginaton. Unguarded imaginaton and insanity are the source of oracles and wdivine” knowledge of diviners. When
forecasts and predictons had the apparent truthfulness, it was either the consequence of the diviner’s analytcal reasoning or disclosure of the will and realizaton of
the plans of the earthly rulers for whom the diviner worked.
In the Sumero–Babylonian civilizaton, the temple priests had to learn the secret knowledge and to pass special rites of purificaton and initaton; their main
responsibility was to reveal knowledge of the future as the will of gods. The oil in water, the internal organs of the sacrificed animals, celestal phenomena, diferent
omens e.g., fight of birds), interpretatons of dreams, the images and light wseen” during the ecstasy, etc., served as the means to learn the will of gods.
Divinaton and soothsaying were customary for the natons in Canaan, Asia Minor, and the Near East [Hölscher ref. inr Haldar 110–111].
Within the Semitc regions, all forecasts were derived by two methodsr wtechnical oracle” methods and the state of ecstasy [e.g., inr Haldar 2–7, 25–27, 30–31,
199].
The ancient Romans – consistently with their practcal orientaton – eagerly accepted the ancient practces of soothsaying with the material obbects. The special
priests–augurs became the state officials, and each significant event of the official or social life began with the animal or bird sacrifice and wreading” the future or the
will of gods in the internal organs liver, etc.) of the victms.
racles by the wdivine” inspiraton were the mostly admired and trusted type of forecasts. A prophesying priest and soothsayer were acknowledged as wthe man
of god” or as wthe holy man.” However, the descriptons of the behavior of diviners, sibyls, or temple priests and of their behavior at the states of ecstasy and
wprophesying” prompt the inference that the diviners experienced or imitated insanity.
For the ancient Greeks, the divinaton by material items especially the interpretaton of celestal phenomena) was the serious mater, perhaps, in the same
degree as today’s scientfic and weather forecasts. They constructed their astrological predictons upon the observatons made by the Assyrians since the beginning of
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tmes and ascribed celestal events to the laws of nature, which they identfied with gods. The Greeks employed diferent methods of divinaton and applied the
wknowledge” obtained during ecstasy or altered states of the mind [e.g.r Bevan 130, 134–141].
In general, there were two main sources of oracles, and two groups of the oraclesr
– divinaton by the material items; the informaton provided by diviners was their own verbal interpretaton of material subbects, omens, and signs; for example,
the order of animal’s or bird’s bones cast by a diviner, or an explanaton of the meaning of celestal phenomenon and its connecton with the destny of a ruler
– divinaton by winspiraton” resulted from wthe state of ecstasy”; this type of informaton usually was presented as the interpretaton of direct messages of gods
with minimal apparent involvement of diviners; for instance, the special priests, or sometmes the seekers of oracles themselves, interpreted the obscure oracles,
which the Delphi priestess utered afer she consumed hallucinogen and reached the altered state of the mind.
The diviners obtained the state of ecstasy with two sets of methodsr
– the first set of methods is based on an ability of mind to reach the state of ecstasy, which was expected to actvate clairvoyance of diviners and soothsayers
Professor Meek defines soothsaying as an ability to reach the state of ecstasy and to become a shaman [Meek ref. inr Haldar 109])
– the second set included submission to deites who – as the pagans believed – forcefully enter the diviner’s body. The ancient Greeks, for instance, believed that
Apollo speaks and discloses the divine will through a Delphi priestess by entering into her and taking possession with her body and mind.
When diviners and priests atempted to convince their spectators that gods have entered their bodies and are communicatng through them, they manifested
the symptoms of insanity for example, see descripton of the Sibyl’s behavior in The Aeneid). The ancient Greeks recognized such madness as the gif of gods and
named wprophecy”; they believed also that the senders of wdivine” madness or wprophetc” trances were Apollo [[concerning gyth of Apollo, see the previous
subchapter – Philosophizing]] and Dionysus.
Dionysus – wthe god of senses,” absorbed the features of diferent ancient deites of death, insanity, and destructon. Artficially invoked and then for the next
generatons) inherited insanity became the distnguishing mark of the cult of death. The Maenad rites vividly illustrate the wdivine” madness cultvated by the Dionysus
followers. The symptoms of the same insanity can be traced in behavior of Alexander of Macedonia whose mother was the initated of orgiastc rites of Dionysus
[Graves 1r105, 114; Plato Phaedrus 244a, c, 265a–b; Plutarch 253–254; Vergil 6r51–58, 84–89].
However, sometmes insanity presented as wpossession by gods” was a carefully designed show intended to infuence the society and, firstly, its rulers.
The most elaborated rites of divinaton came from the orgiastc Dionysian cult. Heraclites refers to Dionysus as wthe god of death” [Heraclites qtd. inr Bevan 140].
Not only the physical destructon caused by the Maenads could be the source of such a referencer the artficially evoked altered states of the mind, which result in
temporary or permanent insanity, spell death of the reason. Perhaps, it is one of the explanatons, why the Hebrew Prophets defined divinaton as abominaton,
rebellion, and sin against God, because our God is God of wisdom and knowledge, not of ακαταστασιας – disarray, confusion, chaos {e.g., inr 1 Kings 2:2–3; Proverbs
2:6–16; 1 Corinthians 14:33; Wisdog 7:15–16; 8:17–21; }.
The source and the place of origin of Dionysian cult remain unknown. Some researchers assert that the ancient Greeks considered the earliest version of
orgiastc Dionysian cult as the insult to gods and men, and as the social and politcal disorder [e.g., Jaeger 57–58]. Another assumpton is that this cult was introduced
by the tyrants who struggled for power and therefore, needed the deprived of reason and unreservedly obedient human weapon.
If to analyze the essence of the Dionysian rites and the ultmate purpose of their infuence on men, the observer can infer that the Dionysian cult spreads the
ultmate perversion, which makes normal life of the mind and the body impossible. Destructve impact of the Dionysian cult on humans and human establishments
allows inference that this cult is the derivatve of the dark clandestne cults, which might be rooted within the remnants of the knowledge created by the evil
imaginaton of the first race of men from which the first Earth was purified with the Flood {inr Genesis 6:6–8, 12–14}.
The original Dionysian cult focuses on death and destructon. At the first stage of initaton, orgiastc rituals suppress, then, destroy the inner structures of the
consciousness. The resultng impairment of thinking allows repettve re–programming of the consciencer the initated become easily managed slaves who are
deprived of faculty of deliberaton. The second stage involves ritual killings and human sacrificer the initated learn to please the deity with death of living beings and
to focus own existence on death and destructon of the others. Then, the initated pass through the selectve ritesr the followers of the Dionysus are divided into two
groups – the elite that would live to spread and administer the cult, and the ordinary initated who compose the mabority of the followers. The mabority becomes the
ultmate weapon of destructon unreservedly obedient to the elite. The selected part of the ordinary initated those who do not fit for the purposes of the elite or are
unable to serve the elite’s purposes) is allowed to pass into the third stage, which must be completed with ritual suicide as the ofering to the deity [The Sunset
Knowledge].
The main product of the Dionysian cult – unreservedly obedient human weapon – became the irreplaceable asset of any tyrant and of any social and politcal
establishment, which builds own authority and struggles for the absolute power with the means of suppression, deterrent, and enslavement of own subbects and
other establishments, natons, or states. Consequently, the traces of Dionysian cult could be found in all heathen concepts and doctrines [[for instance, frog the
Manichaeisg through Nazisg]] that provide the foundaton for the wide range of cults, religions, and establishments which atempt to expand their power and
infuence through use of the human weapon.
For instance, in the twenteth century, the modernized heathen cult of philosophizing Dionysus provided the foundaton for Nietzsche’s philosophical doctrine
[Nietzsche §292, §295 144, 146]; then, the Nietzsche’s doctrine became the part of the Nazi ideology.
If to consider the overall role of the diviners within the ancient society and the consequences of their actvites, the observer could identfy the main danger of
divinaton in negatve infuence on the mental health of the societyr diviners cultvated insanity as the means to obtain their wknowledge”, they spread insanity,
moreover, they made it atractve model to imitate.
Usually, the diviners, sibyls, and priests began divinaton – entered the altered state of mind – with the artficial means. For instance,
– before utering her oracles, a Delphi priestess inhaled gas from underground of the cave and drunk water from the sacred spring; obviously, there were some
chemicals in the gas and water, which facilitated her entry into the altered states of the mind
– at the beginning of their rites and revels, the Maenads intoxicated themselves by wine infused with some herbal substances; during the wild run through forest
and mountains, they came into such a rage that they tore to pieces any living being they encountered
– Mesopotamian priests used diferent alcoholic drinks to evoke the state of ecstasy
– the temple priests e.g., the Baal’s prophets and Sumero–Accadian priests) performed ecstatc dances and cut themselves with knives and lancets untl their
blood gushed out upon them {see similar practces inr 3 Kings 18:25–28} [Graves 1r105, 112; Haldar 26}.
The descriptons of experiments conducted in the recent Past with LSD–25, menton visions and illusions similar to those, which ancient pagan diviners had
during the altered states of consciousness. The encounters with such visions had led to re–discovery of the world of the ancient wspiritual systems” and placed
heathen divinaton within the focus of contemporary psychological usually Freud–based or openly atheistc) research.
For example, during the sessions of the LSD–assisted psychotherapy or specific wworkshops” [Grof with Hal Zina Bennet 15–17, 110, 154],
– wThe Divine had manifested itself ... in a modern laboratory … in a communist country” and had taken over the life of the person who was under the LSD–25)
in the person’s wextraordinary encounter” with own wunconscious”
– some patents with various emotonal disorders had visions of deites and demons, wpast life” experiences, cosmic events, etc.
– a young German woman identfied herself with both –wthe archetypal great mother goddess” and with the planet Earth
– a professor of philosophy had an encounter with a wcouncil of cosmic elders,” who are the guardians of the universal billion–year old knowledge.
The referred above examples point out the danger of artficially evoked altered states of consciousness and visions, which laboratory volunteers or patents with
mental disorders experience under the psychotc drugs or as the result of special body–mind techniques. Such visions actvate imaginaton, which substtutes
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the phantasms for the real world


the death of reason for the life of reason
Also, it is noteworthy, that when the contemporary psychologists, armed with materialistc philosophy and all modern scientfic tools and techniques, face the
necessity to explain the barren world of psychotc imaginaton, they are not diferent from their ancient pagan counterparts.
The Stoics also applied their arithmetcal logic, which they define as the laws of reasoning, toward cogniton of the future. Their vision of the Universe as an
embodiment of the Intelligence led them to the logical inferencer the Universe has the fixed order – the Fate. Chrysippus third century BC) envisions the Fate–destny
as the unchangeable physical orderr one thing is always caused by and is the result of) another, and this interrelaton cannot be changed. Such a positon discloses the
simplified mechanical vision of the worldr arithmetcal logic is incapable of understanding the laws, which control the phenomena with the complexity exceeding
w2+2=4” equaton.
In atempt to penetrate the mystery of the future, the Stoics used two kinds of knowledger
–– the knowledge inferred or artficial, received through a synthesis of observaton
–– conbecture resulted from the logical reasoning and knowledge of diviners, and wnatural” knowledge, which the soul receives wfrom gods.”
In some sense, the contemporary analysts and forecasters who consider the laws of causality, mathematcal and other trends as the means to predict the
future) follow the practce of the ancient Stoics; consequently, their chances to comprehend the actual future do not difer from those of their ancient counterparts.
Some thinkers of the pagan Antquity did not share belief in value of the diviner’s knowledge. For instance, Cicero wrote that the knowledge collected as the
result of constant observaton might provide with the understanding of the links between cause and efect and between sign and event; furthermore, such knowledge
could be collected without winterventon and aspiraton” of deites [Gellius and Cicero ref. and qtd. inr Watson 1966) 58; Cicero De Divinatone II.XI.26].
In the Past, the term divinaton embraced diferent practces and wknowledge”– making tools, including omens, signs, incantaton, wcommunicaton” with the
departed, use of the welements” especially, fire) to wpurge” people and to wheal” their diseases {e.g., inr Deuteronogy 18:10–14; Isaiah 2:5–8}.
The most comprehensive analysis of the diviners and explanaton of the danger of divinaton is in the Holy Scriptures.
Through Moses, God forbade these practces for His chosen people, and the Hebrew Prophets defined the diference between
prophesying as conveying the message of God
and
divinaton as the abominaton to God
The Hebrew Prophets equate diviners and false prophets – wfoxes among ruins” who spoke falsehood and wdivined a lie”; they name the false prophecy – that is
divinaton used as the source of knowledge of God – as wrebellion against the Lord.” In the Holy Scriptures, seeing vanites and prophesying falsehood are mentoned
in the context of commitng the great oppression by inbustce and robbery {e.g., inr Deuteronogy 18:10–14; 1 Kings 15:23; Isaiah 2:6; Ezekiel 13:1–6, 9; 22:28–29;
Jeregiah 27:9–10; 28:15–16; Zechariah 10:2; Micah 3:11}r
– Moses warns that God cast out the idol–worshipping natons from the Promised Land because of their abominable practces, which include divinaton and
soothsaying
– Isaiah writes that God rebected His people because they had accepted the diviners from the East and soothsayers like the Philistnes
– Samuel correlates the sin of divinaton with the rebellion against God
– Zechariah describes the diviners as those who lie and provide wempty consolaton”
– Ezekiel unifies corrupted ruthless princes who shed blood for profit and take bribes, priests who profane the Law, and false prophets into one group of the
criminals sorely oppressing the people with inbustce and robbery
– Micah prophesies that Jerusalem will become the place of ruin and desolaton, because the prophets prophesy for money, therefore, they are the diviners who
lead the people astray from God and toward ruin and death.
The Hebrew Prophets stressed out the very significant distncton between the true prophet–messenger of God and a divinerr the false prophets divine for
money or personal gain; they tell whatever the rulers/clients want to hear, and atribute own dreams to the will of God. However, the pseudo–prophets commit crime
by prophesying false and unrighteousness; as a result, they become the scornful men moved by the evil spirit – they have night and darkness instead of a vision and
prophecy; the destructon awaits those who prefer the comfortng lies of pseudo–prophets to the harsh warning of the true prophet {2 Chronicles 18:4–34; Jeregiah
5:30–31; 6:13; Zephaniah 3:4; Micah 3:5–7}.
False prophesies of the diviners are the grave dangerr although the false prophets pretend to speak on behalf of God, in fact, they convey wfalse visions” and
wdevices of their own heart.” They have own imaginaton as the source of visions, dreams, and oraclesr they speak on behalf of idols – products of evil imaginaton and
on behalf their corrupted masters – kings and rulers. Consequently, they spread corrupton, mislead, deceive, and ruin the people for exampler the king of Babylon
stays at the head of two ways, he uses divinaton, shakes diviner’s stafs, questons the carved images, and observes the sacrificed victm in a search of guidance
concerning the atack on Jerusalem, yet, he receives emptness and lies) {Deuteronogy 18: 20; Jeregiah 14:13–16; 23:13–17, 25–32; Lagentatons 2:14; Ezekiel
12:24; 13:2–7; 21:21–22; Micah 3:5; Zechariah 10:2}.
In summary,
1/ false prophets have imaginaton as the source of their revelatons; their visions are delusive, false, and deceptve
2/ false prophets do not speak the truth; they speak wvisions of their own minds... lying dreams” – wthe deceit of their own minds,” and uter a lying and
worthless divinaton, false and misleading oracles composed by their imaginaton – they speak of behalf of wother gods”
3/ false prophets fill people with vain expectatons; they mislead others by wlies and recklessness”
4/ the false prophets wwalk in lies” and do not expose corrupton of Israel; their divinatons are fatering; they lead people astray, support evildoers, and make
those who listen them to forget God.
The people have at least three reasons to denounce false prophetsr
a/ the false prophets fabricate and tell lies, while the father of lies was the murderer from the beginningr lies kill all – those who spread lies and those who trust
them – the false prophets and diviners serve as the means of destructon
b/ the false prophets obstruct development–evoluton of the people needed for the purposes of God; they atempt to interfere with the purposes of God by
covering their lies with the name of God, and by disguising their insanity with the references to the revelatons and wisdom of God
c/ falsehood of the pseudo–prophets leads people astray, toward ruin, destructon, and defeat by enemies.
In general, the following features consttute the irreconcilable diference between the Hebrew Prophets – the true prophets, and the diviners/soothsayers – the
false prophets {Deuteronogy 18:10–14; Psalg 118:160; Isaiah 61:1; Jeregiah 2:8; 5:30–31; 23:9–32; Ezekiel 11:5; Zechariah 13:3; John 1:9; Acts 16:16–18; 2 Peter
1:3–4; 2:19–21; Revelaton 22:16}r
– the source of knowledge – for the false prophets, it is their imaginaton; for the Hebrew Prophets – it is God
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– the power, which originate the messager the true Prophets speaks by the Spirit of God; the diviner is moved by the evil – he speaks by own evil imaginaton;
according to the prophets and Apostles, false prophets/diviners are possessed by the spirit of divinaton that is by the evil spirit
– the purpose of knowledge – for the false prophets, it is mostly knowledge of the future – fortune–telling, which is pursued for the sake of the material or
politcal purposes; for the Hebrew Prophets, it is fulfillment of the will of God
– the sanity and the clear consciousness of the Hebrew Prophets during the state of prophesying, and insanity of the false prophets – seers and diviners during
the altered states of mind and intentonally evoked insanity
– the motvatonr the false prophets divine for money – they sell their lies for the sake of own enrichment and worldly convenience; the true prophets speak the
will of God – they are unselfish and impartal; moreover, they encounter persecutons, imprisonments, and death for their loyalty and love to God and for love to the
people who they must protect, enlighten, and prepare for the Messiah
– the true prophet is a servant and even a friend of God as Moses is; the prophet speaks by the Holy Spirit; the prophetc world is the lamp, which would shine in
the darkness untl the bright morning Star – Lord God Jesus Christ – rises in the heart of man; any false prophet is either a heathen who never knew true God) or an
apostate who rebected true God).
In summary,
a/ divinaton resultng in lies is abominaton to God, wan appalling and horrible thing,” the straw, which would be consumed by the fire of the Last Judgment
b/ diviners or false prophets speak on behalf of wother gods”; they invent destructve heresiesΣ13 and false teachings; because of covetousness, they use others
for own gain
c/ divinaton is the means of destructon.
d/ false assumptons, unclean imaginaton, intentonal deceit, and artficially evoked insanity compose the set of symptoms for identfying a diviner
e/ divinaton is the name tag for decay and destructon of the mind that already has lost its God – God of wisdom and knowledge.
The referred above texts of the Holy Scriptures, logically, should discourage anyone from seeking advice or guidance from divinaton; indeed, for any reasonable
mind,
–– someone’s dreams are nothing more than
refecton of someone’s cognitve processes
–– rods and graven images are nothing more than wood and stone
–– the sacrifced victms are nothing more than the dead fesh
Consequently, if rulers, for instance, the rulers of the Babylonian Empire, made their decisions with wknowledge” received through divinaton, it becomes
understandable why the empire eventually collapsed and vanished without a trace.
Eventually, some manifest sides of the wart of divinaton” have changedr as it is open to the public, apparently, the contemporary diviners use technical devices
and the methods of the ancient fortunetellers, which do not demand sacrifices for predicton and appeasement of their idols. At least today, they do not kill publicly to
predict the future by observaton of the internal organs liver, etc.) of the victms as their forerunners – augurs of the heathen Antquity – did. The most popular means
of contemporary divinaton include
– the traditonal for the Westerns derivatves of heathen philosophy, such as astrology, numerology, palmistry, interpretaton of dreams, wcommunicaton” with
spirits and with the dead
– tea–leaf reading, Feng shui, I Ching, and other practces borrowed from the East
– interpretatons of the sets of symbols provided, for instance, by tarot cards and runes
– interpretaton of images obtained with self–hypnosis crystals), etc.
Infrequently mentoned contemporary methods of divinaton include wreadings” of texture and cracks of cheese tyromancy) and layers of an onion
cromniomancy).
Contemporary diviners contnue to use tools and auxiliaries e.g. astrological charts), the definite and limited inital sets of material obbects e.g., strictly defined
quantty of tarot cards, runes, signs of Zodiac, etc.), and rules of combinaton and interpretaton. As the result, they produce a combinaton of images or symbols, and
ofer their interpretatons–fantasies as revelaton of the past, explanaton of the present, and guidance/design of the future of their clients.
The tools and methods of divinaton disclose the essence and danger of divinaton partcularly clearr the limited set of symbols selected and defined during the
centuries of practce is expected to provide all possible combinatons of the possible futures, which might expect the people within the setng in which the diviner
operates. The diviner has instantly to analyze and to evaluate the status, expectatons, possibilites, and probabilites of development, which might be available for a
client, then, to make inital and general suggestons, to wait the reacton of the client, and to proceed with more specified statements tailored in accordance with the
client’s reacton and expectatons revealed with this reacton. In all tmes, successful diviners whoever they arer a slave girl who earned money for their masters on
the street by alluring the passersby or an astrologer who advised the kings, therefore, should be informed in all state, politcal, and social issues) had to be shrewd and
skilled analysts and psychologists.
Researchers who studied the phenomenon of divinaton with traditonal methods of observaton lef more questons than answers; for them, the most difficult
task is evaluaton of the adequacy of knowledge provided by diviners. For instance, why some of the diviners’ wpredictons” came to fulfillment if in general, nobody
can expect truth from dreams, lies, and deceit ofered by people with over–stmulated imaginaton, mental disorder, or with a desire to make living by exploitng the
others?
However, the cases when diviners predicted the future might have at least some explanaton; for instance,
1/ the remnants of innate ability of comprehension, or the natural faculty of deliberatonr the logic of reasoning and its fruit – understanding of the actuality –
allows comprehension of the observed phenomenon; then the mind finds its roots in the Past, and extrapolates the patern of interconnectons, causes, and
consequences onto the future; for the systems at the lowest levels of complexity it might work, sometmes
2/ in a case of cosmic and natural events, diviners concealed the knowledge of astronomy and observatons of the nature behinds the rituals intended to
convince their clients either in the divine origin of their own assumptons or in their wpossession by gods”
3/ startng with the Minoan civilizaton, the temples, where the diviners were educated, were the centers of collecton of knowledge, which in contemporary
terms might be referred as the product of intelligence servicesr the priests established the hidden nets of the informers who collected informaton concerning
populaton, rulers, ruler’s advisers and relatves, enemies, friends of their kingdoms/empires, and all that was in the focus of their atenton and their surveillancer
they possessed the databases that allowed them to compile oracles as guidance for the populaton of countries they controlled or atempted to subdue.
However, in all the tmes, the diviners negatvely infuenced the well–being and sometmes destroyed life of their clients, and not only because they are unable
to reveal the actual future. The very source of the wart of divinaton” simultaneously is the main problemr the imaginaton of one mind limited and restricted by own
conditons of existence is expected to decipher and explicate the life–conditons, expectatons, and the future of other people sometmes with background, level of
development, expectatons, and potental, which are incomprehensible for the diviner. With his wguidance” and wrevelatons,” diviner provides the simplified
prescripton, which intervenes with the client’s life and especially, development, and might obstruct the optmizaton of all establishments, in which the client
partcipates [[for instance, the king’snpresident’s astrologer can lead the kingdogncountry to ruin by his “predictons,” which would initate the inadequate actons and
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politcs of the kingnpresident]].
In general, the essence of divinaton remains the same as it was in the pagan Antquityr and the descriptons lef by the Hebrew Prophets look like the
contemporary analysis. The danger of the divinaton also remains the same in spite of diferences between the contemporary and ancient atributes of daily lifer with
their wpredictons,” the diviners ofer the false guidance. Consequently, if a contemporary woman accepts the astrologer as her adviser and guide, she is not diferent
from women of the Phoenician civilizaton, which came into oblivion for the abominable practces, and if a politcian or any leader follows the advice, which he or his
wife received from astrologer or any other diviner, he leads his country and his subbects to ruin. et, the ancient plague of divinaton notced by the Hebrew Prophets
stll hunts the contemporary societes.
In conclusion, the overall analysis of divinaton leads to the following inferences 1 through 5), which might facilitate comprehension of the danger awaitng
those who accept it as the guidance or designate it any place in the process of decision making.
1. Diviners work with the images of the existng – thus, disintegratng – systemsr any existng system undergoes manifest or latent processes of disintegraton,
which are the natural part of existence. The existence within the world of the mater is defined by prevalence of processesr a system apparently wexists” if the
processes resultng in actualizaton of its innate potency the life–maintaining processes) prevail the processes resultng in disintegraton of the material structures
composing the system; a system might be classified as dying or disintegratng at the moment when the latent processes of disintegraton prevail, therefore, enter the
manifest stage.
2. As soon as the diviners work with the images of the dissipatng world, they are able to compile only a simplified picture of the world – a model instead of the
actuality. It means that they create the simplified, therefore, wrong paterns of the past and the present, which they ofer as a predicton and guidance to the future.
Design of the future according to the simplified inadequate paterns inferred from the past/present results in degradaton instead of development, because the
simplified patern of development or the decrease of complexity) makes the evoluton–optmizaton impossible
3. Even when the diviners use the wordings from the Scriptures, they pursue the purposes of their masters or their ownr they speak on behalf of wother gods” –
idols and phantasms created or adopted by their imaginaton. Consequently, they are not capable of the unbiased comprehensive analysis of the actualityr they lost
the ability to create knowledge, which any human establishment needs, if it intends to survive, evolve, and prosper.
4. The essence of diviner’s wknowledge” is distorted refecton of the reality supplemented with the diviner’s assumptons concerning improvement,
modificaton, or collapse of the existng reality of the diviner’s client. As soon as the diviners provide wrong wguidance” and ofer inadequate wknowledge,” which
refects the deficiency of their reasoning and not the strategy of development necessary for accomplishment of the evoluton, they mislead, deceive, and ruin the
people.
5. Divinaton is a deadly dangerous game, because diviners supply programs and scenarios for the false intellectual constructons – the dream worlds based on
false knowledge, therefore the knowledge provided by the diviners initates ant–evolutonr degeneraton and ultmately, collapse of the establishments/system, which
they atempt to guide, to control, and to lead to accomplishment of the purposes.
In the terms of the systems logic, the diference between two phenomena – prophecy as the true vision of the Future and divinaton as work of human
imaginaton – might be explained
a/ the prophets work with the special form of energyr system–creatng knowledge; having being conveyed to the mind of the others, this knowledge acts as a
center of organizaton of chaosr this knowledge becomes the core–seed–main code of a system, which is assembled from the pool of reserves people, minds,
knowledge, lands, material things, and so on)r the future
b/ the diviner is unable to work with knowledge at the levels of complexity, at which the mind of the prophet worksr the mind of diviner is restricted with images
of the material world and is not capable of identfying/discerning its source. Consequently, the future described by the diviner might be likened to the idols accepted
as the deitesr simplified lifeless constructon incapable of conveying the knowledge of actuality and having as much reliability as idols – pieces of lifeless mater – can
provide. However, if the mind is unable to come to the knowledge of the actuality/truth, it and its creatons are doomed to destructons, because it lives by
imaginaton, and therefore, it is not able to discern the actual threats endangering own survival and survival of its creatons societes, states, etc.).
In the terms of systems logic, divinaton might be likened to deciphering of the code that initates collapse and introducing/imposing this code in/unto the
system.
If to budge by the history of societes, which employed diviners, implemented their wprophecies,” and perished, the diviners are programmers of annihilatonr
they develop programs of transfer of the already infernal past or present into the most advanced in the way of corrupton) future. Although diviners identfied
themselves as prophets, seers, wizards, the gen of vision, etc., an appropriate name for a diviner might be only either criginal or false prophet.
The philosophizing/divinaton stll sustains creaton of idols and idol–worship in the contemporary meaning ideologies, propaganda, and countless wisms,”
which serve enslaving of man).
In general,
those who need manipulate life, enslave, and destroy the others always employ philosophizing and divinaton; it stll include the same practces applied by the
priests–diviners of the ancient civilizatons when they needed
1/ to create idols afer own actual or assumed self–image
2/ to ascribe supernatural and spiritual divine) power to own creaton–idol, although it is a figment of imaginaton composed afer likeness of the world of
mater
3/ to assert the figments of own imaginaton and illusions as the spiritual gifs, revelatons, and wwisdom” of the imaginary deites
4/ to classify figments of own imaginaton including the imaginary wgifs” and wwisdom”) as prophecy, new wtrue religion,” or wtrue philosophy”
5/ to forcefully impose false religion, heathen philosophy, their derivatves – such as ideology, and any false knowledge onto the others.
With tme, the rich experience of the diviners and the assumptons that made divinaton acceptable – especially the noton that the mind might identfy the
laws, which control partcular chains of events, while neither actual source nor the actual laws are known, and therefore, to predict the future by using imaginaton
fed by the images of the material things and events of the past and the present – became the core from which a peculiar kind of new systems evolvedr the
contemporary analytcal services, think–tanks, consultng firms, and other insttutons devoted to forecastng and predicton of the future, which serve as the eyes
and the ears sometmes, even as the brains) of those who, in theory, should be responsible for survival and well–being of the naton/state and the life–maintaining
establishments. The diference is that
– the ancient diviners covered their purposes with theological assertons and employed religious symbols
– contemporary analysts work within the frameworks based on philosophical, social, and politcal doctrines, with logic and simplified symbolic languages, e.g.,
mathematcs, which, all, as the general rule, omit any reference to theological knowledger they do not recognize theology as the basis that is either sustain survival if
true) or initate collapse if false) of the natons, states, etc.

Symbolism
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Within ancient bodies of knowledge, philosophy and theology were inseparable; symbolism was the common language of the philosophizers and diviners;
for them, symbols were the means to wclarify truths, which in their abstract form are incomprehensible” [Hall 2005) 23]. Philosophizing in the temples became
the source of symbolical mythic theology.
For the Egyptan priests, symbolism provided an opportunity to interpret their myths according to the purposes and needs of a current pharaohr symbolism
of philosophizing diviners underlies the social and politcal order of ancient Egypt.
The Egyptan symbolism, as a special mode of thinking, not only sustained religious–politcal–social pyramid of a partcular – Egyptan – civilizaton; later, it
allowed creaton of the multtude of heathen religions and cults including cults of divine emperors, leaders of religious and politcal establishments, the state,
etc.). Symbolic thinking and its fruits – mythical religions – produced the seed, from which politcal theology, ideologies, and propaganda sprung.
Ancient Greek civilizatons accepted symbolism from the Egyptan priests who practced wtrue philosophizing” [Chaeremon Fraggent 10 23]; the common
language was the language of symbols.
The Greek philosophers were initated into the secret mysteries performed at temples [Plato Leters II:314a–b, VII:341c–d].
According to Aristotle, the purpose of the initaton was not learning; the initated had wto put into a certain frame of mind” [Aristotle ref. and qtd. inr
Edelstein 106]. The initaton pursued the purposes to disclose the unity of theological knowledge with philosophy and to connect the heavenly and the earthly
inhabitants through the elaborated system of symbolsr the mythical–symbolic way of thinking was the main result of the initaton.
Although the symbolism was elevated at the rank of religion and even seen as wthe means to the end of religion” [Hall 2005) 355], the essence of
symbolism is simplificaton in its complete irratonality.
Such an inference might be confirmed with the referred above asserton that a symbol [[in fact, a sygbol is a sigplifed sign that has as guch geaning, as
the gind of those who created it and who ategpt to use it as the geans of knowledge transfer, ascribes to it]] clarifies the incomprehensible abstract truth [Hall
2005) 23]. If some abstract wtruth” is incomprehensible for the human mind, it means that
a/ it does not exist within the world that the human mind was created to dominate and to lead to evoluton
b/ therefore, it is not truth and it has no place within the mankind universe
c/ therefore, it has no any meaning and it cannot be conveyed.
In such a case, symbols are the means to transfer false knowledge – figments of imaginaton created by the dreaming mind.
The Holy Scriptures provide an explanaton of symbols [[and warning concerning the unreliability of sygbols]].
There is a prophecy that God will use parabolas {Psalg 77(78):2; Mathew 13:10–17, 34–35; Mark 4:11–12; John 6:45; 8:31–32; for instance, “Ανοιξω εν
παραβολαις το στομα μου, φθεγξομαι προβληματα απ αpxης n ερενξομαι κεκρυμμενα απο καταβολαιξ κοσμου” – I will open My gouth in parabolas, dark
issues of the elegents n “I will uter things hidden frog the foundatons of the world”}.
There also is a descripton of fulfillment of the prophecy, when Lord God Jesus Christ explains His wordsr
–– His followers receive knowledge of mystery of the Kingdom of God – they are taught by God, therefore, they are enabled to cognize the truth, which sets
them free; in other terms, they are enabled to perceive God the Spirit {John 4:23–24} Whose Divine Energy creates the mater, and they consider the material
things as the derivatve of the invisible Source – the Power, the Energy, and the Law of God
–– to wthe outers” parables associated with φθεγξομαι προβληματα απ αpxης –– dark issues of the elegents) are given, so they see, yet, they do not
perceive, they hear, yet, they do not understand; so they would not turn to the truth to be healed and, therefore, forgiven. Their percepton is bound by the limits
of the material worldr they do not perceive God as God the Spirit, they operate with the categories of material things dark issues of the elegents), which made
them idol–worshipers and slaves of the mater, and they are not able to comprehend the essence of things by ascending to the knowledge of their Source – God.
In the ld Testament, parable παραβολη) is mentoned in context of humiliaton. At the tme of revelaton of The Ten Commandments, Moses warned his
tribesmen that because of the curse, which falls upon those disobedient to the Law famine, pestlence, destructon, and slaughter by the enemies), the survivors
would be carried away and become the parable and a tale for other natons. Then, it was told that against those who devise troubles for the others a parable will
be taken up {Deuteronogy 28:15–37; Micah 2:4}.
The prophets have seen as the great tragedy the Future, in which the ancient Israel has to become the parable for other natons to which the Law was not
givenr the other natons would watch humiliaton and sufering of the chosen people and use their misery in their tales–parables.
In the New Testament, a parable is associated with wdark issues of the elements,” the mysteries of the material foundatons of the world; as such, it
demands the work of reasoning and imaginaton as the ability to apply known images of the material things for identficaton, comprehension, and descripton of
the unknown ones, while their true meaning is not known.
Therefore, parable is a story with hidden or symbolical meaning – an allegory, a comparison, the meaning of which the listeners have to infer, yet, their
inference might not give the complete and true knowledge [[so, they see, yet, do not perceive]], because they have to interpret the symbol according to their own
understanding, experience, and overall degree of development, which, stll, might not reach the level at which understanding is adequate to the actuality and
complete.
A parable, allegory, symbol, and comparison are atempts to convey some generalized knowledge with the simplified obbects of the material world; they
suggest explanaton of a phenomenon by its similarity to other events with already deciphered or commonly accepted meanings, or by its likeness to the
commonly known practces and customs. However, likeness and apparent similarity may cover diferent systems with diferent sources of their origin, diferent
purposes, diferent potency, diferent methods, and diferent spheres of infuence; therefore, the outcome is unpredictable for those who operate with the logic
simplificaton, in this case, at the level of apparent similarity.
Consequently, true understanding cannot be received through parables–allegories–symbolsr those outside are given parables, so, seeing they will not
perceive and understand, lest they should convert and sins be forgiven to them {Mark 4:11–12}. It means that untl the mind learns to perceive God and live by
Him, it is not empowered to comprehend the true nature of the world, to evolve up to its optmal potency, and to accomplish the purposes for which it has been
created {cf. inr John 15:4–6}.
Furthermore, in the Holy Scriptures {Genesis 8:21; Isaiah 6:9–11; Mathew 13:11–17; Mark 4:11–12; John 8:31–37; 17:14–26}
–– understanding and knowledge are linked to forgiveness of sins, sanctficaton, and love of God, afer which the mind comes to cogniton of truth
–– imaginaton is linked with evil
–– inability to perceive by heart, to convert to return to the righteousness) and to be forgiven are the consequences of wchanges” of the heart [[such
“changes” are degeneraton or perversion of the nature]], when the heart–mind [[that by its very nature is the dwelling of the law – Deuteronogy 30:11–14]]
becomes overburdened or engrossed επαχυνθη) with materialism, therefore, loses its natural inclinaton to God and focuses on the world of the visible
perceivable and destned to destructon mater. Consequently, destructon becomes the natural end for those who live by the destructonr according to the
prophet, the blindness of the engrossed heart will be completed with removing of humans and desolaton of the land {Isaiah 6:9–11}.
In summary,
symbols do not provide the exact and true meaning. A symbol does not contain true knowledge, which is open to understanding [[people hear, yet, they do
not understand, and people see, yet, they do not perceive – Mark 4:11–12; Isaiah 6:9–10]]. The wknowledge,” which is transferred through the symbols, allegories,
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and other secondary layer of the creatons of the mind, lacks complexity of the actuality. Such knowledge is simplified, and the listener has to interpret–
supplement this knowledge with own imaginaton. Besides, only imaginaton could make sense from something that cannot be understood or perceived in its
entrety and at the adequate level of complexityr the meanings of symbols are modified according to the features of their interpreters e.g., educaton or illiteracy,
conditons of existence, necessites, purposes, expectatons, potentals and weaknesses). Therefore, assumptons compiled by operatons with symbols and
symbolic thinking would lead to degeneraton and ultmately, to collapse and destructon as any false knowledge does.
In the religious maters, the richness of imaginatonΣ4, which is necessary for interpretaton of symbols, becomes the greatest danger, because symbolic or
allegorical) interpretaton similar to the ancient Egyptan philosophizers allows assigning of any meaning to any text according to the morality, outlook,
experience, and imaginaton of an interpreter. However, the sacred religious texts convey the truth, which must remain absolute, if the religion is expected to
survive in its original distnctness and purityΣ14.
For those who achieved completeness of knowledge and understanding, symbolism might be likened to the language of children and to a whisper in the
darkness, which might hint at the road leading either to the light or into the botomless pit.
The systems concept of knowledge might clarify the danger of symbolism for the mind that searches for true knowledge.
The mind is able to comprehend knowledge at three levels of complexityr
1/ the unity of energy, universal code/patern of creaton, and the creatve force – the universal power; this unity is the source of all knowledge within the
world of man; this knowledge is the derivatve of divine energy that creates life and sustains existence of the universe, and this is knowledge with the level of the
highest complexity, which the mind might access
2/ the level of interactons among the energy fields/setngs that define creaton, existence, and disintegraton of the material structures; these levels of
lesser complexity are accessible by the mind within the routne daily life
3/ the levels of mater; at these levels of the lowest complexity, the knowledge manifests itself through embodiment into the material structures, which
compose the visible or physical) world of human beings.
Atempts to comprehend or to explain the nature, inner laws, and manifestatons of the higher level of complexity with the meanings innate for the lowest
levels of complexity cannot be successfulr the threshold among levels of complexity is the consequence of the laws on which the Universe is built. All disasters of
mankind have their root in the simplificaton, which is the violaton of the systems law of adequate complexityr an atempt to describe the diferent levels of
complexity with the languages and meanings of the lowest level of complexity. Compliance with the law of adequate complexity would preclude mixing the levels
of consideraton. For instance, philosophy – the fruit of human mind – should never be applied for creaton or modificaton of theological knowledge, which
already is complete, because it revealed by God Who is Creator of the human mind.
With the systems terms, the foundaton of symbolism might be defined as the belief that there is a similarity among phenomena with the diferent levels of
complexity; this belief results, for instance, in the following assumptons known from the history of human thought and disasters of mankindr
– the nature of God the Spirit might be described with analogies and symbols created because of observaton of the material structures – that is the
foundaton of idol–worship
– the play at the arena for amusement of the spectators might adequately describe the actual life – that is the simplified descripton of the world, which
initates degeneraton of thinking and impairment of knowledge–creatng processes
– the imaginary dream world conveys the actuality of existence – that is the shif from the actuality into the dream worlds of false religions and inhumane
establishments
– the model is the adequate refecton of the actuality – that is simplificaton resultng in creaton of false knowledge, which might initate collapse of a
system if used to design the system’s strategy of survival and evoluton/development/expansion
– with simplified symbolic languages mathematcs, algorithms), the observer is able to convey the complexity of the actuality – that is false assumpton
leading to inability to comprehend the actuality, therefore, inability to survive
– the human nature might be improved and human diseases and disorders might be healed through studies and experiments with animals, creaton of
chimeras e.g., such as hybrid of rodent–human, avian–human, vegetable–human cells/tssues/embryos), experiments on chimeras, and applicaton of the results
of experiments with chimeras, animals, and non–humans to the human being – that is the false knowledge that transforms the contemporary sciences into
enemies of the nature and assassins of mankind.
In summary, symbolism was created because of the logic of simplificaton; it also might be defined as an applicaton of knowledge of the material structures
to the laws, which control the energy–source of the mater.
In partcular, the creators of symbols assume that, through simplified signs/myths/other creatons of the divining/philosophizing mind, they are able to
convey the universal code/law, which might be then decoded/deciphered/comprehended within any tme–space–complexity setngs. Therefore, those who
employ symbolism for creaton of theological knowledge produce false knowledge – heresies leading to degeneraton and ruin of religious establishments.
For instance, with the Egyptan method of symbolic interpretaton of the sacred for them myths, the philosophizing mind of Philo of AlexandriaΣ15
transformed the Books of Moses into the heathen philosophical treatse – a collecton of myths and allegories interpreted with unguarded imaginaton.
The following example might illustrate the infuence of the ancient philosophizers and diviners on the domains of contemporary sciences.
Pythagoras began the obsession with numbers, presumably, in a search for the original language used by mankind before the Babel confusion of languages
or in an atempt to find the possibility for all to express the same essence and share the same understanding, or as a demonstraton of an ability of the mind to
measure the infinite Universe. Eventually, Pythagoras expressed his wknowledge of divine” through numbers and ascribed to the mathematcal symbols the ability
to carry and to convey the divine power.
At the tme of Plato, the philosophizing mind already assumed that only those who learned numbers can understand the divinity.
Then, the consequent generatons of philosophers and researchers contnued to develop mathematcs as the universal language of symbols, which would be
sufficient – as they believe – for descripton of everything. Similarly to recogniton of symbolism as the universal religion, Pythagoras’ numerology elevated
mathematcs at the rank of the universal language for the philosophizing theologians and their spiritual descendents – contemporary researchers.
The same belief in the omnipotent power of numbers, which were considered as the key to every truth, unified Pythagoras 582–500 B.C.), Philo of
Alexandria 20 B.C.– A.D.50), Augustne 354–430), Boethius 475–525), Roger Bacon 1210/1215?–1294), and Nicolaus of Cusa 1401–1464) with many
contemporary researchers. For instance,
– Roger Bacon 1210~1215? – 1294; a Catholic theologian and member of the Franciscan order) characterizes mathematcs as the discovery of the saints in
the beginning of the world and as one of the Aristotle’s essental modes of philosophy. He presumes a great value of mathematcs for wthe divine science,” which
investgates whigh propertes” of God, locates wthe roots of wisdom” in the power of mathematcs, and concludes with recogniton of mathematcs as the prior
science, without which wnothing magnificent” might be known in other sciences [Bacon 40, 42, 45, 52, 54, 59]. The roots of Roger Bacon’s wwisdom,” which
manifests itself through his atachment to mathematcs, are in Pythagorean and Gnostc doctrines, which are heresy for the Christans.
The following Roger Bacon’s assumptons illustrate his logic therefore, reliability of his assertons)r he considers all heavenly and celestal obbects as the
result of efficient cause and the mater in which this efficient cause woperates” through the concurrence of the forces of creaton. As soon as the mater receives
structure within the tme–space, he – following the Aristotelian geometrical wtheology” – constructs the chain of arguments [Bacon 56–57]r
no knowledge of heavenly things could exist without geometry

knowledge of wthings below” is impossible without knowledge of those above
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therefore, no knowledge exists without mathematcs
The Bacon’s primary assumpton is cognizability of supersystem wcelestal things”) through the measurements/propertes of the mater, which composes
the discernible for him Universe. He sees the mater as an embodiment of the cause, and this embodiment of the cause is produced by the forces of creaton.
Then, he atempts to apply knowledge of the discernible mater or subsystem) for cogniton of the cause the atribute of the supersystem). However, his startng
premise that a system might be cognized with knowledge of its parts violates the systems law and makes the entre concept irratonal and false constructon.
Strangely enough, but the same Roger Bacon’s assumpton stll sustains the contemporary atheistc natural sciences, which advance by wcognizing” the whole
system) through its parts subsystems)
– Nicolaus of Cusa 1401–1464) follows the opinion of Anicius Manlius Boethius A.D. 475–525)r without knowledge of mathematcs, it is wimpossible to
obtain knowledge of divine things.” Furthermore, he writes that according to Pythagoras and wthe ancients,” knowledge of divine things might be obtained only
through mathematcal symbols, because wnumbers and magnitude” contain all truth [Nicolaus of Cusa 5, 22, 23]. Essentally, such a point of view recogniton of
symbols as the atributes of the divinity) is not diferent from outlook of the ancient king in Mesopotamia third millennium B.C.) who was depicted as a worshiper
to the writng instruments, which were symbols of god Naby
– Leonardo da Vinci 1452–1519) notced the efectveness of the design of Nature and enveloped some of his refectons into wthe supreme certainty of
mathematcs” [da Vinci 84, 86], which, as he assumed, would lead the mind toward comprehensive knowledge
– following Leonardo da Vinci, Galileo Galilei 1564–1642) and Rene Descartes 1596–1650) asserted mathematcs as the universal language for the natural
sciences dealing with the wsensible nature.” Subsequent expectatons were the same as in the beginning, for Pythagorasr to have mathematcs as the universal
science and as wa true philosophy of nature” [inr Maritain 44–45]. Furthermore, mathematcs was elevated at the rank of actvity [Witgenstein x 277]
– an atempt to interpret the quantum theory by the terms of known mathematcal symbols originated the noton of wundefinable symbols,” which are
expected to identfy relatons, not partcular meanings [Bohm 163].
Thus, at the partcular tme–space–complexity point of the Universe, mathematcs was unified with the language of symbols, with which researchers and
scientsts following poets, philosophers, diviners, and philosophizing theologians, describe the essences of their imaginary worlds, and therefore, became the part
of heathen religion.
Since, presence of mathematcs in the results of any study – from psychiatry through linguistc, from ontology through the theories of business management
and analysis of human resources of a corporaton – is held as the main evidence of scientfic validity.
Such universal applicaton of the language with insufficient level of complexity prompts the queston concerning integrity, reliability, and ultmate value of
the research and studies, which as any simplified heathen belief is based on irratonal assumpton of a possibility to define the complexity through simplificaton,
to describe the universality with partcularity, and to comprehend the wholeness through its part.
Furthermore, false assumpton of universality of mathematcs, as any simplified heathen belief, carries the clear and present danger to existence of men.
For instance, WORLD 2 – the model constructed at Massachusets Insttute of Technology, in 1970s, considers mankind from a strictly mathematcal point of
view. The model asserts necessity to control existence, populaton, and development of the world with process–reducton, fixed structure of society, wpressure
and limited good scarcity)” as the protectve mechanisms of human society [WORLD 2 ref. inr Bloomfield 40–41, 44–46, 54–55]. Thus, wuniversal language of
mathematcs” [[which the philosophizing theologians apply toward cogniton of God the Creator]] ofers stagnaton and death for reducton of number of human
beings as the means to manage life and evoluton of mankind.
In conclusion, in relaton to theology,
a/ insufficiency of the knowledge begets symbolism, covers it with the name of philosophy – love of wisdom, and ascribes the name of truth to fantasies
created by imaginaton
b/ symbolism results in creaton, disseminaton, and acceptance of false knowledge, because a symbol conveys the simplified delineaton, which can be
deciphered and embodied according to the overall development and under conditons that limit the mind of the recipient; a symbol does not convey the true
meaning, for instance, the essence of thing/event in its entre complexity; symbolism is a distnguishing feature of those who cannot comprehend the true
meaning of the actuality
c/ symbolism is the language of insufficiency and misunderstanding; it is the tool of those who live in darkness, build on the sand, and fail, because they
rebected knowledge of God as the true foundaton of life, as the only Stone, on which the eternal life of a human being is built {Psalg 117(118):22; Mathew
7:24–27; 21:42–46; 1 Peter 2:3–10; Isaiah 28:16}.
In relaton to general knowledge, the main vehicle for transfer of symbols and re–creaton of symbolic realites of the predecessors is a myth. Usually, a myth
conveys the code of the Pastr a myth discloses the outlook of its creators, the philosophical foundaton on which a partcular symbolic world was built. From such
a point of view, a myth might be seen as
– the definiton of the core of a system – society, civilizaton, which adopted the myth as an explanaton and expression of its essence
– the program of re–creaton of the system.
The history of human thought reveals the constant struggle between actuality and knowledge of truth and mythical/dream worlds of symbolism. This
struggle grew into the full–fedged war afer the Apostles of Lord Jesus Christ – the Word–God – began to preach the Gospels. Eventually, the plague of symbolic–
mythical–magical thinking prevailed in the Westr it became the foundaton of the European civilizaton and of all religious denominatons created by those minds,
which imposed own interpretaton onto the Holy Scriptures. During centuries, philosophizing theologiansΣ15 and then, scientsts developed plenty of symbolic
descriptons and rules of their interpretaton; ultmately, they substtuted simplified knowledge transferred through imaginary worlds of symbols and their
interpretatons for truth of the actualityr a symbol received the status of the reality. The foundaton of the European civilizaton became the specific knowledge
framework – the all–fitng motherboard, on which any symbolic imaginary world can be built and developed into a new version of the Inferno of false knowledge
and denigraton of the image of God and its carrier – man.
With the terms of the Plato’s cave [inr Republic 514a–515c], symbolism might be equated to an atempt to re–create the actuality of the world by a prisoner
who at the moment of his birth was confined within the dark underground cave, who is able to see only the shadows on the wall penetratng in his darkness from
the world in which he never was admited, yet who imagines that the shadows of the images are the revelatons of the truth – the actuality of the world
penetrated by the light. So, even if he hears the sounds of the actual world and if he sees the shadows of things, he does not comprehend their true meaning and
does not perceive the actuality.
Such a vision of symbolism has not received the wide recognitonr symbolism stll sustains thinking of the mabority of theologians, philosophers, and
researchers who unnotceably for themselves slid into the shared imaginary worlds, which they identfy as philosophy and sciences. Within such dream worlds,
theology degenerates into the descripton of idols created into the images of beasts


philosophy sells false knowledge to the slaves who portray themselves as free thinkers
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sciences destroy their creators and consumers with poisonous fruits of false knowledge,
which it is ofered as life–saving remedy
With its infuence on the development of the societes, and especially, sciences, symbolism became a full–fedged companion of Aristotelian dialectcs [[in
the dogain of philosophy, the Aristotle’s dialectcs gight serve as the adequate descripton of the logic of sigplifcaton, on which the contegporary civilizaton
was founded and with which it is ruining itself]].
Afer deprivaton of the Absolute Good, which Aristotelian materialism and logic of simplificaton imposed on the natural sciences, ethics, and politcs, there
is no any universal or at least sufficient) foundaton for the human reasoning, yet, without the universal foundaton, the partcular propertes become irratonal
assumptons. It is not a coincidence then, that for the many, symbolism supplanted the natural mode of human thought. Moreover, the process of creaton of
symbolic worlds became the subbect of developmental psychology founded by Piaget, Werner, and Schachtel) – the tool for studying problems created within the
mansociety realm. Indeed, to operate with symbols, the mind needs intuiton, imaginaton, and a set of the standards/rules, which regulate comprehension
and interpretaton of symbols created by the others. So, from a partcular point of view, mankind shifed into the imaginary world similar to those simplified
schemes known as computer games; it discards the actuality and lives by assumptons and baseless expectatons. therwise, the enormous reserves would not be
spent on the sciences of death and destructon, which produced weapons of mass destructon, on the poisonous medicine and remedies developed on rodents,
and other products of the logic of simplificaton that brought forth the plagues of the contemporary societes, which are beyond the limit of this brief observaton.
However, some philosophers and researchers discovered the danger of symbolic thinking.
For instance, Ludwig von Bertalanfy the founder of the general systems theory) acknowledges that philosophy describes wprimitve magic” of taking
symbols for things as the wrealism of concepts” for the real things [von Bertalanfy 46].
Whatever the nature of symbolic actvity is, whichever myths the heathen philosophy ofers to its consumers, the actuality is that symbolism and wtrue
philosophizing” have penetrated all sciences and thrown the consumers of their discoveries, innovatons, and assertons into the constantly unstable world of
false knowledge, which is not able to sustain evoluton of the human mind and progress of human societes. The contemporary world became the unruly and
sometmes even unpredictable stream of collapsing dissipatng systems – politcal, social, religious establishments, which in theory should sustain decent and
prosperous life, yet, which, in fact, became the confinements for the people sufering from insufficiencies of all kinds.
The overall picture of the contemporary theological, philosophical, politcal, and scientfic practces suggests the conclusion similar, for instance, to the
Socrates’ queston–guess–inference [Plato Cratylus 411d–e; 439a–e; 440a–c; Theaetetus 152d–e; 156a–d; 157b–c; 182d–e]r is true knowledge possible, or does
man exist within the unhealthy state of unreality? The Socrates’ queston reveals not only the tragedy of the imaginary world of the heathenism where Socrates
has to live and to die; this imaginary world is the contemporary reality as well.
Probably, diferent minds would give diferent answers to the Socrates’ questons, yet, the actual answer is that within the heathen societes and
establishments, the people do live in the imaginary worlds of evil, within the unhealthy state of unreality. Therefore, the value of symbolic worlds might be found
only in limited research, for instance, symbols might be helpful in the mental pathology, because they disclose typical paterns of thinking and other features of
the degeneratng and disintegratng mind of their creators and those who accept them as adequate descripton of the actuality.

The Orphic Doctrine

So, the Egyptan priests, who fervently philosophized in their temples, elaborated the practces of the Minoans and Chaldeans, and through the rphics,
transferred their legacy into possession of Greek philosophers.
With the knowledge received from the Egyptan diviners, the rphics compiled the secret doctriner serpentne theology of the dragon–serpent–beast, which
obviously, symbolizes the ancient creature that tempted and deceived Eve {Genesis 3}, and which exists within the wabsolute everlastng tme.”
For the beginning, it should be notced that the inital rphic constructon wabsolute everlastng tme” is irratonal.
Indeed, logically, tme and eternity are incompatbler the very meaning of the eternity suggests absence of tme. Time is measure at the partcular levels of
complexity, which are defined as tme–space–complexity setngs for creaton and dissoluton of the temporal material structures. The parameters and setngs of
the infinity are not known – they are defined by other setngs at the other levels of complexity to which the mind that exists within the tme–space–complexity
setngs has no access.
However, the rphics have found use for this wabsolute” and weternal” tmer they imagined it as the wperfect wholeness,” which issues forth and
accommodates interacton of two opposite forcesr the passive chaos or infinity and the actve whirlwind that fashions chaos into the wcosmic egg.” The great
serpent encircles and impregnates this egg. The impregnated egg bursts to reveal the rphics’ prime deity – another serpent called wthe divine” or wabsolute”
animal. This wabsolute” beast contains all forms of the living creatures, changes its own form according to some wlaws,” which the heathen myth–makers invented
for explanaton of the cosmos and the forces of nature, and possesses the absolute power over the worlds of gods, humans, animals, plants, as well as over the
Hades – the world of the dead.
Although the original rphic doctrine was developed on the Minoan mythology, the resourceful minds of the diviners refected the specifics of their societyr
decline of the power of woman, establishment of the patriarchal society, and widely spread idol–worship rites, esp. such as homosexuality and bestality. The
result was substtuton of the egg, which also is the symbol of the reproductve power, yet, without a direct visible link to woman, for the female deity. The rphic
cosmic egg coiled with the serpent, which brings forth the wabsolute animal” invested with snakes and images of the wild beasts, took place of the Minoan
goddess coiled with snakes and worshiped as the mistress of the wild beasts.
Inventon of the deified universal serpent–beast made possible numerous cults of animals of all kinds and especially, provided the bustficaton of sacrifice of
human beings to the beasts, because the ancient diviners characterized the human nature as the inferior to the bestality of animal wgods.” The basic logic of idol–
worship is based on the assumpton that if the supreme deity is the beast with wings, tails, paws, bull heads, etc., those in the image of beast are the superior
creatures.
The rphics believed that they are the descendants of rpheus – a priest of the Sun/Apollo and a diviner who practced arts and who established the
mysteries–rites of Apollo in Thrace and of Demeter in Sparta. rpheus evoked wrath of Dionysus and Aphrodite because he did not partcipate in Dionysian rites,
explained evil of human sacrifice, and propagated homosexuality. Dionysus sent the Maenads in the temple where rpheus preached to men of Thrace –
Maenads’ husbands. In the state of frenzy, the Maenads murdered their husbands and tore rpheus apart –wlimb from limb.”
Another version of the myth portrays rpheus as a founder of the Dionysian rites and an earthly embodiment of Dionysus.
In general, the Dionysian rites are the wildest of the known rites practced by the ancient populaton of Greece and Middle East; some researchers even find
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similarity between the Greek cult of Dionysus and the Thraco–Phrygian cult of Cybele [e.g., inr James 98]r the partcipants enter the state of frenzy, in fact,
insanity, in which they lose any resemblance to a human thinking being.
rpheus sufered death similar to his deity’s adventuresr the Maenads tore the body of rpheus and scatered the pieces of his fesh over the ground as the
Titans tore the body of Dionysus the son of Zeus. Dionysus atempted to avoid death by transforming himself into a serpent, then into a lion, then into a bull such
a transformaton suggests connecton of Dionysus with wdivine absolute animal”), yet, the Titans eventually killed him and from his blood the pomegranate tree
appears, which became the food of the dead. rpheus was killed without any transformaton, in an image of man.
Eventually, rpheus was recognized as a founder of the rphic doctrine. The Minoan rite of devouring a child, as well as other Minoan rites, became the
part of initaton rites for the rphics, yet, afer initaton, they were forbidden to eat any meat of any kind. Some sources suggest that the rphic philosophers
devoured a bull–calf, not a boyr the sequence of Dionysus’ transformaton in the hands of the Titans suggests the eventual substtuton if any) of a bull–calf for a
child. However, if to take into consideraton the origin of the rphic doctrine and the logic of death, such a spark of humanity becomes improbabler a bull–calf
would not sufficer a sacrificial victm also had to be either a human being or at least a serpent, which was the rphic prime divine image.
Indeed,
– in rphic cosmogony, the prime bestal deity – serpentΣ16 appears from the cosmic egg coiled and impregnated by the arch–dragon/serpent; the bull is
bust a part of the whole. Although the set of wsacred” animals–forms manifested within the wabsolute animal” and the before–death transformatons of Dionysus)
includes a serpent, a lion, a bull, and other wild beasts, each animal is identfied with a partcular deity and it is not used as a substtuton for another animal
– the rphics have no ground for identficaton of a bull with their all–inclusive wabsolute animal” – it would be degeneraton of their pretense on the
absolute dominion over the world, which they asserted because of their worship the wabsolute” – that is all–inclusive – beast; besides, the original version of
Dionysus was a horned serpent, not a bull
– the logic of death, which is based on the over–stmulated imaginaton and symbolical thinking resultng in partcular cruelty of the heathen rites of bestal
worship, demands the full completon of evil that only death of a human being could bring
– in the Mediterranean region controlled by the Minoans and their descendants, for the elite/initated, the rites of cannibalism were the mandatory
conclusion of the human sacrifices; without them, the rites of worship and especially, the mysteries of the initated) were incomplete
– the Holy Scriptures describe the natve inhabitants of the Promised Land as the unholy people who practce sorcery and during their mysteries orgies)
slaughter their children and devour raw human fesh and blood {e.g., Wisdog 12:3–6}.
Through the rite of devouring a child, the rphics expected to be unified with their prime deity and to achieve the divine qualites, therefore, to become
deites. Although later the rphics were recognized as wthe most sophistcated and humane philosophers of the pagan Antquity,” their fesh–devouring rites
equate them to the primitve cannibals. Even if in the late Antquity, a bull–calf indeed took the place of a child in the initaton rite, the initaton stll meant ritual
murder even if symbolic) of a living human being and devouring of the raw fesh. The rphics’ reality does include human sacrifices and consuming of fesh and
blood of the victms; therefore, the rphic philosophy is inhumane perversion incompatble with the human nature, as well as all heathen doctrines based on the
cult of death are inhumane perversion incompatble with human intelligence/reasoning.
Hence,
a/ the rphics are the same as all other cannibals and pagans
b/ the rphics’ philosophical assumptons do not diferentate from the doctrine of bestality sustaining the Dionysian rites.
It should be notced that with development of logic, the rphic thought came to conclusions that
1) all living creatures are the embodiment of the same wabsolute animal”
2) humans are in the last place of the chain of living creatures; therefore, humans have no right to take life of wthe highest beings” – animals and beasts.
The latest generatons of rphics, who began to identfy themselves with the living deites and advanced in development of logic, excluded killing of animals
for consuming of their dead fesh or as sacrifice to godsr indeed, if they are living deites, why they should kill their own creatons and consume their remnants, if
any contact with blood and fesh is desecraton of the divine? Then, they rebected slavery, wars, and sufering of men and animals as the means to establish the
prosperous societes and achieve progress in any of human actvitesr indeed, if they are living deites, the human methods of struggle and achievement of
purposes are not efficient and comprehensive, and therefore, are not worthy of gods.
The same assumptons of own deificaton is behind rphic concept of spiral evoluton [[the idea incorporates necessity to igitate the circles of the serpent
that coiled the orphic egg]], which explains development as the gradual ascent to the highest ideals of humanity and the openness of ultmate freedom, which
can be obtained through knowledge, responsibility, mercy, and good. According to rphics, deified man receives all these virtues from his bestal gods [[again,
the cogpete irratonality of the prigary assugpton and sigplifcaton inseparable frog sygbolic thinking: how bestal gods gight possess any trait of huganity,
if they are worshiped with the hugan sacrifces and bestality rites?]].
Although the rphics recognized the concept of reincarnaton symbolized with a wheel), they doubted that a human soul has to repeat the cycles of
reincarnaton and that the history of mankind is the cycle of contnuous returns and repettons of the same events, therefore, the same mistakes. The rphics
asserted a possibility to break the contnuity of birth–death cycles to break the rphic egg) and to ascend to the highest level of thinking, knowledge, happiness.
The latest modificatons of the rphic doctrine refect the atempts to re–assemble the preserved pieces of the primordial knowledge of God into the harmony of
the heathen beliefs, morality, thinking, morals, actons, and responsibility for thinking and actons, which expected to elevate the heathenism at the level of the
true religion [[again, the cogpete irratonality of the prigary assugpton and sigplifcaton inseparable frog sygbolic thinking: how worship to the bestal gods
gight ever becoge the true religion? If the true religion is the cogplete refecton of the huganity (that is why it is called “true religion”: it expresses the essence
of gan), the bestal gods should be identfed with hugans, and therefore, there is no boundaries between gan and brute]].
Probably, such apparent whumanizaton” could be the reason why some early Christan theologians mistakenly disregarded the actual connectons of the
rphic rites and the rites of death worshipers, and why some researchers stll atribute human traits to the rphic doctrine and revere it as the zenith of the
heathen philosophy.
The infuence of rphic doctrine might be traced in all heathen cults and doctrines, which sustain the contemporary atheistc and neo–heathen systems of
thought.
Some researchers identfy the rphism as the source of the wdivine Muse of Homer” and of the wsublime theology” of Pythagoras and Plato [e.g., Thomas
Taylor qtd. and ref. in Hall 2003) 74; also, inr Sunset Knowledge].
The rphic theological assertons did become the foundaton of Plato’s philosophical doctrine, especially, the concept of forms–ideas–archetypes, with
which he apparently, followed Pythagoras [[Pythagoras was initated into the Egyptan–Eleusinian–Orphic–other gysteries; he asserted that all gaterial objects
have forgs as their essence, and ategpted to express the essence of divine with nugbers]].
Indeed, if the main – universal or wabsolute” – bestal deity contains the forms of wild beasts, why it cannot accommodate the forms of all other creatures
and obbects, which compose the Universe?
Consequently, if to substtute the philosophical wessence–idea–form” for the rphic wimage,” the ultmate meaning of Platonism recognized as the pinnacle
of philosophical thought) is revealed as a set of phantasms – the irratonal imaginary world of heathen cults of serpent.
Therefore, the wordings covering the essence of Platonism and issuing doctrines should not conceal the true meaningr
the heathens
(the Minoans, Phoenicians, Orphics, etc.)
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made the imaginary world created and ruled by the crooked serpent
into actuality of their daily life

worshiped the “divine absolute animal” –
the serpent and the prime derivatve/deity conceived by the cosmic arch–serpent/dragon –
by devouring children and by human sacrifces

assumed that human beings are the beasts made afer the image of the bestal deites
The rphic doctrine [Graves; Hall; The Sunset Knowledge] became the foundaton not only for the doctrines of Plato and Aristotle, and through them, the
Western theology Catholicism); it also sustains GnostcismΣ17, Neo-Platonism, theosophy, and many other cults and assumptons, including those recognized as
heresiesΣ13.
For instance, Manly P. Hall infers supremacy of the wphilosophy’s God” over wa personal God”; he refers to the rphic doctrine as to wtheology,” which
cannot be destroyed and which win a more philosophic era…shall shine forth again with splendor undiminished” [Hall 2005) 218, 224]. Indeed, this wundiminished
splendor” of rphic myths identfied as wphilosophy” and wtheology” stll wshines” through the contemporary theological doctrines and sciencesΣ18.
Manly P. Hall asserts that wthe revelatons of rpheus” founder of the rphism are the source of the Greek mythology [[in fact, the Greek gyths are the
legacy of the Minoans]], which became a source of wsublime philosophy” of Neo–Platonists, which they adopted from ProclusΣ19. He ascribes to this philosophy a
monotheistc foundaton, defines it as wbasically a philosophic atheism,” and infers that the supreme deity defined with this philosophy is not a personality, but
the principle of principles the monad of the monads in Proclus’ terminology) so universal and unlimited that it is incomprehensible [Hall 2005) 217–218]. Then,
he correlates Neo–Platonic supreme deity the principle of principles, or the monad of the monads) to the ancient Egyptan noton of the wthreefold darkness”
[Hall 2005) 219].
The contemporary version of such universality – the noton of supremacy of philosophy’s God over personal God, supremacy of philosophy over theology,
and consequent acceptance of wphilosophic atheism” issuing from the rphic serpentne theology as the progenitor of the Greek heathen philosophy can be
discerned, for example, in the following assertonsr
– leading Catholic theologians Augustne and Thomas Aquinas produced the wnew metaphysics” out of the wGreek materials,” and opened the possibility wto
‘place’ God philosophically”; therefore, following their example, the contemporary theologians must become philosophers and apprehend the Gospel through the
deepened understanding of the world and man [Fairweather 368–369, 375]
– Catholic who mystcally read the Gospel of John in the sense of wthe neo–Platonic theologies and the classical love–mystcs” have a new opportunity to
contemplate wthe self as agent” [David Tracy ref. and qtd. inr Coleman 73]
– some theologians wpioneered as prophets” against wthe danger of privatzaton in the Catholic mystcal traditon,” which should be wthe mystcal–politcal”r
the unity of mystcal and prophetcal imaginaton could be wthe main Catholic contributon to the prophetc imaginaton” [Coleman 72–74]
– there is wa danger of relatng God and salvaton to the existental problem of the person,” while salvaton is not a private salvaton, it is the public mater;
consequently, wthe deprivatzing of theology is the primary critcal task of politcal theology”r the Christan love must be interpreted in its societal dimension, as
wthe unconditonal determinaton to bring bustce, liberty, and peace to the others”; therefore, such societal love could demand wactons of a revolutonary
character” [Metz 258, 260, 266]. This asserton of the contemporary Catholic theologian, Professor of Fundamental Theology Johannes B. Metz introduces the
next circle of the spiral [[Orphic]] evoluton of the Aristotle–Aquinas politcal theology, which is the official doctrine of the papal church of Rome, – wdeprivitzed”
politcal theology in which the concept of community of salvaton supplanted the Christan dogma of personal salvaton. In additon, the concept of community of
salvaton, or wdeprivitzed” salvaton as the public mater, re–iterates also the studies of those medieval theologians who ascribed the noton of impossibility of
immortality of individual soul to Averroës ibn Rushd, 1126–1198) – the Arabic philosopher and commentator of Aristotle’s works.
The referred above example illustrate the legacy of the ancient heathens in workr the transformaton of Christan teachings into the contemporary version of
the heathen philosophical doctrine, in which there is no place for God of the Christans, because philosophizing in the temples is the means with which the
rphics compiled their serpentne theology and because Neo–Platonism has the roots in the rphism – the cult of the serpent–beast.
In conclusion, in spite of all elated word–pouring of exited admirers of dream worlds created on the basis of the rphism, it should not be forgoten that in
order to practce their wlife–oriented” mythical philosophy of wundiminished splendor,” the rphics had to undergo the inhumane rites of initaton with
devouring and consuming raw fesh of a human child), and to worship their serpent–beast/wdivine absolute animal,” and that is when the actual essence of rphic
doctrine – the conglomerate of false knowledge, death, and perversion – reveals itself.
There is a text in the Holy Scriptures, from which it can be inferred that the actual essence of the rphic doctrine and issuing cults were well known to the
prophets. Isaiah the prophet refers to those who trust in vanites and speak emptnessr they hatched eggs of asp horned viper), and those who would break their
roten wind–egg of confusion an addled egg) find basiliskΣ16 in it {Isaiah 59:4–5; Ωα ασπιδων ερρηξαν… και ο μελλων των ωων αυτων φαγειν,συντριψας
ουριον, ευρε και εν αυτω βασιλισκον – Isaiah 59:5; basilisk – βασιλισκον – is the gythical derivatve of the serpent, the gonster with deadly breath and glance,
which kill the living beings}. Isaiah the prophet mentons main components of the rphic wtheology” – snake [[asp, or horned viper; the original igage of Orphic
Dionysus was a horned serpent]] and an egg with the serpent within.
Then, Isaiah the prophet reiterates {Isaiah 59:7–10} traditonal portrayal of heathens deprived of the knowledge of God, therefore, of wisdom and abilites
to discern and perceive the essencesr
while they wait for light, the darkness is originated over them
{εγενετο αυτοις σκοτος – Isaiah 59:9;
sigilar to the punishgent by perceivable darkness, which enveloped the Egyptans –
και εγενετο σκοτος γνοφος – Exodus 10:21}

their creatons are similar to the spider’s web unsuitable for use

they eipect enlightenment, yet, walk in perpleiity
So, according to Isaiah the prophet, the producers/breakers/consumers of asps’ eggs [[the Orphics and their followers]] are deprived of vision, have no
budgment, conceive troubles, bring forth lawlessness, and contemplate murder; they are swif to shed blood; they wait for illuminaton, yet walk in perplexity;
they feel at noon–day as at midnightr they are as the blind who feel the wall.
The profound meaning of Isaiah the prophet’s observaton become evident if to recall that for the rphics, the act of breaking the rphic egg symbolized
highest spiritual achievement [[spiritual return into the state of absolute, or nirvana of Oriental gysteries – in: Hall (2003) 177]]. In its entrety, the prophet’s text
conveys the essence of heathen wmysteries”r they are conceived by death, they are useless, and they culminate in death of those blinded by deceit – those who
perceive death as life, figments of imaginaton created by insanity of philosophizing diviners as spiritual food, and confusion as enlightenment.
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In the Holy Scriptures {e.g., inr Isaiah 2:6–8; Ezekiel 8:4–18; Hosea 4:1–18; 8:1–14; Mathew 3:7–12; 23:27–35; Luke 3:7; }, descripton of the idols to which
the people and the elders worship in the open and hidden places and the references to wofspring of vipers” confirm that the destructve based on rphism
wknowledge” and issuing cults were in a possession of the learned and educated part of the chosen naton – priests, Pharisees, scribes, HerodiansΣ20.
Indeed, the rphic doctrine is lethal as the poison of the venomous viper isr similarly to the snake, which looks in the eyes of its victm and paralyzes it untl
reaches and consumes victm’s defenseless body, the false knowledge paralyzes the mind and keeps it under the spell of death of reason untl death of body
comes at the alloted tme.
The rphic doctrine sustains Plato’s philosophy, which embodied the heathen vision of the Universe and the wideals of humanity” into the chain of most
destructve conceptsr
slavery as the natural foundaton of the society
⇓
man as a part/property of the community
⇓
supremacy of the good of the community over the good,
happiness, libertes, and interests of a person
⇓
mandatory restricton of the freedom of thought and religion, total surveillance, control,
and regulaton of the life of members/citzens
as the means of survival of the “perfect” community–state
⇓
terminaton of the diferent–minded
as the legitmate practce of the community–state,
which has to protect itself from the wrath of deites
by eipulsion or eiecuton of atheists, followers of another cults,
and diferent–minded of any kind,
therefore, by sacrifcing life and well–being of its members–men
for the sake of the good of men’s establishment.
With philosophical doctrines and utopias compiled by Plato and elaborated by his apprentce – Aristotle – for the practcal implementaton into the social
and politcal establishments, the rphic doctrine eventually penetrated Western and some Eastern philosophical and theological doctrines with the only
exceptonr the rthodox Christanity and Christan denominatons, which do not tamper with the words of God conveyed by the Gospels, and other Books of the
Holy Scriptures, and which do not accept the heathen philosophy as the means to interpret [[in fact, to gisinterpret]] and to modify the words of God.
There are prophecies that eventually, the dragon – the serpent that fees, the crooked serpent [[επι τον δρακοντα οφιν φευγοντα, επι τον δρακοντα οφιν
σκολιον – Isaiah 27:1 – that is the Orphic arch–serpent, and its derivatve, the absolute anigalnbeast]] will be destroyed with the holy and great and mighty
Sword that is with the knowledge of the Word–God {Isaiah 27:1; Revelaton 1:13–18; 12:4–10; 18:11–16, 19–21; 20:1–3, 8–10}.
Untl then, the problem of the Present is that the philosophizing theologians and researchers blinded with the heathen philosophy are not able to recognize
in this wdragon the crooked serpent” the main deity of the rphics, and therefore, are not able to comprehend that any doctrine that is based on the heathen
philosophy is inhumaner it carries death and destructon – death of human reason/intelligence and destructon of human establishments, especially those
intended to sustain survival.
Untl such understanding becomes the property of all minds, the rphic doctrine contnues to underlie the entre body of knowledge created upon the
heathen Greek philosophyr the core knowledge of the Western civilizaton.

Heathenism
Heathenism is a collectve name for a special body of knowledge that is based upon mult–deity theology, with such obbects of worship as idols – deified
beasts, snakes, insects, humans, astronomical obbects, forces of nature, obbects of nature – ocean, sea, rivers, trees, mountains, rocks, man–made stone, wooden,
and clay statues, wgraven images,” human establishments – states, politcal partes, ideas, doctrines, and other images and hand–made material things – idolsΣ21.
In general, heathenism is materializaton of the ideas of gods, by which a human being livesr heathenism is idolatry. There is a reference to idolatry as to
inability to comprehend the diference between symbol and the abstract principle, which the symbol is intended to convey [Hall 2005) 23].
However, such a definiton, as well as an atempt to ascribe to a symbol a capacity to convey the knowledge of the abstract principle, reveal 1/ the logic of
simplificaton and 2/ admission of unlimited quantty of deites either in a form of symbols–codes of the abstract principles or any set of figments of imaginaton
identfied as wknowledge.”
The entre history of human thought is the history of the irreconcilable war between the monotheistc theology [[original knowledge of God, then, Judaisg
based on the Five Books – the Books of Moses, and then, Christanity]] and the mult–deity theology, or idol–worship – false religions based on materializaton of
ideas of gods and supernatural forces.
Heathenism as a body of knowledge is composed by three interactve groups of the figments of human imaginatonr
1/ myths, false religions and cults created by the diviners, priests philosophizing in the temples, and their apprentces – philosophers
2/ philosophical doctrines created by the philosophizing priests and their apprentces – philosophers who atempted to comprehend the nature of the world
through the theological doctrines and then, modified the fantasies of the diviners for practcal use by politcal and other establishments
3/ mythical wtheology” for the theaters and circuses [e.g., inr Augustne The City of God VI.v–viii, xi] where the mob was entertained with the shows
interpretng myths, images of gods, and providing the role models [[gods, degigods, heroes, pious and virtuous – frog the heathen point of view – gen]] and
approved paterns of behavior. The theater/circus shows were intended to implant unto the mind of the ordinary citzens the beliefs and allowed paterns of
thinking and behavior established by the polis/state/empire. Through the entertainment, the people absorbed the beliefs based on religious, philosophical, social,
and politcal doctrines created by the diviners, philosophers, and poets. These beliefs were intended to sustain social and politcal order, stability, and
development of the idol–worshiping societes, states, kingdoms, and empires. The ofspring of the mythical wtheology” became known as politcal theologies.
These three groups are referred as interactve, because the ancient priest–diviners, philosophizers, philosophers, poets, and rulers/politcians worked as the
choir or in contemporary terms, as a well–coordinated team)r
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polis/state/empire rulers/politcians formulated the purposes

priests and diviners produced philosophical and politcal doctrines,
which would sustain accomplishment of the rulers’ purposes

philosophers modifed theology and invented
new deites and corresponding philosophical concepts and doctrines
fted the purposes of the rulers/politcians

poets used creatons of the priests and philosophers
and modifed the old myths or issued their own myths,
which suited for the public entertainment and educaton
The ancient Greeks lef the most elaborated heathen cults and philosophical doctrines, which stll fuel the contemporary philosophical thought, and the
rphic doctrine stll is a part of the politcal, social, and religious foundaton of the contemporary societesr its infuence can be detected in purposes, policies, and
actons of social, politcal, and religious establishments.
Similarly to the Egyptan priests–diviners philosophizing in temples, the ancient Greek thinkers created and maintained two bodies of knowledger
1/ for the mass populaton, the mob; this domain of knowledge was intended to support stability, order, and prosperity of the social and state structures;
within the heathen civilizaton, this knowledge provided the platorm for creaton and implementaton of politcal theology and its ofspring – the set of common
simplified symbols, politcal and social rules intended to fashion common percepton, opinion–making, and social behavior with tme and development of the
states and their controlling structures, this set evolved into the mass culture and propaganda)
2/ for the ruling elite – the wsacred” knowledge of the initated priests, philosophers, and their apprentces – kings and other rulers); this knowledge
sustained the systems of control and maintenance of the societes intended to provide the desirable manner of existence for the ruling elite.
The knowledge of the initated determined the outlook and became the backstage for the vital politcal decisions made by the ancient rulers – emperors,
kings, and their advisers and educatorsr priests and philosophers. This knowledge included the foundaton – philosophical and theological doctrines, and the
derivatves – beliefs, customs, morals, laws, rules, practces, methods – intended
a) to protect superiority of the ruling elite, to manipulate the general populaton, and to sustain the social stability and the politcal order through
establishment of the wabsolute” power over the subbects
b) to control the entre society and all social groups slaves, slave–owners, so–called wfree citzens,” as well as members of religious and politcal
hierarchies) in the most efficient way – by controlling their religious beliefs, therefore, by controlling their conscience, morality, and behavior
c) to expand the sphere of infuence over other natons and to contnue the conquest of new territories with the purposes to obtain additonal resources –
more slaves, more gold, more grain
d) to achieve the ultmate goal – to obtain global power over the world.
The knowledge of the initated was unavailable for the general populaton; it was strictly guarded, especially, in Asian countries. For instance, if an ordinary
man even accidentally overheard the conversatons of the temple priests or other members of the initated elite, he was executed without mercyr the hangmen
poured the boiling silver into his throat. Consequently, today, without access to the secret archives if any) there is no possibility to determine its contents.
However, many systems of knowledge and methods of their design can be inferred from the results of their applicaton–embodiment into the social or state
structures, the laws, politcs, and official and actual morals, ethics, myths, fairy tales, pieces of fine and folks art, etc.
The foundaton of Greek heathen philosophy includes the remnants of the true knowledge [[the prigordial knowledge of God–Creator and His creatons –
gan and the Universe, which existed before the Babel confusion of languages]] contaminated with the false knowledge born by imaginaton of priests,
philosophers, and diviners during the alternatve states of mind – divinaton, ecstasy, hallucinatons, etc. Through philosophical doctrines of Plato and his
followers, the imaginaton of ancient pagans contnues to infuence the current civilizaton.
For instance, in the twenteth century, a noton of a philosopher as the dreamer who wdreams extraordinary things” and the modernized heathen cult of
philosophizing Dionysus became the foundaton for Nietzsche’s philosophy and its ofspring – Nazi ideology. In 500 B.C., about twenty–five centuries before birth
of Nietzsche, Heraclites referred to Dionysus as to wthe god of death” [Heraclites qtd. inr Bevan 140; Nietzsche §292, §295 144, 146]. The recent Past, – the
Nazism and the World War II – illustrates the fruits of the ancient cult of death, which was embodied into philosophical and, then, into politcal, social, and
military doctrines of Nazi Germany.
Philosophers, theologians, and researchers suggest two probable sources of origin for Greek theology and philosophyr revelatons of God given through the
Hebrew Prophets, and mythological theology of Egypt. In partcular, Alexandrian Jewish exegete Aristobulus 100 B.C.) asserts [Aristobulus ref. inr Mansfeld 71–
72] that Pythagoras, Plato, Socrates, rpheus, Hesiod, Homer, and some other Greek philosophers and poets derived their knowledge from the Books of
MosesΣ22. According to Augustne, Plato could learn teachings of the Hebrew Prophets during his bourney to Egypt and the Mediterranean [Augustne The City of
God...VIII, XI 3r51–55]. et, Plato writes [Plato Tigaeus 22a–26a] that Solon learnt the wold” knowledge from the Egyptan priests who preserved all knowledge
and called the Greeks wchildren” because they do not have the old traditons and knowledge of the Past [[obviously, the direct link between the Minoans and the
Greeks was absent]].
Some contemporary researchers suggest that the Greek philosophers, especially Pythagoras, borrowed their philosophical and theological knowledge from
the Magi – the priests of ancient Persian pre–Zoroastrian religion, and the priests of Egypt [e.g., Gilbert 35, 49–50, 66, 77; Ehrhardt 38–39], and even the names
of Greek deites and rites of worship have the Egyptan origin [e.g., Burckhardt 333].
To the contrary, initally, the Egyptan priests worshipped the ancient Minoan goddess probably, the equivalent of the Cretan Moon–Io) who, as they
asserted, granted them the alphabet, arts, and sciences. The Egyptan priests received their wold” knowledge from the Minoan civilizaton – the precursor of the
Greek civilizatons, which could inherit the system of knowledge that existed before the Babel confusion of languages [[see the previous subchapter The Minoan
civilization]]. The original knowledge of the pre–Babylonian confusion civilizaton formed the core of the pre–Platonic Greek philosophy preserved by the
mysterious order of the Keepers of Truth, whose infuence might be traced in the Chaldean civilizaton and in the human–oriented philosophical schools of the
ancient world [The Sunset Knowledge]. It became the sacred knowledge of the Minoans who supplemented it with own assertons created according to wthe
traditons of men,” that is with dreams and beliefs composed by imaginaton. Then, the Egyptan priests inherited the Minoan mixture and made it the basis for
their sacred and secret doctrines.
The concepts of the Minoan civilizaton penetrated deeply in the very fabric of ancient philosophical thought and shaped the foundaton of the chain of
civilizatons (including the current Western civilizaton), empires, states, and societes, yet, they have the foundaton incompatble with original Judaism given by
the Five Books of Moses, and Christanity. All the arguments, which connect Moses the prophet and his writngs with the Egyptan symbolic mythology, dissipate,
if to read the Holy Scriptures. For instance,
1/ in Exodus 33r13–17; 34r9–17, Moses implores God to reveal His ways, so Moses would be able receive the knowledge and to obtain the mercy of God.
God answers with a promise to accompany Moses and to allow him entrance into the peace of God under the conditon do not worship wstrange gods” and to
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destroy idols and their worshipers. This text confirms that in the beginning, with all knowledge, which Moses received in Egypt [[according to assertons of Philo
of Alexandria and his followers]], Moses was ignorant in true knowledge, which opens the way to God
2/ Exodus 32r1–35r while Moses was with God and received the Law writen by the fingers of God, the people worshiped the Egyptan idol; they reverted to
the Egyptan knowledge, which is the knowledge of the idol–worshipers, consequently, they were found incapable of acceptng the true knowledge of God and
had to perish. bviously, the knowledge of the Egyptans is not compatble with the knowledge granted by God, and Philo of AlexandriaΣ15 had false
assumptons and made wrong assertons. As Jaap Mansfeld infers, Philo of Alexandria did for Judaism the same that Chaeremon the Stoic did for the Egyptan
mythology – both interpreted their religion with the means of Greek philosophy [Mansfeld 77]. In fact, Philo of Alexandria atempted to wenlighten” his
contemporaries with three modificatons or substtutonsr
a/ to substtute wwhoring”/idol–making of philosophizers and diviners [[the prophets likened apostasy and conversion into idol–worship to adultery,
fornicaton, and whoring (prosttuton)]] for traditonal Jewish loyalty to God
b/ to substtute the philosophy, traditons and customs of heathens for wisdom revealed through Moses and other prophets of God, therefore, to establish
as the norm wfreedom” of unguarded heathen idol–making imaginaton instead of traditonal Jewish wisdom of deliberaton, which Joseph Blenkinsopp defines as
wa deliberate distancing from” and denial of the philosophical speculatons concerning the commandments and deeds of God [Blenkinsopp 18], when he
interprets the advice of Jesus son of Sirach {inΣοφια Σειραχ – Ecclesiastcus 3:21–24}
b/ to substtute myths and other fruits of the unguarded, corrupted, and perverted human imaginaton–author of the multtudes of idols for knowledge of
God
3/ the Book of Hosea {Hosea 11:1–4; 13:2–6}r the prophet conveys the words of God that He loved His children – Israel – and summoned them from Egypt,
yet, they departed from the presence of God and worshipped the idols, while they must have no gods and no savior besides God. Again, the prophet reiterates
the incompatbility of Egypt, the land of spiritual slavery, therefore death, with the path of life that ancient Israelites were chosen to claim.
There is a clue to comprehension how the fantasies of the diviners could atract the mind that searches for the truth and meaning of existence. In such a
case, the observer might identfy the same patern that determines acceptance of heresiesΣ13 either by the immature mind incapable of discerning between the
good and the evil and between the true knowledge and the false knowledge or by the mind that chooses material things as the meaning of own existence.
In the referred above texts from the Holy Scriptures, the presence or absence of God does not mean the results of physical movement to or away from some
point at which man conducts physical rituals of worship – reads the prayer, kneels, etc. The human mind is always before Godr untl the mind exists, this
connecton is unbreakable by the very design. The wdeparture from God” {e.g., inr Isaiah 59:1–16}, which the prophets perceived as perplexity, foolishness, and
ultmately, death, means change of the focus, when instead of God, the mind accepts the temporal setngs, atributes, and fantasies of the material world – for
instance, the idols – as the actuality or meaning of the existence.
In additon, there is one more factor that stll elevates the heathen philosophy at the rank of the most brilliant achievements of human mindr the richness,
elaboraton, and the remnants of inner harmony, which is a distnguishing feature of truth, of pre–Plato philosophy confirm that the Egyptan mythological
theology and rphism cannot be the exclusive source of the Greek heathen philosophy. It should be also another source of knowledge, which made the ancient
Greek philosophy the most advanced and comprehensive system of thought in the pre–Christan history.
Even in its worst version that is politcal–civil theology of theaters manufactured by poets and philosophers for the mass populaton) the Greek philosophy
retains the specific apparent life–oriented vision of the world, which stll enchants thinkers.
For instance, in the sixth century B.C., the priests of the Apollo’s sanctuary in Delphi promoted an idea of necessity to live in harmony with the universal laws
that sustain the life of the world, and two greatest poets of ancient Greece – Pindar 522?–443? BC) and Aeschylus 525–456 BC) made their contributon to the
theological thoughtr
– Pindar popularized the Delphi’s oracle which also was used to sustain the main values and to strengthen the unity of the Greek world)
– Aeschylus disclosed some concepts of the mysterious Eleusinian cultr the purpose of each man is to obtain the unity with the Universe and with the
people of all races and natons. The unity in harmony actvates the inner vision, which allows mind to escape the limits of fate and to become the creator of own
destny and destny of those who are connected [e.g., inr Sherrard 87–88].
The remnants of true knowledge of God, with which death disguises its presence, explain the atractveness of Greek heathen philosophyr the illusion of
truth and the natural love of the mind to the truth are the reasons why many generatons of thinkers perceived dreams of death as the breakthrough of the
human intellect into the realm of divine.
In general, the religious and philosophical vision of the ancient Greeks difers from the common mythological religions, especially, from the ancient Egyptan
cults, perhaps, in the same degree as the shining air of temples of Greece penetrated with the sunlight difers from the darkness of the secret passages leading
into a pharaoh’s tomb within a sealed pyramid.
For instance, the Egyptan concept of preservaton of dead body mummificaton) as the pledge of desirable manner of the eternal life not only enslaved
mind and encaged it within the world of the dead mater; it transformed man into a slave who has to serve his earthly gods unreservedly to earn the privilege to
contnue his service within the eternity.
To the contrary, the Greeks learned to die with a smile, cremated bodies of the fallen heroes [[to preserve it frog decay inconsistent with the sense of
beauty by returning the hugan body into the energy that had created it]], kept them in memory beautful and full of life, and alloted them places among the
stars and galaxies.
Another exampler the pre–Plato thinkers promulgated the ideas of universality and limitless ability of any man to dominate over own destny, while any
Egyptan was born into the strictly structured world in which he has no right to leave/change the assigned to him level of the social and religious hierarchy. Then,
Plato’s utopia also invented the idea of restricton of the access to knowledge and necessity of strict observaton of the assigned social status as the necessary
conditon of social and politcal stability.
The developed trade and other lines of communicatons among the Mediterranean natons provided opportunites to learn knowledge and customs of
partners, rivals, and neighbors. In the contemporary terms, it might be said that the Mediterranean region possessed the comprehensive database – alloy of
philosophical and theological concepts developed by all natons connected into the inhabited world. In the beginning, this world was dominated by the military
and organizatonal might of the Minoans, and in the end, by the power of Greek philosophizing mindr it was the tme of inital tests of globalizaton.
Greek heathen philosophers had contributed many concepts to this database.
From another side, philosophers, diviners, priests, and poets of other natons derived from the common database the notons intended to enforce the
control of the mass populaton and therefore, to protect the social and state stability.
Therefore, it might be concluded that the overall development of the mind proceeded in two directonsr
1. The remnants of true knowledge of God before, throughout, and afer the Babel confusion of languages and all consequent divisions, distortons, and
modificatons were overrun with The Ten Commandments and other ordinances of Godr the ancient Israelites became the exclusive keepers of wisdom and
knowledge of true God. Even before The Ten Commandments, the Egyptan elite, which took the great pride in own knowledge and asserted itself as the ruler of
the universe, has to learn the art of survival from the Hebrew slaveΣ23 – Joseph the Righteous {Genesis 37; 39; 40; 41; 42; 43; 44; 45; 46; 47; 48; 49; 50; Psalg
104(105):5–22}.
Then, wherever God’s punishments placed the Israelites, they carried with them their knowledge, which sometmes was accepted by their temporary
conquerors and neighbors. Besides, the truth has the special atractvenessr many seekers of the truth openly came to Judea or to the Jews in the quest of
wisdom and received knowledge they desired {Genesis 37:1–35; 39:1–23; 40:1–23; 41:1–57; 47:13–26; 3 Kings 10:1–9; Psalg 104(105):17–22; Daniel 5:11–17;
John 12:20–24; Acts 8:26–39; 17}.
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2. Gradually, the remnants of true knowledge became increasingly contaminated by polytheism, phantasms, and diviners’ figments of imaginaton. The
politcal purposes, for example, such as the necessity to unify populaton into establishments capable to protect own manner of existence, startng with
protecton of life and well–being of its rulers as the main priority, forced the initated to develop the mythological theology, which accommodated religious and
ethical needs of the mabority of heathen populaton and secured social stability of the state.
In the contemporary terms, the mythical theology might be defined as the shared dream world [[sigilar to the contegporary virtual reality]], which
distnguishes the partcular groups of people and simultaneously confines them within the man–made boundaries of thinking, therefore, preventng them from
any possibility of changes of the conditons of their existence and development.
During the period from the sixth to first century B.C., Pythagoras 582–500 B.C.), Xenophanes of Colophon 570–480 ?) B.C.), Anaxagoras 500 ?)–428 B.C.),
Protagoras 480–410 B.C.), Parmenides 450 B.C.), and other rphics’ followers created the philosophical concepts and logics, which stll serve as the actual basis
for many general and specific concepts and definitons of the modern sciences.
Stll, the doctrine of Xenophanes of Colophon provides the most convincing and elaborated doctrine of the cosmos among those created during the history
of heathen philosophyr his world exists as a statc plenum of the ne, and nothing that contradicts the ne is capable of existence. If to discard the truth that
Xenophanes’ deity is the rphic absolute animal – serpent/beast, the observer might even conclude that his poetry includes the remnants of true knowledge of
God. Many idealistc and materialistc constructons of Plato, Aristotle, and Stoics have their origin in Xenophanes’ verses.
Anaxagoras profoundly infuenced the Greek philosophical thought with his vision of the Νους – the Intelligence, which he adopted from the rphics. Νους
is the actve principle that creates the world from the passive mater [[probably, a reference to the whirlwind that goves the surface of the eternal infnite chaos
and forgs the Orphic egg – the igagined by the Orphics source of the universe that includes the world of gen]]. This Intelligence controls the universe,
penetrates, and orders all things, yet it does not boin the material obbects; only a human soul is able to be united with the Intelligence [Plato Cratylus 413c;
Ehrhardt 70, 72–75].
The concept of Νους, which introduces the idea of the intelligent universe as the creaton and domain of the universal Intelligence–Reason, resulted in
recogniton of wisdom and knowledge as the greatest values and the source of power. Consequently, the purpose of human existence was defined as cogniton of
wthe heavens and the whole order of the Universe,” or, according to the Aristotle’s down–to–earth interpretaton, life became valuable wfor the sake of some kind
of knowledge” [Aristotle Eudegian Ethics I.v.9 213].
Pythagoras elaborated the rphic concept of forms with which the rphic arch–serpent is filled) into the entre cosmosr all material obbects have forms as
their essence. He propagated beliefs into immortality and reincarnaton, invented numerology and vegetarianism.
When Pythagoras rebected the rphic doctrine of spiral evoluton [[although it followed the circles of the Orphic “crooked dragon,” it was igpractcal for the
slavery–based societes, which are not capable of evoluton, because slavery is death of reason, not developgent]], he elaborated the model of a wheel as the
natural foundaton of the universal order and chained the soul to the cycles of reincarnaton. Pythagoras compiled his doctrine as the alloy of the Egyptan
mythology, Babylonian astrology, Persian dualism, and Brahmanism [e.g., Sherrard 83–84; The Sunset Knowledge].
The Pythagoras’ notons provided the foundaton for the diferent secret doctrines of the prominent philosophical schools of the Antquity, and the
Pythagoras’ version of the rphic doctrine became the foundaton for the inhumane concepts of Plato and his followers.
For instance, the secret doctrines, which have their source in the Pythagoras’ concepts, possess some common traits; for instance, they must be strictly
guarded from the mabority of populaton, and they are based on numerology – the simplified descripton of the world, which ascribes to the numbers – 1, 2, 3,
and so on – the potency to symbolize the entre universe, including the supreme deity. Through Philo of Alexandria and his followers, these doctrines crawled into
the Judaic world; then, they shaped the Neo–Platonism of Plotnus and Porphyry the second–third centuries) and eventually, infiltrated works of the Western
theologians.
The Greek heathen philosophy, Philo’s modificatons of Judaism, and the ancient secret doctrines compose the core of the philosophical–theological system,
which unified plenty of sects, doctrines, and concepts under the name of GnostcismΣ17.
Gnostcism penetrated doctrines of the philosophizing theologians, including rigen, and originated many heresies, which might be recognized through the
inseparable distnctve marks – the contempt of human being, denigraton of the human nature, and prohibiton to make the core knowledge available for all
populaton.
Another significant concept – the concept of the Middle Way – has the roots in the ancient doctrine of transmutaton of the opposites. The assumpton of
transmutaton of the opposites descends from the primordial knowledge about universal complexity of the divine creatve energy that originates water as well as
fire, the Earth as well as the Sun, the apparent abundance of life at the Earth, as well as the apparent void of the Space, and so on. It states that all is changed
with tme, and the opposite transforms itself into its oppositer the good becomes the evil, and the evil becomes the good. Thus, to prevent increase of the evil,
men must always follow the middle way between the good and the evil [The Sunset Knowledge]. The echo of this concept could be found in
the Aristotelian arithmetcal ethics
⇓
pseudo–knowledge based on presumpton of
unity, struggle, or transformaton of the opposites
(for instance, Mariist dialectcs)
⇓
the noton of the good as the source of the evil
(for instance, Aquinas’ image of his god that is the source of evilΣ24)
The practce of deificaton of a ruler illustrates the work of the doctrine of the oppositesr from one side, the ultmate – or absolute – slavery and
powerlessness of many; from another side, asserton of the absolute power or deificaton of one. Stll, it fuels the pretence to the absolute power and ability of
global dominaton by man for instance, the pope) or by establishment for instance, a world–wide empire).
Within the Greek realm of gods, into which the fruitul imaginaton of ancient heathens placed Νους, the world soul, forces of nature, trees, rocks, rivers,
fate, necessity, transcendent beings, stars, etc., a distncton between deites and men was subtler any mortal could become a deity. The divine origin,
transcendent force, and immortality were accepted as the traditonal propertes of deites. Ethics and intelligence of men had no significant diference from their
deites; the real distncton was in the access to the power and the means to maintain immortality.
For instances, the very cooperatve gods of Homer put man at a partcular positon, in fact, in the center of the cosmosr the weak and limited in his abilites
and powers as man is, nevertheless he might be asked to budge gods and even become the immortal himself by his heroic actons or by outwitng his deites.
Initally, the poets deified heroes who possessed extraordinary power of body and soul; later, they reserved the possibility of deificaton only for the rulers
who possessed the power of physical coercion over the others.
Ultmately, the power of physical coercion became the traditonal atribute and the main reason for deificaton of all rulers, for instance, such as Alexander
of Macedonia, Roman emperors, popes, party bosses of the totalitarian – e.g., communist and fascist – states, and other leaders of the religious and politcal
establishments. This kind of power is asserted through the suppressive structures, weapons, prisons, rules and laws regulatng acquisiton and limits of wealth,
limits of physical and other freedoms, and punishment for deviatons.
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Deificaton of man especially, the one who has access to the power of coercion or other means to elevate himself over all the others) is the inseparable
feature of the heathenism, because it provides the level of psychological comfort necessary for survival and development within the hostle world, which lives
without mercy of God.
Within the heathen societes, only few fearless minds realize that something might be impossible [[as becoging true deity]], unavoidable [[as death]], or
unreachable [[as iggortality of a hugan body within this tge–space–cogplexity–gater–bounded Universe]]. The mabority needs at least some porton of
psychological comfort, even if it is obtainable only with self–deceit and illusion. Deificaton of man provides such a comfortr the deified man claims the alliance
with gods, believes in own power over the hostle and volatle world, asserts the right of dominion over the others [[therefore, releases the others frog
responsibilites for their thoughts and deeds]], and serves as a role model whose achievements, in theory, anyone could repeat.
However, deificaton of the one is not possible without belitlement and humiliaton of all the others; these two contradictory assumptons are the
inseparable features of the same phenomenonr false knowledge of God and its inference – false knowledge of man.
The practce of deificaton↔belitlement of man illustrates consequences of the false assumpton of a possibility of the unity of the opposites; it explains
acceptance of ideologies, cults, and contemporary versions of old heathen beliefs. People seek the way to escape from the infernal actuality by creaton of
imaginary worlds with manageable deites that sometmes are inhumane and cruel, yet always predictable, reliable and comfortable, because of their
definiteness. So, if the believers play by the rules, they are enttled to at least some porton of goods, psychological comfort, etc.
The logic of mabority arranged into a family–tribe–polis under the authority of father–elders–ruler demanded existence of the main deity responsible for the
orderly existence and supervision of all other deitesr some remnants of monotheism contnued to exist within the heathen societes as the familiar although
uncommon phenomenon.
For example,
– Antsthenes 444–365 B.C.) recognized existence of one god in nature [Antsthenes ref. inr Cicero De Natura Deorug I.xiii. 32]
– Amenhotep IV, who ruled Egypt in 1374–1358 B.C. [Trager 7–8], atempted to replace Egyptan polytheism with the monotheistc religion of the Sun
– Athenian court’s death sentence mentons that Socrates does not recognize gods accepted by the stater he introduces new deites. Indeed, Socrates speaks
about the deity, whom Plato and Xenophon, the Socrates’ pupils, do not name. Then, Plato’s Leters contain references concerning the secret knowledge precious
like purified gold that should not be revealed to outsiders, and this knowledge is connected with the one – maker of the universe [Plato Euthyphro 3b; Leters
IIr314a–b; VIIr341c–d; Xenophon 68].
As it could be inferred from Plato’s social, politcal, and religious assumptons, the main deity of Plato could be only wthe absolute animal” – serpent/beast of
the rphics. However, the Plato’s hints on the secret monotheistc doctrine became the argument for acceptance of neo–Platonism by Augustne and the source
of heresies, with which Augustne and other lovers of the Plato’s fantasies polluted the Western theological thoughtΣ25.
The universality of Greek philosophical thought allowed existence of many theological and philosophical doctrines and assumptons; it preserved the
remnants of pre–Plato philosophical and theological knowledge, although Plato–Aristotle’s inhumane religious–social–politcal utopia and founded on it
philosophical, theological, and politcal doctrines gradually made the way into the main doctrines of the Greek heathen philosophy.
In the same tme, the Greeks acknowledged existence of the unknown God Who is in no way similar to mortals either in body or in thought, Who perceives
everything as the whole and its entrety, Who is eternal and ne, Who controls and governs the Universe, which obeys Him wunfailingly and faster than thought”
[Xenophanes of Colophon Fraggent 23, 25 31, 33; Xenophanes of Colophon ref. inr Aristotle On Xenophanes 977a; Xenophon 193–194; Cicero III.xxiii. 58; The
Sunset Knowledge].
So, the queston isr who was this main deity within the core of mysterious monotheistc doctrine, which lef too many footprints in the concepts of Greek
heathen philosophers to be excluded from the spectrum of ancient theological systems? Could it be exclusively the rphic wabsolute” serpent, which they
worshiped through the bestal rites similar to those established in honor of Dionysus and Cybele, and which they asserted as the main deity–source of the
comprehensive hierarchy of animals, deites, and living beings?
Three facts should be taken into consideraton, if the right answer is wanted.
1. True knowledge of God never lef the world; otherwise, the world would cease existence. This knowledge was preserved by the Adam’s decedents
{Adag’s grandson Enos called with hope upon the nage of God – Genesis 4:25–26}; this knowledge survived the Flood, and it was known before revelaton of the
Law to the chosen naton; it was carried by the priests of the Most High God, and only God Who they served knows His true servants. For instance, the Holy
Scriptures have three references to the priests who possessed and guarded itr
–– Melchisedek the king of Salem and the priest of the Most High God Who created heaven and earth, blessed Abram and gave him bread and wine
{Genesis 14:18–20}; therefore,
a/ the knowledge of the Most High God existed
b/ the mysterious unknown priests worshiped true God and kept His knowledge before Moses received the Law
c/ the priest Melchisedek knew the choice of God before the naton, which was destned to receive the Law and to meet the Messiah, learned her high
mission
–– David speaks of the Lord, the Son of God, Who is given dominion in the day of His power and in the shining splendors of the saints, Who sits on the
right hand of the Lord untl His enemies are made His footstool – He is the Priest for ever, afer the order of Melchisedek; David, by the Holy Spirit, calls Him the
Lord, and the Gospels convey the words of Lord God Jesus Christ, which confirm truth of David’s vision {Psalg 109(110):1–4; Mathew 22:42–45; Mark 12:35–37;
Luke 20:40–44}
–– St. Paul the Apostle explains that Lord God Jesus Christ is the High Priest afer the order of Melchisedekr He is the Eternal Priest by the power of
eternal life (ζωης ακαταλυτου –– life indestructble, indissoluble); the ordinances of men and the laws of the fesh do not determine this priesthood {Hebrews
5:1–10; 7:1–28}.
2. From all the natons, which were unified into the inhabited world dominated by the Roman empire, only the Greeks came to the Lord to find in Him the
ancient God of their ancestors and to become new carriers of the divine Truth {John 12:20–23}r the Greek language Koine, the modified language of the
Minoans) became the language of The New Testament.
3. When St. Paul the Apostle visited Athens and addressed to the Athenians in the middle of the Areopagus, he referred to the altar to the Unknown God
Who Athenians worshiped; he explained that this Unknown God is the true God–Creator, for Him we live and move and are, for – as some Greek poets said – we
are His ofspring {Acts 17:21–34}.
Then, could the ancient Greeks be the descendents of wthe elder brother” who initally served God {Luke 15:11–32} and who preserved at least some
remnants of the original knowledge of true God, which originated the best – humane – part of the ancient philosophy? If so, these, even diluted and
contaminated with the false assumptons concerning the nature of God and His creatons, remnants of true knowledge of God made the ancient philosophical
thought fruitul and atractve for all generatons of thinkers.
Some heathen philosophers claimed that the Christans assumed the sacred doctrines of the pagan Antquity. In partcular, Celsus the vehement opponent
and critc of Christanity, the second century) in his book Αληθης Λογος (True Word, or The Word of Truth) asserts that the wwisest natons and cites and wise
men” possessed the true wisdom – knowledge of the ancient Logos, which the Christans made their own. Among the wwisest natons,” Celsus lists the Egyptans,
Assyrians, Indians, Persians, and inhabitants of the ancient Greek island states. Celsus asserts that the Greeks also assumed wisdom of the others and elaborated
it into the valuable practcable knowledge, which they wcrystallized” into the Hellenism [Celsus ref. and qtd. inr van Winden 281–283].
Celsus obviously misinterprets the actualityr the original foundaton of the ancient doctrines of Egypt and Greece, or the sacred knowledge of old
civilizatons, contains the distorted fragments of the true knowledge of God.
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For the Christans, there is nothing to borrow, because they possess the entre body of knowledge in its purity and completeness {John 1:1–18; 3:16–21; 31–
36; 6:63; 10:27–30; 14:6–7, 15–27; 15:1–16; 16:7–15; 17; Acts 17:16–34; Jude; 1 Peter 1:3–25; 2 Peter 1:2–11; Rogans 1:16–32; 3:29; 10:11–13; Colossians 2:2–
10; 3:9–11; Ephesians 1:3–23; 2:1–22; 1 Corinthians 1:18–31; 2 Corinthians 6:14–18; 2 Tigothy 2:19}r
a/ Christans serve true God–Creator of life –––

the heathens worship “the divine absolute animal” the serpent/embodiment of death
b/ Judaism and Christanity are established by God–Creator of life –––

the heathenism is the product of evil imaginaton, which worships death
c/ the Holy Scriptures convey the revelatons of God to His prophets and apostles –––

the heathen theologies are assembled from fgments of corrupted human imaginaton
miied with the bits and pieces of true knowledge
Contrary to Celsus’ assertons, the Christan teachings is the gif of the true knowledge of Λογος, the Word–God. Through Lord God Jesus Christ, the original
knowledge of the nature of the world and of the nature of man was returned to mankind.
Besides, the heathenism and Christanity are the mutually exclusive systemsr the acceptance of knowledge created within the framework of the heathenism
transforms a Christan into an idol–worshipper; the knowledge and acceptance of the Christan dogma destroy the heathenism.
The main diference between Christanity and the heathenism is the focus of the mindr
– the mind of the Christan is centered on the unchanging immaterial reality of God–Creator and rebects idols – the material embodiments of the imaginary
worlds
– the mind of the idol–worshipper transforms the reality of own existence into the imaginary world and worships own creaton. The heathenism as the
framework of a partcular knowledge was created by the mind, which is deprived of or rebected) the knowledge of God and which does not have access to the
divine energy of creaton descending with the Λογος. Such a mind, empowered by own imaginaton, is a self–consuming entty – a dweller of the beleaguered
cityr it feeds itself with own limited resources {eats own fesh – in Isaiah 9:20}, therefore, it is unable of adequate cogniton and creaton of adequate knowledge.
It deprives other beings of life and other resources, destroys and consumes everything in struggle to prolong own existence. Even if it atempts to create
something beneficial for the others, it embodies death into all creatons.
From the practcal point of view, only ignorance, the misuse of imaginaton, and unrestrained passions make the heathenism possible.
So, at some moment of the Past, the fruit of human imaginaton was substtuted for the true God. Since, although the substtuton was covered with the
references to the one almighty deity that wwith one thought embraces the entre universe,” and so on, this deity is wanother god” that exists only in imaginaton of
those who believe in it.
Later, the rphics inserted their arch–serpent/ethereal dragon into the space alloted for supreme deity. Through the wsublime theology” of Plato [Thomas
Taylor qtd. and ref. in Hall 2003) 74] adopted by Augustne of HippoΣ25, and through works of Aristotle the Plato’s apprentce adopted by Thomas Aquinas, the
rphic arch–serpent crawled into theological and philosophical doctrines developed by the Western philosophizing theologians. The monotheistc concepts of the
ancient Creeks provided the basis for atempts of the philosophizing theologians to wreconcile” heathen philosophy doctrines of Plato and Aristotle based on the
rphism) with Judaism and ChristanityΣ15.
However, the Christan Greek theologians recognized the danger of heathen philosophy; following the Apostle’s warning {Colossians 2:8–10}, they
determined that Christan theology and heathen philosophy are irreconcilableΣ12.
For instance, contrary to rigenΣ15, Theodoret a bishop of Cyrrhus, Syria, 393–460) argues that the Greek philosophers have very litle in common with the
truth of the Scripturesr they follow wthe paths of falsehood” [Theodoret ref. and qtd. inr Mansfield and Runia 272, 276]. Theodoret’s work Therapy for Greek
Diseases or Recogniton of the Truth of the Gospel frog Hellenic Philosophy is one of the first serious atempts to purify the Christan Apostolic theology from
contaminaton by the heathenism, which was commited through the wide applicaton of heathen philosophy.
In general, any idea of any compatbility, as well as of any positve connecton between Christanity and the heathen doctrines of the wwisest natons,” is
absurdr bust recall such creatons of rphics as the orgiastc Dionysian cult. The only connecton between the heathenism and the Holy Scriptures is the crafy
brute of Genesis {Genesis 3:1–14}, the serpent, which the imaginaton of rphics made into their supreme deity.
The queston isr how the God’s arch–enemy, the crooked dragon–serpent of the rphics usurped the place of God?
Probably, this queston might never be answered.
Probably, at some point of tmes, the ancient rebels who were unable to heal the pain of deprivaton of presence of God and exile from the Paradise, began
to worship the serpent, the beast–embodiment of the arch–evil, who was murderer from the beginning {cf. in: John 8:44}. They ascribed the atributes of true
God to His cursed enemy – the most crafy brute of the Genesis’ earth {Genesis 3:1}, and began to worship its imager the crooked dragon–serpent.
Then, through the dream worlds of Egyptans, heirs of the Minoans, and the survivors of the collapsed Minoan and other civilizatons, the ancient serpent–
beast wcrystallized” into wthe divine absolute animal” of the rphics as well as into the heads of many other wdivine hierarchies”r worship to the ancient serpent–
beast became the essence – apparent or hidden under the veil of secrecy that only the elite was allowed to penetrate – of religions and cults of the ancient
civilizatons of Mediterranean, North Africa, and Asia.
If to apply normal – human – logic, it is not possible to find a reasonable explanaton how the human ideals could be developed by those who worship the
beast, even if they named it wdivine absolute animal.” The answer might be found only with the logic of death that enters the minds, which are incapable of
development and which, consequently, already triggered self–annihilaton.
Whatever reasons of such substtuton are, the contemporary mind has to deal with the fact that, at some moment of the Past, the fruit of human
imaginaton was substtuted for the true God. Since, although the substtuton was covered with the references to the one almighty deity, which wwith one
thought embraces the entre universe,” and so on, this deity is wanother god” that exists only in imaginaton of those who believe in it.
If to look from another angle, it should not be forgoten that for the ancient philosophers and educated groups of the society, philosophy was a passion,
delight, and the framework for the games of imaginaton, perhaps, similar to the virtual realites, science ficton movies, novels, computer games, and other
shared artficial worlds of the contemporary people. In the Past, philosophy was some kind of password that opened the world of the thinking elite, yet, never the
reality of existence. Ancient philosophical games became the source of innumerable theological and philosophical doctrines, sciences, social and politcal systems,
which sustain the reality of ant–evoluton based on the logic of death. Perhaps, the destructve infuence of heathen philosophy on the following generatons of
philosophers, politcians, and theologians might be explained with the tragic shif of the realitesr the descendents accepted as the reality the dream worlds of
games of imaginaton, with which their ancestors amused and destroyed themselves.
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Many authors acknowledge the passion to new knowledge and universality of thinking of the Greeks – citzens of the cosmos without boundaries and limits,
and suggest that Greek philosophy had laid the foundaton for arts and sciences [e.g., Burckhardt 320; Charron 229; Shipley 190, 327–328].
However, the main achievement of the Greek heathen philosophy is a demonstraton of the unsurpassed creatve potental of imaginaton, and some
authors recognize that. For instance, Gerard Watson writes that Plato is wa great imaginatve writer” who employed imaginaton to produce his philosophical
concepts, and insight – the recognized source of illuminaton of a philosophical mind – is merely φαντασια fantasia) [Watson 1988) 208–217; qtd. 213].
Nevertheless, the main legacy of the ancient civilizatons of diviners and philosophizers is heathenism. Hosea the prophet grasped the essence of the
heathen idol–worshipping societyr its ultmate feature is the loss of humaneness and dignity in such a degree that humans become substtutes for animals, and
animals are substtutes for humansr “Θυδατε ανθρωπους μοσχοι γαρ εκλελοιπασι” – wsacrifice humans, for sacrificial bulls have come to end perished)” {Hosea
13:2}.
In conclusion,
it might be said that the heathenism is knowledge composed by the minds, which
––– separated themselves from the Creator
––– live by illusion
––– use imaginaton to interpret the reality and to arrange their dreams and figments of imaginaton into that what they present as wknowledge” of God and
wknowledge” of the world.
The heathenism as the set of false religions, philosophical doctrines, symbolic realites and systems of knowledge created by the mind deprived of
knowledge of God became the main legacy of the ancient civilizatons. The multtude of heathen theological and philosophical doctrines invented by
philosophizing priests and their apprentces – philosophers defined in the Past and contnue to define in the Present creaton, tme–range of existence, and
disintegraton of any establishment in the fields of state–politcs, society–culture, and religion–morality of the Western civilizaton, although by their very nature
these doctrines are incompatble with monotheistc theology – original Judaism and Christanity.
Under the cover of human ideals and false assumptons, which, in fact, are irreconcilable with the reality of existence, the heathenism penetrates the
frameworks of the societes, disables their protectve structures, and transforms the social/state/religious establishments into the malignant tumors of evil.
Consequently, the heathenism might be likened to the cancer–causing virus, which atacks the immune system of human body and destroys the beings with
insufficient self–defense.
Three deadly inventons of philosophizing mind compose the core of heathenismr rphic doctrine, slavery as the natural order of the universe, and
denigraton of human nature.
The heathen philosophy bustfies slavery of mind and body, admits similarity, and even proclaims superiority of the animal nature over the human nature.
Slavery of the worst kind is the foundaton of the heathenism, which deprives man of his similarity to the Creator’s image and likeness and subdues him to
the evil imaginaton that recognizes the beast as the main deity. As soon as the human nature is portrayed as inferior in comparison with the bestal wdeites,”
bestalizaton and inhumane cruelty take the place of virtues and humaneness.
In the temporal perspectve, the heathenism is the accelerated decay of the intellect and disintegraton of the life–protectve structures of the mind, which
are responsible for survival of man and human establishmentsr
the heathenism starts with human imaginaton

the heathenism is fed by human blood

the heathenism progresses through the destructon of men and their creatons
As any of processes of collapse, untl some point, advancement of the heathenism and its negatve infuence might be reversed.
The point of no return, or the point at which the mind becomes unable to stop own degeneraton and to turn to God, is deificaton of the idea or the
establishment produced by men. For example,
–– the pre–Platonic philosophers constructed theological doctrines, which downgraded the concept of invisible uncognizable God to the level of visible
celestal obbects, forces of nature, and the Universe; stll their doctrines preserved some remnants of primordial knowledge and the ideals of humanity
–– the Plato’s rphic–based theological and philosophical doctrines and their derivatve – social and politcal utopia [Republic; Law] became the next stager
it introduced the concept of wdivine philosopher” and prepared the ground for deificaton of figments of imaginaton embodied into the men’s establishments.
With deificaton of the consummated philosopher, the wperfect community” with the Nocturnal Council as the means to control the beliefs and the manner of life
of the ordinary people became the actuality of the heathens [[and in the thirteenth century, it was reincarnated as the papal Inquisiton]]. et, although the
Plato’s utopia propagated the openly perverted wideals” of the inhumane wperfect community” with the class of guardians deprived of all human atachments and
the Nocturnal Council – precursor of the Inquisiton, the Plato’s followers contnued to deceive themselves and their audience with the theoretcal speculatons
concerning the ideals of humanity, which they atribute to Plato’s fantasies
–– the Aristotle’s doctrines deified the mater, perverted the concept of morality by associaton of the virtues with physical pain or pleasure, and induced
the worship to the establishments of men; it asserted slavery as the universal patern and natural order of the society/state, declared divine origin of the state,
and became the foundaton for politcal theology and for ideologies of the totalitarian states.
The results of applicaton of Greek heathen theology and philosophy reveal the danger of the heathenism. The history of mankind became the list of
vanished civilizatons, states, societes, and religions, which started up with the unreal worlds of heathen philosophy. Each of them, beginning with the empire of
Alexander of Macedonia and concluding with the mabority of the totalitarian e.g., Communist, Fascist, and Nazi) states of the twenteth century, had disappeared
afer causing death and sufering of countless human beings.
Heathenism might be compared with the ancient leprosy – deadly debilitatng diseaser it destroys the mind by depriving it of the ability to discern the evil
and the good. The consequent inability to foresee the results of own words, actons, and creatons is the leading reason of collapse and disintegraton of life–
maintaining social, politcal, and religious establishments.
Conclusive Remarks
The main legacy of ancient civilizatons makes clear that two general frameworks exist, which sustain work of two types of human mind and define created
knowledge and its consequences – thoughts, words, and actons of manr one of them is based on the true knowledge of God, another – on the heathenism.
The heathenism is the reality of false knowledge, dream worlds, and dead images, which mind creates from the images of the world of the mater, and
which therefore, do not have the adequate complexity necessary to sustain normal mind’s functoning. This realm might be likened to the Plato’s underground
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den/prison masqueraded as a rental shop, in which the confined mind wastes its life–tme, resources, and power by playing with games/toys of imaginaton
invented by the others similarly disconnected from the actuality.
The history of implementaton of the legacy of the ancient heathens confirms warnings of the Hebrew Prophetsr idolatry pollutes the earth and begets the
curse, which strikes idol–worshippers with disgrace, madness, premature death, and destructon {Deuteronogy 11:26–28; 28:1–68; 30:15–20}.
The legacy of the ancient civilizatons formed the framework of knowledge within which the Western civilizaton came into being. This framework sustains
the most dangerous phenomenonr divinaton as the specific abilites and skills, which are necessary for creaton of false knowledge and substtuton of figments of
imaginaton for knowledge of the actuality. The fruits of divinaton are
1/ the heathenism, or idol–worship, especially, the rphism – doctrine that became the core of the heathenism and carrier of the lethal poison of false
knowledge compiled by the serpent–worshipers
2/ the heathen philosophy that
makes possible
a/degeneraton – ant–evoluton of human beings

b/ polluton and destructon of the world, which was given into men’s domain
and which men transformed into giant slaughterhouse for themselves and all living beings in their reach
 
c/ re–producton of the social, religious, and politcal systems,
in which a human being is enslaved, denigrated at the levels of animal,
fashioned afer the image of the beast, and sacrifced to any of idols invented by his owners
≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈
makes impossible
a/ evoluton – development of human reason/intelligence

b/ evoluton/ development of the world given into the dominion of men and preservaton of the nature,
therefore, life of living being that may be afected by actons of men
 
c/ human dignity, righteousness, prosperous and rich life appropriate for a human being
created in image and likeness of the Almighty God
In summary, the heathen philosophy is the set of the rules and methods with which the ancient philosophers set up the shared dream world of philosophical
and theological games, for instance, such as interactve theology created and modified by philosophers and poets; they also
– elaborated the language – philosophical and theological terms and allowable definitons – and rules of the games, for instance, classic logic, or logic of
simplificaton
– described the setngs – the mult–deity world, and the rules of maintenance and preservaton [[for instance, terginaton or exclusion of the thinkers who
without pergission of their teachers and rulers produce concepts, which godify a partcular shared world intended to sustain a partcular politcal order; for
instance, when they introduce new deites or change the adopted coggon assugptons about the nature, creaton, and structure of the world and their
innovatons do not sustain existng order or intervene with the purposes of the rulingncontrolling group – the destny of Socrates is the cogprehensive exagple
frog the Past]]
– determined the boundaries of the admissible sets/subsystems (ligited quantty of the cognizable by thought deites with the defnite responsibilites for
gaintenance of the shared world).
These games – the heathen philosophy – originated the social and politcal doctrines, which stll define the life of contemporary societes, arrangement and
functoning of the states, subbects and methods of sciences.
et, in all tmes, there were few thinkers who recognized the danger of the philosophizing imaginaton. For instance, Cicero 106–43 B.C.) refers to the
opinions of philosophers as to wthe dreams of madmen,” and describes the outpourings of philosophizing–theologizing poets as wabsurd.” In his understanding,
the Egypt mythology is winsane” and the popular beliefs [for instance, the mythical–politcal–civil theology referred by Augustne inr The City of God VI.v–viii, xi]
are wa mere mass of inconsistencies sprung from ignorance” [Cicero I.xiii.34, xvi.42–43].
The Greek heathen philosophy also reveals the tragedy of the intellect that is imprisoned in the darkness of false assumptons but stll discerns the sparkles
of truth as the inhabitants of the Plato’s cave, who accept as truth the shadows of the images [Plato Republic 514a–515c]. The distnctve feature of such an
intellect is cyclic repetton of the same patern of thinking that refects an inability to ascend at the higher levels of development–complexity.
For instance,
a/ with the images–shadows of the actuality, the ancient dreamers learned to create the imaginary theological worlds
and to make them the source and foundaton of politcs,
for instance, such as Aristotle’s Politics, The Oeconomica, and The Eudemian Ethics, which stll carry his design
[[elaboration for practical implementation of Orphism–based Plato’s utopia – e.g.,see Law, Republic]]
of social, politcal, and religious establishments,
which stll is the foundaton of the contemporary politcs, statecraf, and life–maintaining establishments –
for instance, such as societes, states,
and which stll provides detail instructons for the contemporary politcians


b/ in return,
the created by imaginaton theological assumptons became intertwined with the very fabric of human reasoning,
composed the framework for thinking, infuenced–modifed philosophy and politcs,
and in the consequent cycle, were infuenced by modifed philosophy and by the results of previous politcal decisions
Such cyclic inter–infuence produced the interactve theology – the ficttous theological system, which responds with the changes of own concepts and even
own foundaton to development of culture and technical progress and the consequent changes of philosophical and politcal doctrines.
In general, this patern reminds the adaptve techniques of chameleon that changes its appearance according to the environment, yet, always is the same
animal.
From another angle of consideraton, the essence of heathen theology might be inferred from the old sayingr the cruel people have cruel gods.
From the point of view of wthe ancient initated” referred by Manly P. Hall, the heathen theology is the realm in which wthe living are ruled by the dead” [Hall
2003) 69].
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Indeed, the brilliance of the design of the Greek philosophical entertainment conceals the fact that the imaginary theological and philosophical worlds and
their derivatves serve the destructon, if they are applied to the actuality of the religious, social, and politcal life. As the blazing fame atracts a night buterfy,
they atract the mind. Similarly to the buterfy perished in the fame, the mind loses itself within the artficial worlds of imaginaton without the true knowledge
of God, and creates the images, concepts, and strategies, which bring destructon instead of expected survival and prosperity.
For instance, Philo of Alexandria’sΣ15 assumpton of identty of two incompatble realites, such as the Judaic theology–monotheism and Greek heathen
theology–polytheism, based on unrestricted and unguarded imaginaton, and the consequences of this assumpton provide a typical example how the law of
destructon works.
The standard patern of destructon includes a combinaton of true and false assertons and an appeal to the logical reasoningr the true assertons make all
mixture verisimilar and, with the help of the classic logic [[Aristotelian logic or logic of sigplifcaton]], facilitate acceptance of the core of destructon under the
mask of the secret/sacred truth. The substtuton of the false assertons for the truth inevitably ruins the original reality or actvates such transformaton of the
environment, which makes existence of the original reality impossible.
This patern can be traced in the history of concepts of rigen and his followers – the theologians who had accepted Greek heathen philosophy and logic as
the tools for creaton of Christan theological knowledge and consequently, incorporated the heathen mythical theology into Western theology and consequently,
absorbed practces and methods of the heathen empires into the Western – papal – church’s policies.
The irreconcilable diference between Christanity and the heathenism is in the focus of the mindr
–– the mind of the Christan is centered on the unchanging immaterial reality of God–Creator and rebects idols of the material imaginary worlds
–– the mind of the idol–worshipper transforms the reality of own existence into the imaginary changing and easily modifiable dream world and worships
figments of imaginaton.
The heathen philosophy and Christanity are the mutually exclusive systemsr the acceptance of knowledge created within the framework of the heathen
philosophy transforms a Christan into an idol–worshipper; the accepted knowledge of the Christan dogma destroys the heathenism.
From the practcal point of view, only the misuse of imaginaton, ignorance, and unrestrained passions make the heathenism possible.
The contemporary mind has to deal with the fact that, at some moment of the Past, the fruit of human imaginaton was substtuted for the true God. Since,
although the substtuton was covered with the references to the one almighty deity, which wwith one thought embraces the entre universe,” and so on, this deity
is wanother god” that exists only in imaginaton of those who believe in it. The rphic arch–serpent–crooked–dragon was inserted into the space alloted for
supreme deity, and, through the philosophical and theological and social concepts of Plato and Aristotle, crawled into theological and philosophical doctrines
developed by the Western philosophizing theologians. Now, the serpentne theology penetrated all spheres of human actvites, startng with the logic of
reasoning–creaton of knowledge, and disguises itself under many masks.
Consequently, the mind that desires to survive and to evolve up to the higher level of knowledge, wisdom, and overall potency according to its nature, has
to find decision of some problems, and the main of them is how to discern the essence of religion – is it based on knowledge of the true God or is it the
contemporary re–telling of the ancient myths of serpent–worshipers?
The ultmate criterion could be inferred from the postulates of the true religion – the monotheistc Christan theology, the essence of which is love to God
and love to the neighbor. The truth can be discerned by the final results of thoughts, words, and actonsr
do they carry the good of a human being – a person, an individual, an ordinary man, woman, child
or
for their implementaton – for some faceless “common good,”
do they require sacrifce of life, happiness, dignity of human beings?
In general, all is in the ability to discern the good from the evil, startng with the wseed” – the core knowledge, from which the system – a partcular present
and a partcular future of a partcular human being – evolves.
How then, to discern the true intentons behind the propaganda slogans, even if, apparently, they do not carry any religious message? Probably, some
historical examples would help.
During the eighteenth–nineteenth centuries, the French revoluton in the deadly chain of coups d'état began to establish the ideals of liberty, equality, and
brotherhood by physical exterminaton and mass executons, at first, those who ruled before, then, those who executed the previous rulers, and subsequently,
the executoners of the executoners.
In the twenteth century, this idea grew up into the unprecedented by their scales persecutons and executons in countries under the Communist and Nazi
regimes, which widely applied the experience of predecessors.
In partcular, post–1917 Russia, where the Bolsheviks and Communists took the power with the slogans of freedom, equality, and brotherhood, repeated the
French paternr
– in 1917–1929 – mass exterminatons of pre–1917 Russia’s rulers, aristocracy, priests, researchers, military elite, wealthy merchants, the diferent–minded,
and the followers of all religions
– in 1930s – during the Stalin’s wpurges” – terminaton of executors, executoners, and survived fellow terrorists–comrades who realized the Bolshevist
revoluton and destroyed the Russian Empire in 1917–1920.
Then, the populaton, which survived the wred terror” of Bolsheviks and then, terror of Leninists–Stalinists, received wliberty, equality, and brotherhood” to
experience
a/ slavery of the mind onto which the wideals” of Marxism–Bolshevism–Leninism were forced, and physical slavery of those deviant thinkers who were
imprisoned into forced labor camps
b/ poverty as the only way of existence for the vast mabority of populaton
c/ the cult of criminal personalites – Lenin, Stalin, etc. – as the substtute for the Christanity, which, following Bruno Bauer, was labeled as wthe opium of
the masses” [wthe opium of the people” – Bruno Bauer qtd. in Noter Hitler 1940) 441].
Seemingly, the heathenism acts as the Troban horse for the social and state systems, which accept it. At first, the heathens seeking access to the power,
propagate the unreal dream world of the deites–figments of imaginaton or their contemporary substtutes ideologies, state cults, and perverted social beliefs)
and deceive the people with its apparently appealing and understandable logic, with the promises of liberty, equality, brotherhood, etc. Then, they deprive the
people of the true knowledge of God. Afer the heathens gained the access to the power of coercion, they force the societes and the states to undergo the
betrayal of the same ideals of humanity, which initally served as the lure.
Again, the clue, which facilitates discernment of truth and good from deceit and evil, is in an ability to answer the questonr must the partcular good of the
many be achieved through the evil for some? In other words, the good cannot be accomplished through the evilr no one can buy the good with the price of the
evil, although many live with the widely popular misconcepton that any evil e.g., death/sacrifice of one human life) is bustfiable if it brings good/prosperity to
the many.
For instance, in referred above examples of revolutons in France and Russiar the ideals of liberty, equality, brotherhood and logically and widely expected
overall prosperity and happiness) had to be established with beheading of French aristocrats and with Bolshevist terror. The mobs of French and Russia
revolutons enthusiastcally approved death of those who were their leaders and owners and even partcipated in mass executons; aferwards, they faced terror
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that they unleashed. Concerning promised ideals of libertes, equality, brotherhood, or even basic human right – can anyone name the place in the world, where
today, afer all massacres and enormous slaughter those who apparently obstructed the road to universal bliss, they exist in their entrety or even in basic form?
Atracton to the world of imaginaton signifies the deep void within the mind. The closer is the mind to God as to the only focus of all mind’s aspiratons the
more complete becomes existence. If the mind acquired the treasure of life in God, it does not long for the imaginary world of human omnipotence.
The mind, which atempts to evaluate without bias the inheritance of the ancient Greek heathen philosophers–elaborators of imaginatve reasoning, should
take into consideraton the consequences, which implementaton of Greek heathen philosophy and especially, Plato’s inhumane utopia [Republic; Law]
supplemented with Aristotle’s logic of simplificaton, had brought to mankind.
It is almost impossible to find in the contemporary mundane philosophical studies interpretatons of writngs of the Hebrew Prophets concerning
arrangement of the cohesive power and circulaton of the knowledge of good or at least, concerning the significance of knowledge of the good within any life–
oriented establishment. At the same tme, many authors corroborate their assertons with the quotaton from or interpretaton of ancient Greek philosophers.
For instance, analysis of Anaximander and Socrates–Plato, published in 1997, suggests that the inner good of the soul destabilizes authority, power of law
and ruler it wundermines every authority” [Ross xiii]. Another researcher infers that the rule–following habit undermines wthe concepton of truth” and the human
nature constrains the rule–following [Barry xiii, 5; Hacking ref. inr Barry 77].
If to recall that Moses defined the heart of man as the place for the law, and that for the Christans, the human heart with the Law–Word of God within it,
became the chosen vessel and the temple–dwelling, which belongs to God only {Deuteronogy 8:1–3; 30:11–14; Psalg 39(40):8; Acts 9:15; 1 Corinthians 3:16–17;
6:19–20}, the referred above assertons concerning the good, the law, the truth, and the human nature lead to the peculiar inferencer
either the original human nature with the inner good became incompatble with the world
or
the laws, which originally were intended to pursue the good of man,
shifed their focus and now pursue the evil of man
And indeed, if the good is seen as the antagonist of law, rules, and any authority, it means that the laws, rules, and authorites have lost their meaning and
right to exist because they embody the evil and serve the destructon.
However, in theory, law, rules, authority must serve the good because they are intended to guard freedom and well–being of people within any
establishment; therefore, in theory, their main meaning is the good of each person and all members of the establishment. This assumpton induces the next
inferencer the confict between the good (the good as the essence of the intelligence) and the evil (that is the insufcient knowledge of the actuality because of
deprivaton of good) initated by the ancient dreamers and fueled by the philosophizing theologians has reached all levels of the contemporary social and politcal
establishments.
Consequently, the drastc changes of the meaning of the main life–preserving arrangements of the human establishments, such as law, authority, and rules,
prompt some questonsr
1. Does the good as the essence of knowledge have ceased to exist, and if yes, which name the contemporary philosophy should assume, what is its subbect
now?
2. Would ever the philosophizing mind be able to understand that the heathen philosophy must be treated with the same precautons with which the deadly
poisons are treated, because the ancient philosophers substtuted death for life when they accepted rphism – phantasms of the snake– and death–worshipers –
as philosophy – love of wisdom, which preserves life?
3. Would it be ever possible for all minds to discern the insidiousness of ancient slave–owners behind the contemporary slogans of liberty, equality, and
other lies, disseminated by the ideologies founded on the doctrines crafed with heathen philosophy?
And one more queston, which concludes this brief analysis of deadly legacy of the ancient civilizatonsr would a human mind of the Present or the Future
ever be able to discard the ancient legacy of death and to build new life – its very own creaton, not figments of perverted imaginaton, vanity, uncleanness, and
corrupton inherited from the generatons, which lived by the beliefs composed for deceit and enslaving of human beings that denigrated them at the level of
animals set aside for slaughter/sacrifice to the idols?
≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈
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Ancient Civilizatinns eeacc Overview
Σημειωσεις – Niten
≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈
Ancient Civilizatinns eeacc Overview is a next paper from those devoted to the analysis of the philosophical foundatonn on which the
current civilizaton exists (the previous – introductory – paper Cincept if Civilizatin may be downloaded through the Library page).
I published some of the preliminary concepts in my book The Invincible Empire (2003)n and at my websites.
The paper Intriductin ti the Scntemn ieic provides defnitons of the systems terms [[e.g.n observern unknown systemn chaotc reality]]; it
might be downloaded through the Library page.
For the convenience of the readern some notes are kept within the text [[in double–brackets]].
≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈
Σ1 See The Cincept if Civilizatin.
Σ2 See defnitons of philosophy and systems terms in Intriductin ti the Scntemn ieic, and Intriductin ti the Philiniphc if the Abnilute
Giid.
Σ3 The essence of a system is described by the lawsn which defne and control
–– the system’s nature (including purposesn potentalsn and way of operatons–existence–achievement of the purposes)
–– inter– and intra–system processes and connectons
–– tme–range and manner of system’s evoluton–developmentn actualizatonn collapse and disintegraton.
The systems laws determine when and where a system will come into being; they defne the system’s purposesn potency of intra–system
cohesive powern paterns of knowledge creaton–accumulaton–transmission–consumingn consequences of the system’s existence and
disintegraton for the super–system (e.g.n the civilizatonn societyn staten environment) and other parametersn which identfy the system’s life–cycle
in the Pastn the Presentn and the Future.
The systems logic is an applicaton of the laws that control creatonn maintenancen developmentn collapsen destructon of a system.
In the history of human thoughtn the ability to comprehend the essencen for instancen to identfy the lawsn which control nature–purposes–
potentals and creaton–existence–destructon of a systemn was identfed as the component of wisdom.
Σ4 Usuallyn the word imagination refers to the creatve power of mind: an ability to reconstruct the wholeness when only some parts are
presentn to re–create a system when only a subsystem might be identfedn to re–arrange known images into a new combinaton–image.
In strict sensen imaginaton does not create new knowledgen because it works with the derivatves – the mental re–
creaton/reflecton/comprehension of material objects and images of the mater. Imaginaton might be seen as an ability to supplement insuffcient
knowledge of the actualityn or in other wordsn as an ability to assemble a new system–wholeness from subsystemsn partsn fragmentsn pieces of
informaton – sometmesn seemingly unrelated.
The mind accomplishes this task by re–arranging available pieces of informaton into assumptonsn establishing the logical links among themn
inferring the underlying lawsn projectng the cohesive power and paterns of knowledge creaton–transmission–consuming–learningn and fnallyn by
assembling a mass of knowledge of a partcular lawn eventn phenomenonn systemn realityn universen the Futuren etc. Thenn the mind accepts the
assembled knowledge as reflecton of the actualityn or at least as the satsfying substtute for complete knowledge of the actuality.
The faculty of imaginaton defnes the diierence between database and knowledge; for instancen between
a/ collecton of informatonn assembling of interactve databases
b/ assemblage of knowledge (e.g.n new assumptonn hypothesisn theory) from the collected informaton and databases.
When the mind employs imaginaton as the working tool for creaton of a new knowledge of the actualityn the mind draws and thenn accepts as
“known” the pieces of informaton – subsystems and elements of the actuality – from the chaos of the seemingly unrelated informatonn databasesn
unknown essences.
The purposes–reasons of existence of eventsn phenomenan systemsn etc. determine the actual meaning and usefulness of any pertnent
informaton; these purposes are the manifestatons of the underlying lawsn correlatonsn and conditonsn which the mind might not understandn
infern or imagine. It means that if the mind does not comprehend the underlying lawsn co–relatonsn and linksn the mind might not decipher the
actual meaning of informaton. Usuallyn a failure to decipher or to comprehend the actual meaning is possible because the complexity of
consideraton is inadequate to the complexity of the considered objectn phenomenonn eventn systemn etc. In such a casen the mind creates false
assumptons instead of true knowledge.
For instancen sailors know that a tp of iceberg never should be accepted as a reflecton of the actual shape of a massn which is hidden under
the ocean surface; there were many shipwrecksn because of the close encounter with the unseenn yetn dangerous presence.
Hencen the mind that employs imaginatonn can create two diierent outputs:
1/ elaboraton of knowledge of the actuality
2/ dreamn the imaginary world – fctonn which is false knowledge inadequate to the actuality.
Howevern the faculty of imaginaton does not guarantee an ability of comprehension. An ability to learn and to compose assumptonsn to apply
logic and other methods of inquiry and creaton of knowledge as the foundaton for own actonsn wordsn and deeds – all these factors do not
guarantee survivaln if the mind is incapable of comprehension the actuality – truth.
The danger of imaginaton lies in an ability to use imaginaton [[that is a supplementary subsystem sustaining life of human intelligence]] as the
main tool for creaton of knowledge and cogniton of the world [[thereforen to apply inadequate means for achievement of a purpose]]. The mind
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living by imaginaton creates dreams: the imaginary worlds inconsistent with the actualityn incomplete snapshots of the real universe supplemented
by imaginary constructons with inadequate levels of complexity.
The process of imposing imaginary worlds onto the actuality of human existence (an atempt of actualizaton of dreams) results in creaton of
false knowledge: the dreaming mind lacks the power to re–create/reflect/comprehend the actuality [[the evolving systems]] – the world sustained
by the divine energy of Omnipotent God–Creator and thereforen capable of existence and development/evoluton.
The dreaming mind produces insuffcient simplifed soulless toysn with which it entertainsn distractsn and destroys itself instead of searching for
the truth and accomplishing the mission to dominaten to toiln and to cherish the perfect world in righteousness and justce {Genesis 2:15; Wisdom
9:1–3}.
Two reasons transformed the history of mankind into the list of vanished civilizatonsn destroyed establishmentsn and ruined expectatons:
1) the knowledge assembled by the dreaming mind has an insuffcient level of complexity; it is deprived of creatve powern which is the
inalienable property of truth/wisdom granted by God; therefore it is not capable of creaton of the evolving systemsn with which the mind might
accomplish the purposes of maintenance and development of the world given into its dominion
2) insuffciency/deprivaton of knowledge of the actuality results in destructonn because insuffciency of knowledge leads to degeneraton of
the cohesive (life–maintaining) power.
It means that all collapsed and ruined establishments of men share two mutual features: they were based on the false or imaginary knowledge
with an inadequate level of complexityn and they embodied partcular paterns/codes of creaton–actualizaton of insuffcient knowledge. These
two feature are the components of evil: evil is insuffciency (e.g.n insuffciency of energyn tmen and other resources) and deprivaton (e.g.n
deprivaton of energyn resourcesn lifen and other possessions). Hencen the evil imaginaton is an insuffcient functon of the insuffcient mind. The
work of evil imaginaton might be similar to constructon of a model: the mind discards the parameters of the actuality and creates own – simplifedn
thus deprived of truth and insuffcient world [[e.g.n cult of a partcular idol(s) instead of true religion]]. When a mind has to answer the needs of
own existencen the mind seeks to replenish own insuffciency by deprivaton of the others or by sliding down into the dream worlds.
Solomon the king in Jerusalem became the frst of philosophers and thinkers who place imaginatonn eviln wickedness–sinn follyn and insanity
into one logical realm {Ecclesiastes 1:12–17; 2:12; 7:17, 23, 25, 29; 9:3; 10:12–13}:
although man was created righteous,
the heart became atached to fgments of imaginaton

the imaginaton of men is evil from their youth,
folly (as wickedness and evil) is ended with madness

the heart of man became full of evil and madness
Only knowledge harmonized with the nature of man elevates the mind at the level of developmentn which is necessary if the mind desires to
achieve the main purposes and to avoid sin–failure to accomplish the mission–purposes a human being has been created to accomplish. This kind of
knowledge the mind receives through comprehension and observaton of the law of God.
The Apostles {Jude 8, 12–13; 2 Peter 2:1–3, 17–19} write about the dreaming ones (visionariesn dreamers – ενυπνιαζομενοι – who live by
dreams/imaginaton). They live in sinn yetn allure the others; they are the false teachers who speak by the lusts of their flesh and promise freedom
while they themselves are the slaves of corrupton/decay. In this contextn the meaning of sin receives a new interpretaton: the state of ignorance –
the lack of comprehension {for which God promised to reject, punish, and forget the priests of Israel –– Hosea 4:6–10 } coupled with uncontrolled
imaginaton producing false knowledgen and resultng in failure to accomplish the main mission of man [[the main purpose/mission of man is
fulfllment of the aaw/will of God]].
Σ5 The logic of deathn a.k.a. logic of simplifcaton or insuffciencyn made possible creaton of the heathenismn Orphismn Plato’s philosophyn and
Aristotle’s politcs .
In generaln three inseparable components – insuffciencyn simplifcatonn and perversion – sustain the destructve method (or mode) of
reasoningn which might be identfed as the logic of deathn because it culminates in degeneraton of the mindn in mental and physical degradaton
and death of human beingsn and fnallyn in destructon of the religiousn politcaln and social insttutonsn which harbor its advancement.
The frst component of the logic of death is insuffciency; the essence of insuffciency is deprivaton of life–sustaining resourcesn that is evil.
The second component is the logic of simplifcaton. This kind of logic was developed by Aristotle; its contemporary modifcatons (for instancen
creaton of mathematcal models for simplifed descripton of the realityn forecastng of economicsn social and politcal development) stll serve as
the foundaton for economicsn sciencen educatonn politcsn research.
The third component of the logic of death – perversion – is a collectve name for the processes of decayn abnormal mutatonn aberratonn and
irregularitesn which take place of the normal life–sustaining process when system enters the fnaln irreversiblen phase of disintegraton.
The logic of death embodies evil into human thoughtsn and through embodiment of human thoughts into the words and actons of menn
transfers evil into the world of men.
The ancient – pre–Plato – Greeks considered evil as disharmony and violaton of the lawsn which govern the cosmos.
Howevern Plato (the Orphic initatedn who had the Orphism as the basis for all his theological and philosophical speculatons) envisions evil as
the natural component of all levels of the world–ordern including the human soul; he asserts that soul is “the universal cause” of all contrariesn
including good and eviln right and wrongn and that evil controls the realm of earthly existence and must always exist as the force “ranged against
good” [Plato Laws 896d; Theaetetus 176a; italic in the original].
Howevern Seneca’s defniton connects evil and sin with indecisiveness and false knowledge: the source of sin is an errorn and the proof of evil
within mind is the unsteadiness – wavering between virtue and vice [Seneca Ad Lucilium Epistulae Morales XCIV 3:25n CXX 3:393].
The logic of simplifcaton/death facilitated transformaton of the history of mankind into the list of vanished civilizatonsn statesn societes: all of
them were founded on the theological and philosophical doctrines conceived within the unreal world of heathen philosophy and with the logic of
simplifcaton. Each of themn beginning with the empire of Alexander of Macedonia and concluding with the majority of the totalitarian (Communistn
Fascistn and Nazi) states of the twenteth centuryn had disappeared afer causing death and suiering of countless human beings.
Applicatons of the logic of death have the most devastatng consequences for Western theology.
For instancen Hermogenes the heretc made the logical inference from the Plato’s assertons: he identfed God–Creator as “the author of evil”
(if Plato’s soul is the source of eviln consequentlyn the creator of such a soul should be the author of evil); he also suggested that evil should be
atributed to the will of God [Hermogenes ref. in: Tertullian The Treatise against Hermogenes 9:3; 10:1 38–39].
In the Augustne’s interpretatonn evil does not have substance; it is the loss of good [The City of God Against the Pagans XI.ix 3:463].
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Yetn in order to lose the goodn the mindn at frstn must substtute own arrangementn the singularity of eviln for the world of perfect God; to
substtute the Orphic beast for God the Creator.
With the reference to the Augustne’s expression “there is no possible source of evil except good” and Aristotle’s assumpton that an entrely
evil thing or complete evil is self–destructven Thomas Aquinas declares that although evil has only an “accidental causen” good is the cause or
foundaton of evil: evil is caused by good. The unjust law of men is derived from the eternal aaw of God; moreovern the evil can exist only in the
good “as in its subject.” Evil always is mixed with good: good is always the foundaton of evil. As soon as the opposites (“contraries”) exist on a
“common groundn” they have one common cause; thereforen evil should be reduced to “some good cause” [ Summa Theologica I Q.48 a3; Q.49 a1
ro1n a2n a3; Q.103 a7; I–II Q. 93 a3 ro2n a4; Truth Q.3. a4 ad7n ad8; Q.5 a2 rn ad4].
It means that for Thomas Aquinasn the Catholic saint and main papal theologiann the good is the subject of eviln and the Aquinas’ god is the
cause/source of two opposites – the good and the evil. Obviouslyn Aquinas adheres to dualism; in the referred above assertonn he follows heresy of
Hermogenes and the Manichean traditons of Augustne. The practcal inferences are the crimes against humanity commited by the Inquisiton and
by the papal subjects – the Catholics – during the religious wars and persecutons of the diierent–minded initated by the papal church of Romen
esp.n by its heads – the popes who also are prefects of the inquisiton [[see the history of papacy in: Dicumentn if the Chrintan Church,
Enccclipedia if the Vatcan and Papacc, Herenien if the Chrintan Church, New Cathilic Enccclipedia (1967 editon)n The Inquinitin if the Middle
Aeen, The Inquinitins The Hammer if Herenc – in References]]
See The Logic of Death – in Note 28 to Selectinn_&_Reprintn
Σ6 The myth wrongly interprets the motves of Daedalus’ actons; Daedalus had the creatve inquisitve mind of the scientstn and he was an
engineer and sculptor. Probablyn he assisted the woman because of curiosityn which today would be classifed as the scientfc inquiryn probablyn
because of his own perversionn or for some reward: the logic of heathen mind cannot be reconstructed on the traditonal assumptons based on the
normal human nature; for instancen such as natural human inclinaton to mercy and compassion.
Σ7 The Books of the Old Testament contain the references to the Canaanite rites of sacrifce of children similar to the Phoenician ritesn as well
as to the rites for which Sodom and Gomorrah have been destroyed. The heathen rites had to be abominaton for the chosen peoplen yetn latern
they were practced by some. Even Solomon the king in Jerusalem went afer “other gods” including Sidonian Ashtoreth (Astarte)n although he was
recognized as the wisest ruler of the ancient worldn and his wisdom and wealth excelled all his counterparts {e.g., in: Deuteronomy 32:15–17, 31–
33; 23:17–18; 3 Kings 3:5–13; 10:23–24; 11:1–6; 15:9–13; 18:16–29; Isaiah 2:8; Jeremiah 51(44):15–19; Ezekiel 20:23–32; 22:1–9; Wisdom 14:22–
30; the brief summary of heathen perversions at the beginning of Christianity in: 1 Peter 4:3–5; Romans 1:14–32}.
Σ8 Concerning κυνες or κυναριοις {mentioned also in Mark 7:27, 2 Peter 2:22}: although many interpreters translate κυνες/κυναριοις as
“dogsn” the precise meaning is “domestcated beasts.” In the Antquityn the wild beasts of the felds (cheetahsn tgersn lionsn and other animals) were
tamed and kept at the courts of rulers as the symbol of the power over the realm of beasts as well as over men; some of them (e.g.n cheetahs) were
also used in huntng. The compound Greek word κυναριοις contains the roots of words for identfcaton of two kinds of beasts – subdued to man
or domestcated (κτn κυνn or κυ, and wild (ρι); for instancen
–ρι– as in θερια {Genesis 2:19}, θηριαλωτον – referred to by Jacob {Genesis 31:39}, and θεριων {Daniel 4:12}, which denote wild beast of the
felds
– κυν– as in κυνων of nomads {Job 30:1}, and –κυ – as in σκυλος, that is "dog.”
In summaryn κυναριοις (in shortn κυνες) is derivatve of words used in the Septuagint for defniton of living creatures–beasts: κτηνεσι – the
animalsn which received their names from Adam {Genesis 2:20} or κτηνους referred to by Moses {Exodus 11:7}, that is as contemporary κτηνος –
“beast” or “brute”n and θερια or θηριαλωτον {Genesis 2:19; 31:39}. The contemporary κυναιλουρος (cheetah) is also a derivatve close to
κυναριοις.
The word κυνες also referred to the male prosttute at the heathen temples; a price of hire of a harlot or κυνες was forbidden as contributon
to the temple of Godn because both are abominaton to God {e.g., in: Deuteronomy 23:18}.
Male and female prosttuton was a part of idol–worship rites in Canaan and other lands populated by the Phoeniciansn as well as by those who
practced cults of Dionysus and similar cults that also included bestality and perversion as the rites of idol–worship. Thereforen anything connected
with it was considered unclean: it was abominaton to God; for such abominatonsn the heathen natons had to be removed from the Promised aand.
Σ9 Crucifxion is the most agonizingn humiliatngn and inhumanly painful executon. Its essence is complete deprivaton of abilites to act and
triggering of slow death through unnaturally restricted positon of a wounded body fxed on the cross:
–– the weight of body slowly destroys the thorax and lungs and results in slow suiocaton
–– the positon of lifedn fxedn and twisted under the weight of a body hands destroys joints and interrupts circulaton of blood and lymph
–– infecton from wounds in hand palms pierced by iron nails and wounds from lashes (that was preparaton for crucifxion) and obstructon of
circulaton of blood and lymph accompanied with edemas result in fever and slow destructon of all life–supportng systems.
The condemned are deprived of ability to moven to alleviate painn even to fasten the process of death; they retain an ability to uter few words
untl the developing oedema of the lungs would make speech impossible. While life slowly leaves each sell of a body fxed and incapable to moven
the mind has to come through all stages of the uter despairn hopelessnessn and excruciatng pain. The more healthy (thereforen more life–capable)
body is the longer agony lasts.
Sometmesn as the act of “mercyn” the condemned are given the narcotc drinkn which temporarily alleviates their suiering by making them
delusional. Actuallyn the narcotc substances prolong the agony because they intervene with the acuteness of perceptonn and thus prevent the brain
from immediate shut–downn when intensity of pain would reach the threshold of brain’s survival.
Crucifxion is quintessence of slavery and embodiment of the greatest evil cognized by men. Only the cursed mind in which nothing human is
lef was capable to conceive such evil – the greatest eviln which one human being might inflict on other human being: slavish death of a slave.
Crucifxion is also the ultmate denial of the power of God. Crucifxion results in death from slow suiocatonn which extnguishes the breath of
life {the energy form breathed by God into the face of man formed of dust – Genesis 2:7} in man–creaton of Godn reducing a human being to the
assemblage of disintegratng flesh/mater lifed up at the tree of deathn to the face of the Creator.
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Σ10 Knowledge of the future always wasn isn and probablyn will be the most valuable and sought afer kind of knowledge. The ability to foretell
the forthcoming events diierentates the prophets – servants of God – from all the others:
the prophets know and tell the truth, which comes to pass

the others fantasize, dream, and tell lies
{Deuteronomy 18:22; Psalm 73:9; Isaiah 41:23; 46:9–10; 48:3–7; Jeremiah 28:9}
By knowledge of the end – the Futuren which comes truen the people of the Past diierentated message of true God from false claims made by
the diviners –worshipers of idols.
The Greek word προφητης means “someone who speaks on behalf of another”; predicton is just one of the components of the prophetc
phenomenon. The comprehensive meaning of prophecy includes establishment and protecton of the partcular truth that must be absolute for a
system – societyn staten natonn worldn if it seeks survival.
The actual evoluton of mankind began with the Hebrew Prophetsn and the knowledge of future was crucial: afer revelaton of the aawn the
prophetc guidance and the foreknowledge secured life and survival within the heathen worldn which worshiped death and was destned to
annihilaton.
The prophets addressed the factsn which already became the reality; for examplen rejecton of the word of Godn idol–worshipn hiding of the
condemned propertyn which had to be destroyedn divinaton for money. Their warnings and revelatons also disclose the startng point of evil: when
the heart of man turns away from God and discards His aawn it comes to worship “other godsn” accepts the false instead of the truthn and presumes
priority of the visiblen discerniblen perceivable mater over the invisible Spirit {Deuteronomy 30:17; 1 Samuel 15:17–23; Jeremiah 8:5–9; John 8:40–
45}.
In generaln prophecy is precise knowledge of the system’s pastn presentn and futuren which is encrypted in its purposesn interim and fnal
states–conditons–terms of existence. The prophet’s mind works at the higher level than the one alloted to the mind of the people whose life is
accommodated within a partcular establishment/system built for accomplishment of their purposes. The prophet observes–analyzes–comprehends
the system in its entrety – the code–essence–coren from which the system developsn the current conditons–degree of development/degeneratonn
the system’s optmum or highest potentaln the purposes of existencen and the end –
either
collapse and disintegraton
or
transformaton and consequent growth evoluton,
accompanied with preparedness to fulfll new purposes with the higher levels of complexity
Consequentlyn the prophetc knowledge might be seen not only as one of the means by which a system survives: prophecies direct the people
to fulfllment of the set of purposes; the frst of them is survivaln the next one is development–expansion–evoluton of the human mind and its
creatons – statesn natonsn other establishments/systems.
Σ11 The pope Innocent III (1198–1216n the initator of the Fourth Crusade during which the Catholic Crusaders pillaged and destroyed the
Greek Orthodox temples in Constantnoplen the frst pope to use and widely apply to himself the ttle of “vicar of Christ”; he expanded the Papal
States and established (temporary) the papacy in the Byzantumn at the ruins of destroyed Christan temples) asserted:
1/ the pope is positoned between God and man: “less than God but greater than mann judging all men and judged by none” [Innocent III qtd.
in: aa Due 119]
The asserton elaborates – for the practcal use – the Philo’s misinterpretaton of the Old Testamentn when he describes his vision of the wise
man who ceased to be man and became “something on the border” between God and man – “neither God nor mann” and thenn makes the high
priest not man but something of “the middle class” connected with “the immortal race by his virtue” [Philo of Alexandria On Dreams IIn XXXIV.228–
232; XXXV.234 404n 405]
2/ God appointed the pope to be “His Vicar on earth”; thereforen “as every knee is bowed to Jesusn of things in heavenn and things in earthn
and things under the earthn” in the same fashion all men must obey His Vicar – the pope
3/ the pope acts on behalf of the Holy Trinityn “by the authority of SS Peter and Pauln and by... own authority” [Innocent III ref. and qtd. in:
Encyclopedia of the Vatican and Papacy 213–214; aa Due 118n 124; Willet 11].
The pope Innocent III’s self–appointment at the place of the supreme judge of mankind reveals that the place of the Plato’s divine philosopher
or the Philo’s high priest is not enough: the pope’s ultmate target is the place of Almighty God – indeedn in his imaginatonn he acts on behalf of the
Holy Trinityn judges all menn and expects to be worshiped by all men.
In 1302n the pope Boniface VIII made two statements [The Bull Unam Sanctamn 1302n in: Documents of the Christian Church 127]:
1/ the papal authority is divine
2/ for the sake of eternal salvaton it is necessary “for every human creature to be subject to the Roman Ponti.”
At that pointn self–deifcaton of the popes was completed – in pope’s imaginatonn popes have divine authority and decide eternal destny of
the human soul.
Thenn in 1943n the pope Pius XII asserted that
1/ primacy of jurisdicton gives the church as “a Mystcal Body two heads“
2/ Christ and His Vicar consttute one only Head is the solemn teaching of Our predecessor of immortal memory Boniface VIII in the Apostolic
aeter Unam Sanctam (Christ as invisible headn and the pope – “Vicar of Christ” as the visible head)
3/ it is the dangerous error to believe that it is possible to accept Christ “as the Head of the Churchn while not adhering loyally to His Vicar on
Earth.” Those who take away the visible head (that is the pope) can neither see the eternal salvaton nor fnd it [Mcntci Cirpirin Chrint. Encyclical
of pope Pius XII On the Mcntcal Bidc if Chrint. 1943. §40–4; htp:// www. vatcan. va/ holy_father/pius_xii/ encyclicals/documents/hf_p–
xii_enc_29061943_ mystci–corporis–christ_ en. html]; also [ref. and qtd. in: Churchn Papacyn and Schism: A Theological Enquiry by Philip Sherrard.
aondon: SPCKn 1978. 60].
The main inferences from the referred above popes’ assertons:
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1/ if the pope asserted himself between God and His creaton and claims that the eternal salvaton depends on loyalty to the eternal mann and
if eternal salvaton of men had been separated from the acceptance of aord Jesus Christ as the Savior and Godn from fulfllment of the God’s
commandmentsn and from the mercy of Godn it means that the popes asserted themselves as the unavoidable supplements to Godn as a new deityn
perhaps even more authoritatve than God Himselfn because faith and loyalty to God are suffcient no more: the absolute submission and “loyalty”
to the pope became the conditons of eternal life
2/ with such dethronement of Godn idolizaton of the pope is logically complete
3/ legacy of the Minoan sacred–king–priest–judge–of–the–dead and Egyptan pharaohs stll lives: it is re–incarnated in the self–deifed leader –
pope.
Concerning the doctrine of unreserved obedience to deifed popen see Note 374 to Selectinn_&_Reprintnn or in Dictrine if Thiman Aquinan.
Pilitcal Theiliec
Σ12 The original Christan (Greek Orthodox) dogma is established in the frst–seventh centuriesn by the frst–seventh Ecumenical Councilsn
following the frst gathering of the Apostles and startng with the frst council of the Christan Church in Jerusalem {Acts 2:1–4; 15:1–31}. The
contents of the dogma is knowledge given through the Gospels: the original teachings granted by aord God Jesus Christ and writen down by His
apostles. The Christan Orthodoxy does not admit heathen philosophy created by the idol–worshipers and based on the Orphism –– the fruit of
venomous imaginaton of the serpent–worshipers –– as the source of knowledge of God and as the means of interpretaton of the Holy Scriptures:
the true Christan theology is unchangeable and non–modifable as its Source – God – is {Psalm 101(102):25–27}.
With advancement of Christanityn the war began between the heathenism and true knowledge of God. The heathen philosophy and
symbolical thinking became the deadliest weapon in this warn because they are the source of contaminaton and modifcaton of the Christan
teachings. In contnuaton of the eiorts to preserve purity of the Christan dogman in the end of the eleventh centuryn the synod of the Byzantne
Church resolved: any atempt to follow the “foolish opinions” of the ancient Greek philosophers in the maters of Christan faith is a crime (in trials
of John Italosn 1076–1077n 1082). The heathen Greek philosophers were recognized as “the frst heresiarchs” from whom all heresies sprangn and
the “Hellenistc studies” were admited only “for instructons” in the secular maters.
The verdict of the Byzantne Church crowned ten centuries of the struggle against heathen philosophy; it completed the decisions of seven
previous Universal Councils with the exact determinaton of the Christan Church’s positon concerning the heathen philosophers and their legacy:
any admission of heathen philosophy to the Christan theological studies became the crime against God and men.
To the contraryn the contemporary papal theologians advise to re–read Platon Origenn Augustnen Aquinasn etc.: they consider philosophy as
“the intellectual home for the Catholics” and as the means of the progress of the papal church. Some of them comprehend theology in the Aquinas’
stylen as “a speculatven theoretcal science”; the others follow Duns Scotus and use theology as a practcal science conducted with the means of
Aristotelian philosophy. Johann Sebastan von Drey (1777–1853n Germany) envisions the task of theology as “constructon of religious faith through
knowledge”; he admits the Schelling’s defniton of theology as “the highest synthesis of philosophical and historical knowledge” [Dulles 128n 130;
Pannenberg 232; Schelling qtd. in: Himes xxii; von Drey #45 19].
Howevern one of the main reasons of incompatbility of Catholicism and Christanity is the diierent comprehension of the inter–relaton
between theology and philosophy. The attude toward philosophy determines the diierence between two irreconcilable types of the theological
doctrinesn conceptsn and systems of religious beliefsn which underlie two incompatble logical realites – Christanity and Catholicism:
–– Christanity rejects philosophy as the means to create or to interpret theology {e.g., in: Colossians 2:2–23}: the entre domain of theological
knowledge is in the Holy Scriptures – the Books of the Old Testament and the New Testament. It means that any theological knowledge is true only
if it is granted by God: all the writen knowledge had been conveyed through the Prophets and Apostles of God. This knowledge is natural reflecton
of the human nature and it answers all natural needs of human heart–mind: it feeds soul and reasoning as the daily bread feeds a body. Thenn the
soul–heart–mind of those who are chosen to become the children of God {John 1:1–13; 1 Peter 1:14–25} receives all other knowledge leading to
God directly from God {Matthew 23:8–10; John 6:44–47; 14:6–26; 15:26; 16:7–15; 17; 1 John 4:12–13}
–– Catholicism depends on philosophy as the source of theological knowledge. The Aquinas’ doctrinen referred as “neo–Aristotelian system”
[Holmes 7]n or as “Christan Aristotelianism” [McKeon 149]n is the offcial theological doctrine of the papal church of Rome.
Furthermoren the contemporary Catholic theologians assume that
a/ Augustne and Thomas Aquinas produced the “new metaphysics” out of the “Greek materialsn” and opened the possibility “to ‘place’ God
philosophically.”
b/ following their (Augustne and Thomas Aquinas) examplen the contemporary theologians must become philosophers and apprehend the
Gospel through the deepened understanding of the world and man [Fairweather 368–369n 375]
c/ theology and philosophy became “largely identcal in that theology is essentally metaphysics” [F.R. Tennant qtd. in: Fairweather 364].
Even in the twenteth centuryn the papal hierarchy did not change evaluaton of the Aquinas’ doctrine: according to Cardinal aégern Aquinas
“wonderfully expressed the Christan faith using the categories of Aristotle” and renewed theology with the “boldnessn” which Catholicism needs
today [aéger 23]. Another theological fnding of Cardinal aéger portrays faith as “social” phenomenonn not only “ineiable response” to God [aéger
23].
Thereforen the essence of the incompatbility of the Christanity with Catholicism that is Aristotle–Aquinas’ politcal theology – the offcial
doctrine of the papal church of Romen is in the answer to the queston
“what is source of the knowledge of God
the revelatons of God
or
the philosophizing mind that created and employs philosophy
the speculatons,
which refect the imaginary dream worlds
created by the human reasoning, logic, and imaginatonn”
The line of most known and influental philosophizing theologians – authors of heretcal doctrines–misinterpretatons of the Christan teachings
and the Holy Scriptures includes Philo of Alexandria (misinterpreted the Old Testament)n Origenn Augustne of Hippon and Thomas Aquinas
(misinterpreted the Old Testament and the New Testament).
Concerning irreconcilable diierences between Christanity and Catholicism:
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the papal establishment papal church of Rome/Vatcan is incompatble with the Christan Church for the following reasons:

1. In 1014n in violaton of the decisions of the Ecumenical Councils (431–870)n which established The Nicean Creed as the unchangeable dogma
of the Christan Churchn the Roman pope Benedict VII included the Augustne’s additon that the Holy Spirit proceeds “and from the Son”
(“Filioquen” which is the heresy directed against God the Father) in The Creed of the Roman Catholic Churchn alienatng the papal church from the
Christendom [[the Great Schism]]n because of papal acceptance of the heresy incompatble with the Christan faith
Manichaean–based imaginaton of Augustne of Hippo invented Filiique: in direct contradicton to the words of aord Jesus Christ Who
promised to send “from the Father... the Spirit of truth Who proceeds from the Father” {John 15:26; also in: John 14:26; 16:7, 13–15}n Augustne of
Hippo (354–430) asserted that the Holy Spirit “proceedeth also from the Son... even as He proceedeth from the Father... He proceedeth at the same
tme from both” [Augustne Homilies on the Gospel of St. John XCIX.6–9n 383–384].
With such “correcton” of the words of the Word–Godn the Manichaean–based imaginaton of Augustne introduces the mult–deity
arrangementn which is incompatble with the monotheistc theology – the Christanityn and which contradicts to The Nicean Creed – the Confession
of the Christan Faith.
In partcularn the essence of the Christan Faith according to The Nicean Creed:
“The Nicean Creed:
I believe in one God, the Father, Almighty, Creator of Heaven and earth, and of all things visible and invisible.
And in one Lord, Jesus Christ, the only begoten on of God, begoten of the Father before all ages.
Light of light, true God of true God, begoten not created, of one essence with the Father, through Whom all things were made.
For us and for our salvaton, He came down from heaven and was incarnated by the Holy pirit and the Virgin aary and became man.
Crucifed for us under oontus oilate, and He sufered and was buried, and on the third day He rose according to the criptures.
He ascended into heaven and is seated at the right hand of the Father.
And He will come again in glory to judge the living and the dead. His kingdom will have no end.
And in the Holy pirit, the Lord, the Giver of life, Who proceeds from the Father,
Who together with the Father and the on is worshiped and glorifed, Who spoke through the prophets.
In one, holy, catholic, and apostolic Church.
I acknowledge one baptsm for the remission of sins.
I expect the resurrecton of the dead. And the life of the age to come, Amen.”
The Creed or The Nicean Creed was composed in 325n by The First Ecumenical Council of Nicea. According to decision of the Council in
Chalcedon (in 451)n The Nicean Creed is acknowledged as suffcient for “a perfect understanding and establishment of religion.” The Councils stated
that he teachings about the Holy Trinity is compete because “the Fathers of Church” made the clarifcaton about the Holy Spirit with the Scriptures;
thereforen The Creed must “remain inviolate.”
Hencen
1/ Council of Ephesus (431)n Chalcedon (451) and the Fourth Council of Constantnople (the Eighth Ecumenical Council; 869–870) established
The Nicean Creed as the main universal and constant symbol–Confession of the Christan Faith and condemned as the heretcs those who composen
promulgaten teach another creedn or make either any additon to or any subtracton from The Nicean Creed
2/ the Second Council of Nicea (787) ordered that for those with the “priestly dignity” the regulatons of the sacred canons of the Ecumenical
Synods (that is Ecumenical Councils) must “remain unshakeable and immoveablen” because they are enlightened by the Spirit of God [Decrees of the
Ecumenical Councilsn 24n 65n 83n 84n 87n and further].
Hencen The Nicean Creed was accepted by the ancient Christan Church as the permanent unchangeable confession of the Christan Faithn
which cannot be altered untl the Christan Church exists: The Nicean Creed cannot be changed – not by Church’s authorityn nor by any clericn nor by
any laymann nor by anyone who identfes himself as a Christan.
For an atempt to composen writen or produce another creed – that is for any changen additonn or discarding any word of The Nicean Creedn
bishops and clerics should be deposed and monks and laymen should be anathematzed [[“anathematzed” means excluded from the Christan
church and from community of the Christans]]: they are heretcs – the ones who do not confess the true essence of the Christan Faith and whon
thereforen are not Christans.
Consequentlyn according to the decisions of the Ecumenical Councilsn which have established the foundaton of the Christan Church as the
universal unchangeable system within the world of menn
a/ Augustne of Hippon who invented the Filioque that modifed The Creedn is a heretc
b/ the acton of the Roman pope Benedict VII whon in 1014n accepted the Filioque as the foundaton of his establishmentn made the Great
Schism irreconcilable
1/ untl the Christan Church professes The Nicean Creed as the essence of the Christan Faith
and
2/ untl the Roman papal church holds its own creed with the Filiique as the symbol of the papal faith
c/ the papal church of Romen which accepted Augustne’s Filioque in 1014 and authorized it as ‘The Creed of the Roman Catholic Church’ (by the
Fourth aateran Council) in 1215n is not the Christan Church.
Acceptance of Filiique as modifcaton of The Nicean Creed by the papal church triggered the Great chism. The Great Schism marked the
beginning of separate existence of two irreconcilable theological systems:
1/ Christanity – the original teachings of aord God Jesus Christ preserved and professed by the Catholic Apostolic (Orthodox) Church
(Eastern/Greek Orthodox Churches)
2/ the Roman Catholicism (or Catholicism) professed by the papal Church of Romen which accepted Aristotle–Aquinas’ politcal theology as the
offcial doctrine (foundaton of Catholicism)n canonized Thomas Aquinasn and elevated him at the rank of the main theologian.
In other termsn the one could say that these two churches –– the Christan Church and the papal church of Rome –– are irreconcilablen because
they are diierent systems founded on diierent defnitons of their main – absolute for them – truth: each system that changes defniton of its
original absolute truth upon which it was created/established (in other termsn commits apostasy toward the original truth) becomes another system
inconsistent with its original version.
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Indeedn as the history of the papal church illustratesn the deeds of the papacy and the papal subjects afer acceptance of the Filioque and afer
the Great Schism [[e.g.n deifcaton of the popen the Crusades (including the Crusade of 1204n during which Constantnople was destroyedn the
Christans were massacredn and the Christan temples were desecrated and plundered)n the Inquisitonn religious persecutonn forceful conversion
and plunder of the Jewsn torturen imprisonmentn and death penalty (burning @ the stakes) for the heretcsn religious warsn incessant struggle for the
world–wide dominatonn involvement into secular (politcal) aiairs even up to politcal assassinatons (France) and atempts to overthrow the
secular leaders/kings (England)n cooperaton with Fascism and Nazismn etc.]] violate the law of God and are not compatble with the Christan
teachings granted by aord God Jesus Christ.
Ultmatelyn Catholicism developed into another religion – Aristotle–Aquinas’ politcal theologyn that is the derivatve of the heathen philosophy
irreconcilable with Christanityn andn for the Orthodox Christansn the papal church of Rome ceased to be the Christan Church.
See
– Heathen Philiniphc and the Wentern Civilizatin
– concerning Manicheanismn see Note 1 to Wirkn if Aueuntne if Hippi

2. the papal church of Rome has as its offcial doctrine Aristotle–Aquinas politcal theology founded on the heathen philosophy derived from
the Orphic doctrine
3. the papal church of Rome has disregarded the most holy traditon of the Christans of the Holy Communion with the bread and fruit of the
vine as it was established by aord Jesus Christ Himself {Matthew 26:26–28; Mark 14:22–24; Luke 22:17–20; 1 Corinthians 11:23–26} and revived the
Manichaean heresy [[the communion in one element (by bread only) is the practce of the Manicheans: in imitaton of the ancient rite of the
Zoroastriansn the Manicheans replaced the Eucharist with breaking of bread; concerning Mani and his doctrinen see Note 1 to Wirkn if Aueuntne
if Hippi]]n depriving the Catholic laity of the Christan Chalice of Salvaton
4. the papal church of Rome unleashed the unspeakable evil of the Crusades in the Middle East and Europen including 1/ the Crusade during
which the Christan Byzantum was destroyedn Christans temples desecrated and plunderedn Christans of Constantnople robbedn rapedn and killedn
and 2/ the Crusade against the Christans of Bohemia who afer treacherous executon of Jun Hus the priest rebelled against the papal heresy and
demanded the Chalice of Holy Communion for all
5. the papal church of Rome established the Inquisitonn which during twelfh–seventeenth centuries waged terror of religious persecutons:
torturedn burned aliven executed and imprisoned heretcs and diierent–minded – for their beliefs and opinions inconsistent with the papal faithn
and schismatcs – the Christans for following the Christan teachingsn loyalty to Godn and rejecton of the papal faith and authority of the deifed
pope who pretends to stand at the place of God and to have a share of dignity of God
6. the papal church of Rome is headed by the Prefect of the Inquisiton and run by the Jesuits trained to hear the blasphemies against aord
Jesus Christn thereforen to deprive themselves of the Spirit of God {1 Corinthians 12:3}n to accept the will of their leaders as the will of God
renouncing own judgment and silencing own conscience even if they are ordered to assassinate the kings (who rejects the will of the pope)n to
imitate the arch–evil if it is needed for achievement of their purposesn and to perceive behavior of women as resemblance of “the enemy of the
human nature”
7. during the centuriesn the papal church of Rome covered own heresyn crimes against humanityn and corrupton with the name of Christn even
referring to their habit to burn people alive as to “the law of Christn” and acceptng Aquinas’ dictum that his church cannot imitate the mercy of
God. As the resultn the pretense of the papacy and papal subjects to speak and to act on behalf of the Christans
a/ made the Catholicism unacceptable for those who evaluate faith by “the fruits” – deeds and words of the believers { Matthew 7:15–23;
24:4–14; James 2:7–26; 3:18}
b/ made Christanity unacceptable for those who have neither possibility nor desire to learn the Christan teachingsn yet who accept as truth
the papal pretenses to speak on behalf of Christendom and who consider the deeds of Catholics as true embodiment of the Christan faith
8. through the centuriesn the papal church of Rome is plagued by corruptonn pedophilian and perversion
9. cult of the pope – that is idol–worship; recogniton of the pope infallibility stemming from the papal pretense to speak on behalf of the Holy
Trinity; pope’s self–positoning above the aaw of God and papal pretence on the right to override any law – divine and human; acceptance of the
pope as the mediator between God and mann while there is only One Mediator – the Word–Godn aord Jesus Christ; acceptance of the doctrine of
unreserved obedience to the pope and members of the papal hierarchy untl such a degree that the church must recognize black as white and vice
as virtue if the pope says so; practce of indulgencies – purchase of remission of sins for money paid to the papal clergy; other artcles of the papal
faith and practces of the papal churchn which contradict the words of God and reject the aaw of God.
In nummarc:
The complete incompatbility of the papal faith with Christanity is confrmed with the infamous acts of the papal establishmentn which might
be referred to as the crimes against God and against humanityn and which include (but are not limited to) the crusadesn the inquisitonn forceful
conversionn religious warsn persecutons of the diierent–mindedn tortures and executons (burning alive at stakes) of the heretcs and those
Christans who rejected the pope as the substtute of Godn ant–Semitsmn cooperaton with Fascism and Nazismn the physical and moral corrupton
of the members of the papal hierarchy who corrupt and destroy faith and life of those who are under their authority; for instancen current world–
wide scandals with child abusen abuse of children and adults in catholic educatonal and charitable insttutons; for instancen such as the recent
revelaton of the Magdalene laundries in Ireland in the report from the UN commitee against torture in June 2011 – which were run by Catholic
nuns under protecton of the state as late as in 1996 – htp: //www. guardian.co.uk/ world/ 2013/feb/05 /magdalene-laundries-ireland-state-guilt;
see also Concluding Observatons on the econd oeriodic Report of the Holy ee. The UN. Conventon on the Rights of the Child. Commitee on
the Rights of the Child. Report distributed January 31n 2014. CRC_C_VAT_CO_2_16302_E.pdf. The link to the UN Report was available through U.N.
lams Vatcan Over Child Abuse Cover-Up @ World Time website @ htp: // world.tme.com /2014/02/05/u-n-slams-vatcan-over-child-abusecover-up/).
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The Christan should always remember that faith of man manifests itself through his deeds {cf.: Matthew 7:21–23; John 8:42–44; James 2:13–
26}n and if anyone customarily uses ceremonial references to the Name of God and pours out “revelatons” and “propheciesn” it does not mean that
the one observes the commandments of God and does the works of God {cf.: Matthew 7:15–23}.
Only because of ignorance of the Christan teachings some people contnue the blasphemous practce to identfy the papal establishment as
the Christian church and the papal subjects as Christians.
Σ13 Tertullian (born in Carthagen A.D. 155–220?) compares heresy with the fever – “deadly and excruciatng” calamity whose purpose is
annihilaton of mankind. The following statements summarize his doctrine [On The “Prescriptionn of Heretics IIn IIIn IVn VIn VIIn XVn XVIIn XXXn XXXVIIIn
XXXIX]:
a/ heresies have to exist because they test faith
b/ heresies are “equipped by philosophy”
c/ heresies cannot exist without the Holy Scripturesn because corrupton of faith corresponds with corrupton and falsifcaton of its source –
the Scriptures
d/ heretcs – false prophetsn “spurious evangelizersn” and “rebels against Christ” – falsify and misuse the words of God; they modifyn cut or
reject some texts of the Holy Scripturesn pervert the referred texts with own additonsn provide “spurious interpretatonn” and fraudulently
rearrange words and phrases
e/ heresies have the power because of two reasons:
1/ they speak of “some truth,” which they expropriate from the criptures,
because they do not exist without the criptures;
usually, the heretc introduces his assertons with the inital reference to the word of God
2/ human weakness in faith, lack of experience, or ignorance in knowledge of God
Another kind of heresies stems from the inflamed imaginaton: the mind genuinely believes in own fantasies and ultmatelyn propagates them
as the prophetc revelatons received from God.
Any heresy is disguised with true statements; frequentlyn heresy might be defned as the mixture of truth and falsen which looks verisimilar.
People become atracted with the truth and unnotceably come to the agreement with the false.
In summaryn heresy is misinterpretaton and falsifcaton of the statement originally accepted as truth: heresy is the false knowledge of the
systemn which results from corrupton and perversion of truth–foundaton of the system.
As suchn heresy might be likened to the malignant tumorn which develops within the presumably healthy bodyn usurps control of the life–
maintaining resourcesn and thenn destroys its host.
The Tertullian’s doctrine makes understandable that acceptance of heresy is possible only through deceit –
either
intentonal, when heretc seeks to deceive and enslave the others
with the purposes to gain access to the power of coercion or achieve any advantage over the others
or
unintentonal, when the mind sincerely believes in fgments of own imaginaton
and propagates them with the best intentons to illuminate and educate the others
Initallyn a heretc substantates own assertons by the authority of God – by the Holy Scripturesn because the appeal to the words of God
influences peoplen diverts their atentonn and prepares them to accept unconditonally all the following assertonsn inferencesn and suggestons.
Thenn the heretc makes new assertonn which modifes (sometmesn unnotceably for the listeners who became accustomed to their
“shepherd”/“teacher”/”father”) the original conceptn notonn artcle of faithn or justfes change of the Church’s traditonn customsn or practce. At
this stagen the heretc corroborates his assertons with the modifcatonn frivolous interpretatonn or falsifcaton of the passages from the Holy
Scriptures: he misinterprets the words of God to prove fgments of his own imaginaton.
In the strict sensen the term “heresy” defnes the contradicton to the universal – absolute – truthn which is the foundaton of the systems–
establishments sustaining and defning the human nature and the very existence of man: this truth is constant and unchangeable as its source – God
– is constant and unchangeable {Psalm: 101(102):27(28)}; heresy modifes this truth into the lies: it suppresses the truth of God with the false and
lies of men {e.g.n in: Jeremiah 8:8–9; Matthew 23:13–15; Luke 11:52; Romans 1:18–32}.
For a Christann the examples of such absolute truth are the aaw of God {The Ten Commandments, which defne the human nature and the
relations of a human being with God–Creator and other human beings – Exodus 20:1–17; Deuteronomy 6:4–5; Leviticus 19:18; Matthew 22:37–40}
and the Christan teachings revealed by the Word of God – aord Jesus Christ {The Gospels}. Consequentlyn heresy is any assertonn which contradicts
the commandments of God and modifes or misinterprets the words of Godn which are conveyed by the Prophets and the Apostles and conveyed by
the Books of the Prophets – the Old Testamentn and the Gospels – the New Testamentn also known as the Holy Scriptures or the Bible.
As it could be inferred from the history of Western civilizatonn there are two most favorable conditons for propagaton of heresy:
1/ the audience of a heretc should consist from the people who do not have access to the Holy Scriptures and are ignorant in the maters of
faith; the wide spread of heresies in Medieval Europe followed restricton of the access to the Bible. In 1229n the Inquisiton in Toulouse announced
prohibiton of the Bible: the Bible became the forbidden book for the laity. The patern established by the papal Inquisiton became the favorite way
of actons for all those who strive to enslave men. Seven centuries latern the bolshevist/communist party repeated the Inquisiton’s decision: in
post–1917 Russian the Bible also became the forbidden book; todayn the Bible is forbidden for the people living in the countries with totalitarian and
oppressive regimesn which suppress freedom of consciencen freedom of religionn and freedom of thinkingn which are the unalienable rights of a
human being created in image and afer likeness of the Almighty God [[the current “politcal correctness” looks like an atempt to fll the shoes of
the Medieval Inquisiton: it assumed the task of exterminaton of God from the media and offcial life of the society with the fervor similar to the
eagerness of the Inquisitors to exterminate the diierent–minded and schismatcs who refused to recognize the right of the self–deifed pope to sit
at the place of God in His temple]].
Consequentlyn during many centuriesn the knowledge of the original words of God and His aaw was forbidden for the vast majority of the papal
subjects who were fed with the images produced by the Magisteriumn and had to accept as the divine truth any assertonn which the papal hierarchy
considered benefcial for its own purposes. The Inquisiton’s decision was supported with the drastc measures; for examplen William Tyndale who
translated the Bible into English (published in 1526)n has to flee Englandn yetn eventuallyn in 1536n he was arrested and burned at the stake [Trager
174n 179; Baybrook 603; “Preface”]
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2/ the spiritualn secularn or sometmes both types of the power sustainn protectn and propagate heresy; e.g.n in the heathen Roman Empire
sustained by the cult of divine emperorn disobedience to the living deity–emperor was heresy equated with the state treason and punished with
death. aatern in the papal church of Romen disobedience to (as well as any disagreement with) the Roman pope and “the superiors” (members of the
papal hierarchy) were equated with the deadly heresy and mortal sin: the special oppressive structure – the papal Inquisiton was established for
exterminaton of the heretcsn disobedientn schismatcsn and freethinkers.
The controlling structures of all establishments evaluate as heresy any belief–opinion–system of thoughtn which contradicts or modifes an
assumpton or a set of assertons accepted as “the absolute truthn” and whichn thereforen challenges or threatens the authority. Consequentlyn the
word “heresy” is applied to all spheres of the human thoughtn which evolve at the mutual foundaton accepted by the majority as the
unchangeable–untouchable–absolute truth; the term “heretc” might be used by any establishmentn which protects own foundaton from
modifcatons and changes.
Howevern sometmesn the offcial “truth” of the establishment might be neither “the absolute” nor “the truth” at all.
The general systems theory facilitates comprehension of the meaning and the consequences of heresy.
For achievement of a purposen the mind creates an assumpton or a set of assertonsn which it recognizes as the absolute truth or which it
makes the absolute truth for other minds and subsystems. This absolute truth becomes the foundaton for a doctrinen conceptn theoryn beliefn etc.
on which the mind [[or a group/pool/net of minds that belong to people–believers–followers–subjects]] builds a system–establishment intended to
achieve some purposes by implementaton the beliefs into the actuality. The derivatves of the absolute truth become the laws–conditons–terms–
rules through which the establishment–system achieves the purposes. It means that any doubt – especially if embodied into structures–
organizatons opposing the existng social–politcal–religious–state order – resultng in modifcaton of the absolute truth–core–main code of the
system leads to failure to achieve the system’s purposes and to the consequent destructon of the original system. The mind of heretc becomes the
core of destructon either own or the establishment that embodies “the absolute truthn” which the heretc defes.
For instancen in a case of politcal establishments: distrust of a government leads to creaton of the organized oppositonn which – if it
overthrows the governmentn gains access to the power of coercionn and assumes the authority to judgen killn and destroy – ruins the original politcal
and social structuresn changes the hierarchies of valuesn lawsn powern distributon of beneftsn assassinates the followers of the overthrown
governmentn and undertakes other actons usually referred to as “revoluton.”
In a case of any religion or politcal regimen heresy leads to the uter discontent among the followers and might result in schismn creaton of
sectsn and perversion of the main assumptonsn which are the original foundaton of the religious/politcal establishment; it also might trigger oi
religious wars/revolutons/rebellions and persecutons of the heretcs/apostates/politcal opponents/rebels. According to the most dangerous
scenario known from the history and followed by the contemporary conquerors – the assimilaton technique [[concerning the assimilaton
technique – in its either slow or forceful version – see Concept of Disintegraton in The Invincible Empire, Chapter 9n or Buninenn Survivals the
Metamanaeement Cincept, esp.n Figure 14; or The Metamanaeement – Science if Buninenn Survival. Vilume 1s Banic Cinceptn, Theirc if Decac
and Dentructin, Chapter 3]]n the heretcs/politcal opponents penetrate the highest levels of the hierarchy and thenn use the existng structures of
power for destructon of the same establishmentn which they were created to control and protect. In this casen heresy gradually and for the majority
of subjects unnotceably supplants the absolute truth untl the original religion/politcal regime is perverted completely.
In the theological domainn there are two types of heresy; both of them are the consequence of the diierent levels of development and
diierent abilites to comprehend the absolute truth or the universal lawn which controls existence of the world and defnes the connecton of a
human being with God–Creator and with other creatons:
1/ immaturity of the mind–creator of the thoughtn which contradicts the absolute truth of the establishment; in this casen the level of
development of the mind–heretc is lower than the average level of development of the mindsn which compose the establishment; in this casen
heresy is a consequence of inability to comprehend the inner harmony of the absolute truth and congruence of this absolute truth and the nature
[[that is to comprehend the systemn which accommodate the mind’s existence]]
2/ inconsistency of the absolute truth of the establishment to the nature–main law of the worldn which accommodates existence of this
establishment. In this casen the assertons and assumptonsn which the establishment holds to be the absolute truthn in factn are misinterpretatonsn
distortonsn or misreading of the main law–nature–absolute truth of the world in which the establishment came into existence. Thereforen the level
of development of the mind exceeds the level of development of the establishmentn and the establishment is heretcn not the mindn which defes
the establishment’s offcial “truths.”
Consequentlyn the main problem with heresy is determinaton:
– who is the heretc
– which one of two interpretatons of the absolute truth confrms the main–universal law
– who is wrong – an establishment or the mind defying the establishment.
Usuallyn the last judgment belongs to the siden which possesses the actual power of coercionn although it might be deprived of knowledge of
the truth.
The most signifcant problem with heresy and its carriers–heretcs always is distncton between the false knowledge (that is heresy) and the
true knowledge–consequence of the higher level of development of the mindn because all establishments exterminate heresy: in the worst (for
heretcs) casen through physical exterminaton; in the best (for heretcs) casen the heretcs are allowed existence although they are separated from
the establishment and prohibited to influence the others. Usuallyn such a separaton looks like expulsion (excommunicaton)n changes in social or
other statusn re–educatonn and mandatory access to additonal informaton or knowledge with which the establishment justfes its outlook and
atempts to transform the mind–heretc into own loyal subject.
Some researchers came to a conclusion that the heretcs and heresies are behind the overall development of the scientfcn social and politcal
establishmentsn as well as the statesn natonsn and societes: that what is recognized as heresy todayn might become the proven truth tomorrow.
Howevern such a conclusion reflects the actuality of establishments built on the false knowledge: in such a casen the heretc atempts to
redefne the knowledge accepted as the truthn to prevent/stop the processes of collapsen and to turn the establishment to the path of evoluton.
Such atempts almost always lead to bad consequences for the heretc: not everyone is capable to overturn the evil empires.
For instancen Aristotle’s doctrine absorbed the Plato’s asserton [Timaeus 31a–b] that God created only one Universe (fourth century B.C.);
following Aristotlen Ptolemy (A.D. second century) developed the earth–centered concept of the Universen and Thomas Aquinas made it the artcle
of the Catholic faith (thirteenth century). In the seventeenth centuryn the popes Paul V and Urban VIII declared that Galileo Galilei and Giordano
Bruno are heretcs because they defend Copernican “heresy” – the Sun–centered concept of the Universe. The papal Inquisiton
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–– had burned Giordano Bruno at the stake for his atempts to disprove the Aristotelian–Ptolemaic–Aquinas Earth–centered cosmos and for
the noton of the infnite universe consistng from the multple worlds (and for some other assertons inconsistent with the papal “truths”)
and
–– persecuted Galileo Galilei for the support of Copernican astronomy [Baybrook 280–283; Trager 211n 223n 232].
aatern the fact that the Earth moves around the Sun was recognized as the proven truth; the concept of multple worlds stll awaits the proof.
Historicallyn heresy always was a signifcant threat to any religionn any politcal organizatonn and any society. The main danger of heresy is that
by weakening the belief into the truth accepted as the absoluten heresy weakens the establishmentn which the people built to embody this truth
into their existence. In such a sensen the influence of heresy might be likened to invisible corrosion of the iron framen which sustains the building:
iron becomes rustyn and the building collapses. So farn the deadly influence of heresy became a subject of concern for all structures of power. The
heathen societes developed most elaborated techniques for fnding and exterminatng of heretcsn because
– they assumed that a change of beliefs triggers the wrath of gods and the consequent ruin of the city/societyn which harbors heretcs or even
tolerates their existence
– the value of human life was defned by the market price of a slave.
The Chaldeans created the most elaborated system of social and politcal protecton – the universal modeln which determined the longevity of
the Chaldean–Babylonian civilizaton (3000~539 B.C.). The traces of this model can be detected in Egyptann Minoann Greekn and thenn Roman
structures of the power. In partcularn the law issued by the king was the absolute law even in the religious mater; the king himself has no authority
to change his own law afer it was enacted {Daniel 6:8, 12, 15}.
Following the universal modeln the heathen societes of ancient civilizatons held the religious beliefs to be the most signifcant element of the
cohesive power [[although the doctrines and the deites could be diierent – e.g.n tailored to local traditons]]n which sustains the establishment and
defnes its strength in the tme of peace and prosperity as well as in the tme of war and troubles.
In factn even todayn all kinds of establishments – without exceptonsn tyrannies as well as democracies – follow the ancient Egyptan dogma:
the absolute authority to defne the beliefs of the subjects and defne the meaning of truth (as well as the meaning of good and eviln virtue and sin)
belongs to of the head of the hierarchy: pharaoh (thenn king–ruler–pope–leader–etc.). Anyone who challenges this authority must be exterminatedn
exiledn expelledn proclaimed to be insanen that is by any means must be removed from any positon of influence on the others.
In ancient Greecen Plato invented the special Nocturnal Counciln which controlled the people’s beliefs and the manner of life; the Council had
the peculiar rights:
– for the sake of salvaton of person’s soul to imprison a person whose openly expressed beliefs or behavior are inconsistent with those
accepted by the state
– to impose the penalty of death (without proper burial) on those who have not returned to the “right mind” afer imprisonment and
persuasion
– to determinen who “deserve more than one death” [Laws 908a–en 909a–910dn 951c–en 961a–b] that is to condemn the soul of heretc to the
eternal death afer executon. This right illustrates the Minoan legacy at workn yet the right of Minos the sacred king and Judge of the dead is
transferred to the establishmentn which in Plato’s case is the social–politcal system ruled by the elite of slave–owners.
For a free thinkern the only problem in such situatons would be determinaton whose mind is more insane – one who risks his life by preaching
new fantasies or one who protects the old fantasies by ascribing to himself the power to rule the afer–life and to condemn the soul of “heretc” to
spiritual death. Yetn even if the truth is knownn the very nature of man urges him to rebel against false and lies; the problem is that without
knowledge of truthn the rebelsn at least temporarilyn accept other lies and follow other deceivers.
The Plato’s Nocturnal Council realized the authority of the Polis/city–state and protected the society with eradicaton of religious non–
conformists. By such actonsn the state expected to prevent dreadful anger of gods and to protect itself from destructon. The Plato’s Council
became a precursor of the oppressive structures intended to protect social and politcal stability through the implementaton of standardized
social–politcal–religious–ideological–scientfc–etc. beliefs and suppression of free thinkingn which could create any kind of oppositon. Thenn the
Plato’s design was actualized into the papal Inquisiton and the consequent structures of coercive powern which were created afer the Inquisiton’s
blueprint; for instancen such as special secret police in Communistn Fascistn and Nazi regimes.
The Romansn who conquered Greece and made the heathen Greek theology and philosophy the foundaton for their empiren classifed heresy
as treason punishable by death.
In 1199n pope Innocent III equated heresy to the state treason as it was in the heathen Roman Empire [in: Vergentis In Senium]. The meaning of
treason in this case was contradicton to the religious beliefs and artcles of faith acknowledged as the papal dogman and that is why the Inquisiton
came to existence: to guard purity of faith of the papal subjects. aatern the Inquisiton evolved into the “great system of ant–heretcal machinery” of
the papal churchn and the most effciently organized system of persecuton; it hunted and exterminated heretcs with “ferocity unknown in any
beast” [Burman 222; aea 1:335; Maycock 104; Durant (1950) 784].
Howevern
1/ the Inquisitonn as well as “ferocity of a beastn” is not compatble with Christanity
2/ the “ecclesiastc–politc–fnancial organizaton” – the papal church of Romen is not the Christan Churchn because it had demonstrated its
incompatbility with the Christan teachings and its destructve potental with the sacrilege and destructon of the Christan temples of
Constantnople during Catholic Crusade (1204)n murder of “the Greeks” – the Greek Christansn with the unspeakable evil of the Crusades during
eleventh–ffeenth centuriesn with the torture chambers and the stakes of the Inquisitonn with politcal assassinatons and plots [[for instancen see
history of France and England [e.g.n in: Grun; Trager] and the history of papacy in: Dicumentn if the Chrintan Church, Enccclipedia if the Vatcan
and Papacc, Herenien if the Chrintan Church, New Cathilic Enccclipedia (1967 editon)n The Inquinitin if the Middle Aeen, The Inquinitins The
Hammer if Herenc, The Chair if Saint Peters A Hintirc if the Papacc – in Referencen below]] with acceptance of the politcal theology of Aquinas
and heresy of Manicheansn and with corrupton and perversion revealed by the current world–wide scandals (especiallyn abuse of children and the
faithful by the papal clergy and the cover–up of sexual crimes by the papal hierarchy).
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[Concerning the Inquisitonn see The Church ailitants
Chapter 7.

in Dictrine if Thiman Aquinan. Pilitcal Theiliec, or my book The Invincible Empiren

Σ14 For instancen the use of imaginaton reveals the irreconcilable diierence between the Catholicism and Orthodox Christanity.
In the ffh–twelfh centuryn the Byzantne theologians [[those who later were identfed as the Greek Orthodox theologians]] already held that
images of the sensible things bring the soul into “the turmoil of the passionsn” and the intellectn which is “fed by the senses” and atached to
imaginatonn creates “impure passions”; imaginaton of evil leads to the desire of eviln then to the feeling of pleasure or pain proceeding from eviln
thenn the mind becomes “fully conscious of itn” thenn the mind unites itself with evil [in: St. Maximus the Confessor §38n §75 in: The Philokalia 2:195n
203; Ilias the Presbyter IV:123 in: The Philokalia 3:63].
Thusn since the ffh centuryn the Greek Orthodox theologians comprehend the work of imaginaton as the logical chainn which begins with
creaton of image and is completed with substtuton of the imaginary word/dream/fgment of imaginaton for the actuality:
an image of sensible things

the fruit of imaginaton, passion, desire

actually experienced pain or pleasure

an awareness of the connecton between imaginaton and a real pain or pleasure

a transformaton of the imaginaton into the source of real pain or pleasure

the substtuton of the imaginary world for the reality
To the contraryn in the thirteenth centuryn Thomas Aquinas asserted that the mind has to employ phantasms in the act of thinking/cogniton
[Thomas Aquinas Summa Theologica III Q.11 a2; Emery IV:7–8].
Howevern “to employ phantasms” means to use the “imaginatve facultyn” which is seen as the intermediary between the sensual percepton
and the mind: the mind creates thought and knowledge by the power of reasoning based on informaton provided by imaginaton and sensual
percepton.
At the same tmen the Greek Orthodox traditon held any knowledge created with the partcipaton of imaginaton cannot be spiritual; it is the
knowledge of the mater incapable of reaching “the things of the Spirit” [St. Gregory Palamas §§16–20 99–101].
Son there is a clear indicaton of the irreversible split: in the Western theological thoughtn phantasms were admited as the source of the
knowledge of God; in the East [[Byzantum]]n fgments of imaginaton were excluded from the theological studiesn and human imaginaton was not
accepted as the source of knowledge of God.
To the oppositen in the ffeenth centuryn Catholic theologians already widely used imaginaton as the basis for mystcismn theological conceptsn
and practcal tasks. For instancen
– Denys the Carthusian (1402–1471) describes the “art of meditaton” as the constant processn which includes the following steps:
a/ the mind arises from images to abstractons
b/ the mind reverses to phantasms
c/ from the phantasmsn the mind again rises to abstractonn and so on with the objectve to become able to disregard images and ascend to
God [in: Emery IV:14];
– the Spiritual Exercises of Ignatus of aoyola include the complete set of meditatons on phantasmsn with which aoyola intends to “seek and
fnd the divine will” and to train men to overcome own personality and unreservedly submit own life to the hierarchical church [Ignatus of aoyola
Spiritual Exercises §§1n 21n 353 in: Personal Writings 283n 287n 356].
Thusn the phantasms of the material world are expected to lif the mind at frstn at the level of abstract immaterial categoriesn thenn to God.
Although such expectatons are not diierent from the expectatons of the Plato’s consummated philosopher to cognize the eternal immaterial
essences of things and the thoughts of deitesn imaginaton had received the place of legitmate source of the knowledge of God. Own imaginaton
became the roots and beginning of meditaton [e.g.n Emery IV:7] for the theologians whon neverthelessn contnued to identfy themselves as the
Christans; thenn Ignatus of aoyola put imaginaton at work as the means of training for the service of the papal hierarchy.
Howevern there always are the independent thinkers through whom the human intelligence survives. For instancen in the seventeenth centuryn
Blaise Pascal described imaginaton as the “arrogant powern the enemy of reasonn” which has become a second nature of man; while reason detects
miseryn imaginaton covers misery with glory [Pascal Pensées §82 186]. The defniton provided by Blaise Pascal exposes the scale of expansion of
use of imaginaton (it became a second nature of man) and the consequences of its misuse.
In the following centuriesn the false images and fantasies perverted the human nature and actvated the processes of destructon. The
following examples disclose a part of the philosophical foundaton on which imaginaton was admited as the actual source of knowledge for many
generatons of the papal theologians and the subjects of the papal church.
1/ John Duns Scotus (1266/1274?–1308)n with the reference to the text of the Catholic saint Augustnen declares: things learned through
senses are truen because with them people learn the heaven and the earth. With the reference to Aristotlen he concludes: imaginaton interprets the
phantasms that are “sensible impressions or images” as the true reflecton of reality [Duns Scotus 322n 350; Augustne On The Trinity XV:12 – ref.
and qtd. in: Duns Scotus 322].
That is how theologians began to recognize phantasms and imaginaton as the true reflecton of reality. Senses serve those who live at the
Earth and have to learn the visiblen discerniblen perceivable Earth – the world of the mater. Yetn although it is irratonal to assume that senses can
perceive the invisible immaterial realmn which people traditonally refer to as “the heavenn” the senses did become the main source of knowledge
about the reality of the Spirit (the heaven) and the frst authority for the authors of imaginary interactve theology.
2/ When Catholic saint Bonaventura (1221–1274) presumes that it is possible to know God “through creatures in the natural light of reasonn”
he asserts that “the dark” and a creature might be the means to learn the light/God and knowledge of the creature is an “intermediate laddern”
which “by the mode of image” elevates to the knowledge of God [Bonaventura 131–133n 136].
Such an atempt to learn the light by knowledge of the darkness is irratonal constructon andn from the theological point of viewn heresyn which
directly contradicts the words of St. John the Apostle: “God is light and no darkness is in Him – none” {1 John 1:5}. Furthermoren according to the
Church dogma accepted by many theologiansn including Tomas Aquinasn whose politcal theology is the offcial doctrine of the papal church of
Romen blasphemy is any suggeston of any possibility of any analogy between the atributes of God and the propertes of creatures.
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For instancen Aquinas describes blasphemy as a sin commited directly against God; blasphemy is more grievous sin than murder: it denotes
the disparagement of the goodness of God when somebody suggests something inappropriate or incompatble with Godn e.g.n ascribes the
propertes of God to His creatons or makes false statements about God [Summa Theologica II–II Q.13 a1n a2n a3].
It means that Catholic saint Bonaventura begins to create his “knowledge of God” with blasphemy – a sin against God.
3/ Nicolaus of Cusa (1401–1464) writes about the common percepton of the “greatest philosophers and theologians” who held that the visible
world is the true reflecton of the invisible and it is possible “in a dark mannern” through analogies and through creaturesn to rise to the knowledge
of God. Although no image can be formed without material sensible thingsn the image is the only unquestonable way to obtain knowledge of the
unknown things: the more abstracts a theologian extracts from the sensible things “the more secure and certain” is the knowledge of the divine.
Thusn the knowledge of the divine things might be obtained only through the symbolsn and the best of them are the mathematcal symbolsn or
according to Boethiusn without knowledge of mathematcsn the knowledge of divine is not possible [Nicolaus of Cusa 21–24; Boethius ref. in:
Nicolaus of Cusa 22].
Not many theologians were able to ascend the mathematcal–symbolical–theological abstracton; the majority followed the commonly
accepted method: produced “the divine knowledge” with own imaginaton.
That is how the contemporary Western theology (Catholicismn or the doctrine of the papal church of Rome) became the mixture of heathen
philosophical doctrines (mostlyn the Orphic doctrines re–invented and interpreted by Platon Aristotlen and Proclus)n heresiesn and fantasies produced
with unguarded imaginaton and covered with wordings from the Holy Scriptures. The philosophizing theologians and divinersn as well as their
spiritual descendents – contemporary theologiansn disregarded the truth that knowledge of the divine (the Spirit) cannot be inferred from the
knowledge of sensible things (the mater)n otherwise – in contradicton to the words of God {in: Exodus 33:20} – it would be possible to see God and
to live. Yetn the philosophizing theologians had found other sources of revelatons. Some of themn for instancen accepted the asserton of heathen
philosopher Proclus that although the divine is uncognizable by the reason and cannot be subject to an opinionn the propertes of gods may be
inferred and known from the beingsn which depend on godsn or the divine may be known “from the existents which partcipate it” [Proclus Prop.
123]. Howevern this asserton conveys the essence of the heathenism created by imaginaton: materializaton of gods; it also confrms
incompatbility of the Western (heathen) and Christan theologies.
Σ15 The line of the most influental philosophizing theologians – authors of heretcal doctrines–misinterpretatons of the Holy Scriptures begins
with Philo of Alexandria (the Old Testament)n and contnues with Origenn Augustne of Hippon and Thomas Aquinas (the Old Testament and the New
Testament).
Philo of Alexandria was the learned Pharisee from the aevites {in the time of Moses, the priests of tribe of Levi were designated to be the
keepers of the holy covenant with God, priests, and teachers of Israel – Deuteronomy 33:8–10} and the leader of the Jewish colony of Alexandrian
Egypt (in A.D. 40). One Philo’s brother was responsible for collecton of the custom dues for all goodsn which Egypt imported [[the tax collector]].
One of his sons married Bernicen the sister of Herod Agrippa I – the last of the kings of Herod’s dynasty mentoned in the Bible { Acts 25:13, 26; 26:1,
28–32}. Another Philo’s brother became the apostate who assumed a Roman name – Tiberius Alexander; he served the Roman Empire as the
Procurator of Judea and thenn the Prefect of Egypt.
Philo received a traditonal Jewish educatonn yetn devoted himself to the extensive studies in the Greek languagen culturen and especiallyn
philosophy. In the pursuit of heathen – thereforen inappropriate for the descendent of aevi as well as for any pious Jew – knowledgen Philo came to
the agreement with the Egyptan symbolism; subsequentlyn he adopted the Pythagorean doctrinen Stoicismn Platonismn and some other conceptsn
which entertained the Greek elite. Philo’s input into the heresies compiled with symbolic thinking of the philosophizing mind includes
1/ Hellenistc Judaismn which is the fruit of philosophical and symbolic interpretaton of the Books of Moses with Greek heathen philosophy and
Egyptan symbolism
2/ asserton that Moses was a cosmopolitan and adept of Egyptan philosophy
3/ concept of “divine madness” as the source of Judaism.
Philo of Alexandria and – in direct contradicton to the warning of St. Paul the Apostle {Colossians 2:8} – Origenn his followersn and some
Eastern and Western Christan theologians and philosophers promoted the idea of the actual connecton between the teachings of the Hebrew
Prophets and Greek heathen philosophyn especially similarity between the Greek myths about creaton of the Universe and the Book of Genesis.
They suggested the identcal foundatonn the same source of both systems of knowledgen or at least the direct influence or borrowingn especially in
respect to the concepts of goodn wisdomn knowledgen and law.
Afer Philo of Alexandrian Origenn and Augustnen heathen philosophy and symbolism flooded works of the Western theologians. Illiteracy and
the consequent irratonal assertons of connecton between the writngs of the Hebrew Prophets and the ancient Greek philosophy allowed some
Western theologians to accept heathen philosophy as the truthn utlize its vocabulary and logical methods. Their works demonstrate how the
heathen imaginary polytheistc worlds contaminated the theological foundaton of the European civilizaton. Ultmatelyn the addicton of the
Western (papal) theologians to heathen dream worlds resulted in substtuton of the heathenism (Aristotle–Aquinas’ politcal theology) for the
Christan teachings.
Σ16 The Orphic prime beast–serpent entered the myths and fairy tales of other tmes and natons as the basiliskn a monster in a form of serpent
or dragon with killing breath and glance whichn as the glance of Greek Gorgon snake–haired Medusan kills all living beings around.
Σ17 Gar Baybrook defnes Gnostcism as a mixture of Greek heathen philosophyn astrologyn Egyptan mythologyn Babylonian and Persian
dualismn etc.n produced by “elaboraton of imaginaton” and with the “Greek mentality” [Baybrook 182–183].
See Heathen Philiniphc and the Wentern Civilizatin
Σ18 Currentlyn contnuaton of the ancient beast–worship might be diagnosedn for instancen in transhumanism and in the logic of the
contemporary darwinism– and atheism–driven ethics–free scientsts and researchers. The followers of transhumanism contemplate improvement
of the human nature and manufacturing of supermen: they atempt to chain man to their understanding of perfecton and to “lif man up” to the
new creature with abilitesn which would overcome both – human and animal – natures. In their hatred to God and to His creatonsn frstlyn to mann
the darwinism/atheism–driven scientsts downgrade man and throw the human nature downn at the level of animals. In factn they are in the state of
secretn yet constantn war with the remnants of the human reason.
This war can be easily identfed through the ferocious fghtng against any positve menton of God in median schoolsn research insttutonsn
governmentn politcaln and social structures. All knowledge–creatng establishments are penetrated with propaganda of the basic heathen
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assumpton that man does not diier from animal. This propaganda allows increasing negaton of the traditonal human values; as the resultn
cynicismn corruptonn and perversion supplanted mercyn humanismn virtues and human dignity within many societes and their socialn politcaln and
educatonal insttutonsn which in the recent Past tolerated Christan teachings.
Atheismn assumpton of similarity of human and animal naturen and eradicaton of the very meaning of human dignity make possible to spend
enormous funds on non–human experiments on the humans and animalsn including those that intervene with the natural reproducton of humans
and animals (e.g.n “creaton” of chimeras – human–animal embryos). Having been unable to cure the lethal human diseases and understand that
these diseases are the means of self–annihilaton with which the nature prevents further abnormal mutatons of immune systemn thereforen
degeneraton of human naturen the darwinism/atheism–driven scientsts downgrade man at the level of rodents and monkeysn on which they
develop their “medicinen” vaccinesn and “remedies”.
Howevern the simple truth is that the rodent–monkey–based medicine is not eiectve for human beings and their long–term consequences for
the human nature are not known. For instancen with all the costly eiorts and their results – drugs and medical techniquesn the sciences are neither
able to fnd the real causes nor eiectve treatment of cancer of all kindsn tuberculosisn poliomyelitsn HIVn allergies and other immune disordersn
mental illnesses and disordersn as well as many other plagues. Moreovern the monstrous ignorance of “saviors of mankind” and its fruitsn for
instancen such as poisonous drugsn trigger the next circle of abnormal mutatonsn thusn increase the overall suieringn spread mental and physical
perversionn and eventuallyn might culminate in annihilaton of mankind.
Indeedn as of todayn the meaning of humaneness is already forgoten by many.
For instancen the recent Past discloses the potental of unleashed ethics–free “scientfc” imaginaton. In partcularn the Nazi scientsts accepted
the noton of racial inferiority of non–German natons. Within the society that worshiped neo–pagan cult of Nazismn they asserted that human
beingsn who belong to the “inferior natonsn” are not complete human beingsn that they are “underhumans” not diierent from animals.
Consequentlyn with their logicn they inferred that if man constructed slaughterhouses for animals and if “underhumans” do not diier from animalsn
the unwanted “underhumans” – in the similar fashionn as their equals (animals) –
–– can be “processed” with a partcular “eiectve devicen” e.g.n such as a concentraton camp
–– the ashes from the ovens of such a camp can be used as a fertlizer for the German soil
–– the “underhumans” in the concentraton camps can be used as the laboratory animals.
As the history of the totalitarian sates of the twenteth century illustratesn the reasons of denigraton of human beings can be traced to the
legacy of the ancient civilizatons: idol–worship [[cult of state and party leaders]]; howevern the scale of human sacrifces is incomparably enormous.
See Heathen Philiniphc and the Wentern Civilizatin
Σ19 Proclus [A.D. 410–485]n “the Platonic Successor” [Thomas Taylorn in: Fragments]n and the last prominent heathen philosophern realized the
weak points of the Plato’s doctrine and edited it. In partcularn he ascribed to gods such a feature as “a measure of things existentn” postulated that
the human soul possesses all Forms [The Elements of Theology Prop. 117n 194]n and made some other improvements with whichn as he expectedn
heathen theology and philosophy would be capable of overthrowing the Christan teaching.
In spite of his animosity toward Christanityn Proclus borrowed and misinterpreted the Christan concept of Trinity into the propositons
concerning the unity of gods. In his combed version of the Plato’s doctrinen the traditonal mythical gods (adulterers and murderersn by whose
adventures the poets of ancient Greece fed spectators in the theatres) were integrated into the self–suffcient unity of gods – “self–complete
henads” (or monads in other works) above beingn lifen and intelligence. Within such unity of “self–completed henads” [Proclus The Elements of
Theology Prop. 113–115n 117n 119n 120n 121n 123]n
a/ the essence of gods might be described by “supra–existental good” – pure goodness and pure unityn which transcends the distnctn yetn
universal principles: beingn lifen and intelligence
b/each god–unit is the fulfllment of the Providence and is the measure of all things; the substance of each god consists from the transcendent
excellence and from the incomprehensiblen unitaryn and secret knowledge
[[by the wayn how such irratonal constructons can ever be accepted as “knowledge”? Indeedn
a/ if each god is the measure of all thingsn it means that poor humans might be lost in the multtudes of measuresn because they should have so
many measures of all things as many gods they have
b/ if the gods consist from incomprehensiblen unitaryn and secret knowledgen how the mind had learnt of their existence and how it can
measure all things if gods – who are the measures of all things – are incomprehensible?]]
c/ divine is uncognizable by the reason and cannot be subject to opinion; howevern the propertes of gods might be inferred from their
subjects.
The medieval philosophizing theologians eagerly accepted the Proclus’ asserton that the propertes of gods can be inferred from their subjects
and began to cognize God through the images of “sensible things.”
The Proclus’ innovaton illustrates heathen interactve theology at work: the mythical indiscreet gods of Homer – adulterersn pervertsn killersn
undergo transformaton into the embodiments of the “supra–existental good” and the intelligence when philosophers need to justfy their
philosophical doctrines and to elevate fgments of own imaginaton to the level of secret sacred knowledge.
In the sixth centuryn the Proclus’ writngs had been slightly modifed with the Christan terminology and issued under the name of Dionysius
the Areopagite – the Greek mystcn sagen and philosopher of the frst century {Dionysius the Areopagite became the Christian with the assistance of
St. Paul the Apostle – Acts 17:33–34}.
The theologians who were eager to unify heathen philosophy and Christanity accepted the fabricated treatse as the genuine and used it to
prove similarity of the Platonism and Christanity. Even afer discovery of Proclus’ authorshipn Thomas Aquinasn Nicolaus of Cusan and other Catholic
theologians contnued to use the Proclus’ doctrinen which provided them with an explanaton of everything through “analysis of consciousness.”
With the Proclus’ mythical theology based on the Orphismn they accepted the set of images that “builds up a world in the mind out of materials
furnished by the mind itself” [Dodds xxvi–xxviin xxx–xxxiii (qtd. xxxiii)] – that is the imaginary world of heathen interactve theology based on the
Orphism.
Σ20 See The Vinecard and Itn enninn
Σ21 For the ancient Israelitesn it was the forbidden practce to think about God as about the Being Who has any material formn likenessn or
resemblance within the material worldn which He created. The Israelites received especial warning against acceptance of any form as likeness of
God: they had been given the vision of no formn whenn at Mount Sinain God spoke to them out of the midst of fre. Thereforen they should neither
make any images of God in the likeness of anything that exists within the material world nor worship any images of the creatons of Godn esp.n such
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as the Moonn starsn animalsn reptlesn etc. {in: Deuteronomy 4:13, 15–20}.
Making of images has two phases: work of the imaginaton as creaton of thoughtn and work of hands when the invisible fruit of imaginaton –
the created thoughtn is materialized into visible perceivable material things: booksn statuesn fgurinesn idols – socialn politcaln religious insttutonsn
etc.
The frst phase embraces the invisible work of imaginaton inside the mind when the mind assemblesn modifesn and re–arranges the images of
the surrounding material world. The imaginaton has only one source – the world of the matern yetn with the knowledge of the world of the matern
the mind is able neither to comprehend nor to reflect the realm of God–Spirit. It means that the mind must not compose own image of God because
the knowledge it creates itself from the images of the material world is inadequaten thereforen false.
A human mind is the system–creatng realityn and the human thought is an accomplished creaton – systemn which changes the surrounding
world and influences existence of men. A human being was created in the image and afer likeness of God; it means that the mind is the perfect
reality tuned to the divine energy of creaton. When the mind creates the false image of Godn it instantly distorts and disorders/modifes own
essence – the core structures correlated with the meanings of truthn purposesn and valuesn which sustain existence of man and his world. The
modifed/distorted structures are incapable to perceive the divine energy of creaton and transform it into the life–sustaining energy form: the
knowledge of life – own as well as the co–related beingsn realitesn and systems. The modifcaton inevitably results in perversion and thenn
destructonn because as soon as the modifed with the false knowledge structures of the mind are incapable to sustain normal/natural existence of
the mind and the bodyn the program of annihilaton of a body is actvated.
Σ22 For in
stancen some Socrates’ suggestons [Plato Meno 89cn 99b–en 100a–b; Protagoras 361a–b; Cratylus 400d] were interpreted as the reminiscence
of the Hebrew Prophetsn especiallyn two following assumptons:
– virtue is knowledgen which cannot be taught by people or acquired by nature – it is given by the divine dispensaton
– men know nothing about gods; the nature and names of gods are hidden from men.

Σ23 Although Joseph was betrayed by his own brothersn falsely accused by the mistress of his Egyptan ownern and imprisoned for the crime he
did not commitn he became the actual ruler of Egypt and the teacher of governance and survival { Genesis 37; 39; 40; 41; 42; 43; 44; 45; 46; 47; 48;
49; 50; Psalm 104(105):5–22}.
Ultmatelyn Joseph enslaved the Egyptan populaton (with excepton of the priests) that preferred slavery to death from starvatonn deprived
them from the possession of the land they toiledn and established taxes on all they produced. It was not only an interestng payment for Joseph’s
inital slavery and tribulatons; it established the long–lastng paternn which might be discerned even in the contemporary politcs.
Σ24 The summary of the Thomas Aquinas’ image of his god: “the First Mover unmovedn” set in moton by no othern the frst agentn the frst
effcient cause with the form as an essencen or the self–subsistng formn “which cannot be received in mater”; the ideas exist in divine mindn and
these ideas are not generated; they are “exemplars and likeness of things according to both form and matern” which create things. From the Wordn
these ideas/forms “flow into thingsn” and the multtudes of ideas in the divine mind correspond to the multtudes of created things. Thenn “the
divine essence is being itself” and as other intelligible forms it can be united to created intellect; such unifcaton makes intellect “actual”: the
human soul is the form/idea united with the mater. As soon as “the dignity of form exceeds the capacity of matern” the mater (human flesh
endowed with sensory percepton) does not completely absorb the soul that makes the soul–form/idea able to operate in the levels inaccessible for
the mater. Men are “bound of necessity” to love this god [Truth Q.3 a1 rn ad5; Q.19 a2; Summa Theologica I Q.2n a2n a3; Q.3 a1n a2 ro3; Q.12. a2;
Q.47 a1n a2; II–II Q.104 a3 ro3; The Unicity of the Intellect 254].
Thomas Aquinas constructs his image of God with the Plato’s concept of forms/ideas elaborated by Proclus. For examplen if Plato envisioned
idea/form as the kind of lesser godn Proclus elaborated a form as a wholen which consists from a number of “atomic individuals” altogether making
the form. Each Proclus’ god within the unity of plurality of gods is a self–complete unit (in Aquinas’ interpretaton – “self–subsistng form”) andn as
any intelligencen is a complete set of forms [Proclus Prop. 74n 114n 177]: the Aquinas’ descripton of the Word–God almost literally coincides with
the Proclus’ text [[concerning Proclusn see Note 19 above]].
Aquinas not only reiterates some wordings borrowed from Proclus; the ideasn which Aquinas has discovered within the mind of his godn are not
diierent from the Plato’s forms/god–like beings. It looks like Aquinas has found new deity – “the divine essence”; alson he repeats the Proclus’
defniton of the primal intelligence as a complete set of forms [Proclus Prop. 160n 177]: it means that Aquinas substtuted the heathen deites for
God of Christans and accepted Plato’s defniton of the human soul.
Concerning the perfecton of Godn Aquinas notces that “which is not made is improperly called perfectn” and the word ‘perfecton’ cannot be
applied to God [Summa Theologica I Q.4 a1 ro1; Truth Q.2 a3 ad13].
Furthermoren according to Aquinasn as soon as God is uncreatedn He cannot be perfect. Aquinas’ remark contradicts to the words of aord God
Jesus Christ: “Be perfect as your heavenly Father is perfect” {Matthew 5:48}n yetn it is consistent with the Aquinas’ portrayal of God as the source of
evil. In other conflictng statementsn he declares that the Word–God through Whom the world came into existence contains formsn which “flow into
things”; any creaton composed from the mater and a form can be perfect and good only through the formn and God as a form is perfect [Truth Q.8
a16 ad1; Summa Theologica I Q.3. a2; Q.7 a1]. Howevern Aquinas’ ultmate conclusion is that the Word “cannot be the form of a body” [ Summa
Theologica III Q.2 a5 ro3].
Son in one text Aquinas ascribes perfecton to the uncreated formn while in another text he declares that the uncreated cannot be perfect. If the
Aquinas’ god is not perfect because he is uncreatedn perfecton of creatons is not connected with their creator because the mater (the creature) is
not able to receive or to imitate the uncreated form–god. The meaning of the Aquinas’ asserton is simple: man was not created in the image and
afer likeness of God.
According to Aquinas’ logicn the form (flowing into things from the Word) must be uncreated because uncreated God cannot consist from the
created things. If the Word–God contains the uncreated formsn these forms must also be at least the kind of divine creaturesn and the Aquinas’ god
is composed by so many other gods as so many uncreated forms exist within him. Such asserton reveals the Plato–Proclus’ influence and confrms
that Aquinas’ theology is the heathen mult–deity doctrine of the Orphic arch–serpent flled with forms of living beingsn which is disguised with
some names and wordings snatched from the Gospels.
Furthermoren afer his asserton of the theologian’s ability to see the essence of Godn Aquinas supplements the image of his god with such
characteristcs as the source of unjust lawsn the cause/source of eviln “the author of the evil which is penalty” [Summa Theologica I Q.48 a2 ad3; a3;
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Q.49 a1n a2n a3; Q.103 a7 ro1; I–II Q.18 a1 ad2 a3; Q. 93 a3 ro2n ro3; Summa Contra Gentiles III 4n 6n 7n 10n 11].
Although portrayal of a deity as the source of evil might be consistent with the ancient heathen doctrine of unity and struggle of the oppositesn
such a practce is heretcal and sacrilegious for the Christans. The Aquinas’ concept of unity of the opposites revived the noton of ancient
materialists who envisioned life and development as the unity and struggle of the eternal opposites; latern this idea became the component of
Marxist dialectcn now it provides the ground for the atempts of the contemporary papal theologians to unify Marxism and Catholicism.
Thenn Aquinas incorporates into his doctrine the Manichean/Persian dualism and repeats the heresy of Hermogenes [Hermogenes asserted
that evil should be attributed to the will of God and presented God–Creator as “the author of eviln – in: Tertullian IX.3, X.1–3 38–40] ; with his newly
founded universal cause–source of eviln Aquinas follows the Plato’s inconsistency [Plato Phaedo 103cn 105a–en 107a; Laws 896d] and destroys the
ground for the concept of immortality of human soul.
Concerning works of Thomas Aquinasn his politcal theologyn which is an offcial doctrine of the papal church of Romen and the consequences of
its implementatonn see
Dictrine if Thiman Aquinan,
Ecumeninm
Heathen Philiniphc and the Wentern Civilizatin
my book The Invincible Empiren Chapter 6.
Σ25 Augustne (354–430n convert from Manichaeismn who became the Bishop of Hippo and Catholic theologian canonized by the Roman pope)
propagated Plato’s philosophy as the pre–cursor and likeness of Christanityn invented the Filioque [in: Augustne Homilies on the Gospel of St. John
XCIX. 6–9n 383–384]n which triggered the Great Schismn doctrine Compelle Intraren and “wise judge conceptn” which provided the justfcaton for the
Inquisiton and were included into the manuals for the papal Inquisitors [[concerning works of Augustine and their consequences, see Wirkn if
Aueuntne if Hippi, The Church Militantn, or The Invincible Empiren Chapters 5, 6, 7]].
During reading of the Neo–Platonic booksn Augustne had “spiritualn perhaps even a mystcaln experiencen” which he was not able to obtain
during his Manichean years. In the Platonist booksn he discerned “the same spirit” and the same “truth” as he found in the Scriptures [Augustne
Confessions VII. 20–21; New Catholic Encyclopedia 1:1041n 1043]. As Prosper Alfaric inferred afer reading Augustne’s The Confessions (books VIIn
XI)n Augustne converted not in Christanity: he converted “from Manichaeism to Platonism” [Prosper Alfaric ref. and qtd. in: Sinnige 91].
Philip Schai [Schai 19] atributes to Augustne creaton of “the Latin–Catholic system as distnct from the Greek Catholicism” [[“Greek
Catholicism” refers to Orthodox Christanity]].
Through Augustnen the Plato’s concept of ideas/forms became the approved and most widely used source of heretcal fantasies for medieval
theologians.
For examplen William de Rothwell and Peter of Tarentaise both quote the Augustne’s declaratonn in which Augustne links denial of the Plato’s
ideas with denial of “the existence of the Son of God”; Bonaventure (Catholic saint) considers the Plato’s ideas as the synonym of the Christan
wisdom [William de Rothwelln Peter of Tarentaisen and Bonaventure ref. and qtd. in: Emery II:81–82]. Howevern Plato was the initated Orphic and
his doctrines are developed on basis of the Orphism – mythical serpentne theology; it means that the Augustne’s declaraton equates the Orphic
deity [[the arch–evil]] with the Son of God.
For the Christann any asserton of any analogy between God and fantasies of the heathen philosopher is sacrilegious; only for this declaraton
Augustne and his followers should be excommunicated as heretcsn and their fantasies should be discarded as false knowledge of the heathens.
See
Heathen Philiniphc and the Wentern Civilizatin
Wirkn if Aueuntne if Hippi
≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈
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